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Abstract
This paper performs an in-depth modelling and solving comparison of two COP’s among
state-of-the-art CP(FD) systems. The analysis focuses on the algebraic CP(FD) systems MiniZinc and ILOG OPL, the C++ CP(FD) systems Gecode and ILOG Solver,
the CLP(FD) systems SICStus and SWI-Prolog, and the CFLP(FD) systems PAKCS
and T OY(FD) (last one with three different versions: T OY(FDg), T OY(FDi) and
T OY(FDs), relying on the constraint solvers of Gecode, ILOG Solver and SICStus, resp.)
The modelling and solving comparison considers the classical puzzle problem of Golomb
and a real-life Employee Timetabling Problem coming from a technical department of the
Spanish public television. Besides the general interest of comparing those state-of-the-art
CP(FD) systems, the underlying main purpose of this paper is to position T OY(FD)
w.r.t. them. The paper first presents and justifies the selected systems and COP’s. The
modelling comparison discusses separately, using also code examples, issues as the abstraction of the constraint solver, the specification of the FD variables, FD constraints, search
strategies, displaying the obtained solutions, implementing the architecture of the followed
algorithm, data structures, and the modelling of independent CP(FD) components. The
solving comparison considers instances solved in tenths of seconds, seconds and minutes,
resp. It sets a common framework among the systems for running the experiments, analyzing the optimal constraint solver configuration and the different factors or overheads in
solving for each system. In this setting, it first compares the solving performance of the
10 systems, analyzing their ranking and slow-downs, and discussing the performance order existing among the different constraint solving libraries. Then, it gathers the systems
by their underlying constraint solver, performing an comparison for each set of systems.
It includes discussing the search statistics, and monitoring both the concrete T OY(FD)
and the constraint solver native models, analyzing the reasons of their similar or different
performance achieved.
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1 Introduction

Constraint Optimization Problems (COP’s) are present in manufacturing and service industries, such as procurement, production, transportation, distribution, information processing and communication (Pinedo 2004). These problems have been
tackled with techniques coming from the area of Mathematical Programming, such
as Linear Programming (Blbl and Kaminsky 2012), Integer Programming (W.H. Ip
and Ho 2010), Mixed Integer Programming (Pochet and Wolsey 2006) and Networks
(Millar and Kiragu 1998). They have also been tackled with techniques coming from
the area of Heuristic Methods, such as Hill Climbing (Foss and Onder 2006), Tabu
Search (Burke et al. 1998), Genetic Algorithms (Aickelin and Dowsland 2008), Simulated Annealing (Thompson 1996), Evolutionary Algorithms (Bäumelt et al. 2010)
or Local Search (Schaerf and Meisels 1999).
However, in the last decades, the knowledge area of Constraint Programming
over Finite Domains (CP(FD)) has been proven successful for modelling and solving these COP’s, as it captures their constraint-oriented nature in a succinct way
(Dechter 2003). In CP(FD), a COP is defined by the tuple (V , D, C , F ), where
V is the variable set {v1 , . . . , vn }, D is the set of n domains {d1 , . . . , dn } (each
di being the finite set of possible values that vi can take), C is the constraint set
(each of them placed over a subset of V and stating the feasible combination of
values these variables can take) and F is the cost function (an expression to be
minimized/maximized). A solution of a COP is an assignment of variables V to
values of D in such a way that the constraints of C are entailed and the cost function F is minimized/maximized. The initial search space (set of candidates to be a
solution of the problem) is represented by each possible value combination of the
variables.
The difficulty of a COP comes both from its complex modelling and from the
computational effort needed to solve it. To tackle both tasks, CP(FD) has clearly
make a distinction between the modelling language being used to specify the COP
(Marriot and Stuckey 1998) and the techniques applied for its solving (Tsang 1993).
Regarding modelling, it has been unfeasible to find a universal language for COP
specification, as depending on the context the COP is modeled for there are different
weights for collateral issues as expressivity, scalability, maintenance, integration into
larger applications, etc. Most of these tasks are mutually exclusive and thus each
single modelling language provides a tradeoff between them. Thus, the literature
proposes several approaches for modelling. However, for the solving issue all these
approaches rely on the concept of a constraint solver, which tackles the COP by
applying constraint propagation and search techniques.
The main contribution of this paper is to compare the modelling and solving
capabilities of state-of-the-art CP(FD) systems for tackling COP’s. The analysis
focuses on the algebraic CP(FD) systems MiniZinc and ILOG OPL, the C++
CP(FD) systems Gecode and ILOG Solver, the CLP(FD) systems SICStus and
SWI Prolog and the CFLP(FD) systems PAKCS and T OY(FD) (last one with its
three different versions T OY(FDg), T OY(FDi ) and T OY(FDs), relying on the
constraint solvers of Gecode, ILOG Solver and SICStus, resp.) The modelling and
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solving performance comparison considers two COP’s: The classical puzzle problem
of Golomb, and a real-life Employee Timetabling Problem coming from a technical
department of the Spanish public television.
Besides the general interest of comparing those state-of-the-art CP(FD) systems,
the underlying main purpose of this paper is to position T OY(FD) w.r.t. them.
More detailed, the goals of the paper are the following:
• Present the different programming paradigms available in CP(FD): Algebraic
CP(FD), OO CP(FD), CLP(FD), CFP(FD) and CFLP(FD). Enumerate
their advantages and drawbacks for the modelling and solving COP’s, justifying the two systems per paradigm selected for the case study. These systems
must rely on an small set of different underlying constraint solver libraries,
thus having a high interrelation among them.
• Present a description (with concrete instances) of both the pure CP(FD)
Golomb problem and the real-life Employee Timetabling one. Discuss the
algorithm followed to solve each of them, both with an initial informal sketch
and with a detailed enumeration of each of the steps being followed.
• Provide the models of the two problems in the eight systems.
• Use the Golomb problem to give a first approach to modelling on each system. Discuss separately (using also code examples) the following issues: The
abstraction of the constraint solver, The specification of the FD variables,
FD constraints, Search strategies and Outputting the obtained solutions.
• Use the Employee Timetabling problem to fully exploit the modelling capabilities of each system. Discuss separately (also using code examples) the following issues: The implementation of the architecture of the followed approach,
the data structures, the FD variables, the independent CP(FD) components
and the FD constraints.
• Set a common framework for running the experiments, analyzing how each
system fits to it. This includes the machine and the system version, the algorithm followed to solve the problem, the set of variables and constraints
(including the global ones) and the measurement of the elapsed time.
• Discuss the set of instances (of both problems) to be solved, selecting one
instance per problem solved in the order of magnitude of tenths of seconds,
seconds and minutes. The use of mate problem instances allow us to better
analyze the performance of each system, discussing any noticeable difference
between the solving of each of the two problems.
• Discuss the optimal constraint solver configuration, regarding the search strategy and propagation mode used. Select an optimal configuration, to be followed for all the systems for the rest of the experiments.
• Analyze the different factors or overheads composing the requested CPU time
of each system, and how these factors evolve for the different instances.
• Compare the solving performance of the 10 systems, analyzing their ranking
and slow-downs, and discussing the performance order existing among the
different constraint solving libraries.
• Specialize the comparison for the systems related by their underlying constraint solver, devoting an isolated analysis for each of them. On each case,
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analyze the ranking and slow-down results, use concrete instances to discuss
the search statistics, and include a low-level monitoring of both the T OY(FD)
version and the constraint solver native models, analyzing the reasons of their
similar or different performance achieved.

The work presented here departs from a previous analysis performed in (Castiñeiras
and Sáenz-Pérez 2011) and (Castiñeiras and Sáenz-Pérez 2013). The former formulates the Employee Timetabling Problem on demand of a concrete instance
(with a fixed structure), and presents its modelling in T OY(FD) and its solving in T OY(FDi ). The latter formulates an algorithm for solving a parametric
version of the Employee Timetabling Problem, and makes an analysis of its modeling and solution among Gecode, SICStus Prolog and T OY(FD) (with the versions
T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDs)).
The paper is organized as follows: Whereas Section 2 presents the programming
paradigms of CP(FD) and the set of selected systems, Section 3 presents the two
COP’s and the algorithm followed to solve each of them. Then, sections 4 and 5
present the modelling and solving comparison, resp. Finally, Section 6 summarizes
the obtained conclusions.

2 Paradigms and Systems Overview
In this section we enumerate the different programming paradigms available in
the area of knowledge of CP(FD). For each paradigm we present its advantages
and drawbacks for the modelling and solving of COP problems, as well as some of
its state-of-the-art system implementations. We justify the set of systems we have
selected to perform our case study, with the aim of finding the minimal set allowing
to: (1) Cover the different modelling features the paradigms provide and (2) Rely
on an small set of different constraint solver libraries, with a common setup for
running the experiments (to perform a fair comparison between them).

2.1 Algebraic CP(FD)
The first paradigm being presented is what we refer in this paper to as Algebraic
CP(FD). It sets a context for high-level specific purpose languages based on algebraic formulations. It abstracts the COP specification from the concrete solver or
algorithm followed to solve it. It provides a high expressivity to the user, including
the use of basic constraints (which can be combined to obtain complex ones), new
constraint definitions (via predicates), combinators, enumerated types, array and
set data structures, predefined and user-defined search strategies, and an isolation
from the general model to the instance-dependent input data. The abstraction from
the model to the solver allows to try a same model over different solvers with no
extra effort. However, in terms of solving efficiency, there might be an additional
overhead, coming from the inherent mismatch of the translation from the model to
the concrete solver (rather than developing a targeted-solver model). Also, the use
of specific purpose languages can make more difficult the modelling of constraint-
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independent components as well as the development of non-monolithic problems
and the integration of the model into larger applications.
Some algebraic CP(FD) systems are MiniZinc (Nethercote et al. 2007), IBM
ILOG OPL (Van Hentenryck 1999), Comet (Comet 2010), Minion (Gent et al.
2006) and Numberjack (Hebrard et al. 2010). For the case study of this paper we
have selected MiniZinc and ILOG OPL. We have selected MiniZinc because it is
high-level enough to express most constraint problems easily, but low-level enough
that it can be mapped onto existing solvers easily and consistently. To do so, the
MiniZinc interpreter includes FlatZinc, a low-level solver input language that is
the target language for MiniZinc. It is designed to be easy to translate into the
form required by a solver. In fact, any MiniZinc targeted-solver can customize its
own global constraint compilation from MiniZinc to FlatZinc. Currently, MiniZinc might be seen as the standard algebraic CP(FD) modelling language. Most
state-of-the-art constraint solver libraries include an interface to FlatZinc, and the
MiniZinc challenge (MiniZinc Challenge 2013) is organized every year to compare
various constraint solvers on the same problems sets, as well as to build up a library of interesting problem models. We have also selected ILOG OPL because it is
an industrial market leader, being the modelling language selected by most of the
companies for COP solving during the last decade. It can be seen as the pioneering
algebraic CP(FD) language, from which the rest of languages have departed from.
Thanks to the IBM academic initiative (IBM Academic Initiative 2010) these products are free for academic purposes. ILOG OPL is not as much generic as MiniZinc
is, in the sense that an OPL model can only be targeted to the different constraint
solvers ILOG provides (but this translation is expected to be more optimized).
2.2 Object Oriented CP(FD)
The second paradigm being presented is what we refer to as Object Oriented (OO)
CP(FD) in this paper. As the need for solving COPs CP(FD) increased, the industry requested new general-purpose modelling languages. The aim was to integrate
the CP(FD) techniques into other programming communities, also making possible
the coexistence of CP(FD) models and other constraint independent components
within larger applications. In this context, the integration of CP(FD) into the OO
paradigm (and in concrete into the C++ language) was quite natural and interesting, both in terms of the COP specification and its solving. First, the high efficiency
of C++ (Bulka and Mayhew 2000) allows the CP(FD) libraries implemented in
such this language to obtain a higher COP solving efficiency. Second, as now this
libraries must provide a C++ API, users can take advantage of features as the
abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism (Bruce 2002). modelling
directly against the C++ API interface of a CP(FD) library provides a tradeoff between efficiency and abstraction, as models became solver-specific (and thus
more efficient), but user has to explicitly manage all these constraint elements that
algebraic CP(FD) languages already abstracted.
Some C++ OO CP(FD) libraries are Gecode (Schulte et al. 2013b), IBM ILOG
Solver (IBM 2010) and Cacao (Cacao 2013). The interest to integrate CP(FD)
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libraries has been also extended to Java, with the new standard JSR 331 (JSR 331:
Constraint Programming API 2012). Some Java OO CP(FD) libraries are JaCoP
(JaCoP 2012), Choco (Choco 2013) and YACS (YACS 2013). For the case study
of this paper we have selected Gecode and ILOG Solver. We have selected Gecode
because it is a free software CP(FD) library with state-of-the-art performance
(awarded with the best results in the last five editions of the MiniZinc Challenge).
Relying on an exhaustive documentation and in a alive community (which goes far
beyond the education training), it provides a wide set of templates allowing users to
be first class citizens in the development of new variable domains, constraints and
search procedures (which follow exactly the very same techniques that Gecode itself
provides). Besides that, Gecode interfaces FlatZinc, as it is thus possible to make a
modelling and solving comparison between programming in MiniZinc (interfaced to
Gecode) and directly in Gecode. Following this same idea we have selected ILOG
Solver because it is the constraint solver targeted by OPL when solving generic FD
problems. It belongs to the ILOG CP package, which contains the ILOG Concert
modelling library and two other solver libraries for specific scheduling and routing
problems. Thus, as it happened with the algebraic CP(FD) language ILOG OPL
(where a translation to ILOG Solver was done) we can say that the modelling with
ILOG Concert is not as solver-specific as it is in Gecode, as ILOG Concert also
needs a translation to ILOG Solver (in the context of C++ CP(FD) programming).
Thus, a modelling and solving comparison between programming in IBM OPL and
ILOG Concert (and thus between both translations to ILOG Solver) turns to be
quite interesting, as well as to compare this gap with the one produced between
MiniZinc (against Gecode) and Gecode.
2.3 Logic Programming CP(FD)
The integration of CP(FD) techniques into declarative languages has also been
quite interesting from an industrial point of view. These languages offer a higher
abstraction level for programming, easing the development of secure and maintainable programs (Lloyd 1994). They are based on an strong formalism, with a clear
distinction between its declarative and operational (execution model) semantics.
In this context, the paradigm of Logic Programming (LP) (Lloyd 1987) has been
used in a vast range of application domains. Whereas the declarative semantics of
LP treats programs as logic theories based on a set of (possibly non-deterministic)
clauses, its operational semantics is based in the SLD calculus of Robinson (Robinson 1965) for solving logic goals via unification.
The integration of CP(FD) into LP gives sets up the framework for the paradigm
of Constraint Logic Programming over Finite Domains (CLP(FD)). On the one
hand, in terms of COP modelling, the new paradigm takes most of the advantages
of both algebraic and OO languages: (1) It abstracts the model from the concrete
solver, not only in the sense of plug-in the same model over different solvers (as
in algebraic languages) but in the sense of avoiding managing the constraint elements of a CP(FD) application (as OO languages must do). (2) It provides high
expressivity, even enhancing the one of algebraic and OO languages by adding logic
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features as relational notation, non-determinism, backtracking, logical variables,
domain variables and the capability of reasoning with models. (3) By using a logic
general-purpose programming language, it also has the same capabilities of OO languages for modelling constraint-independent components, tackling non-monolithic
models and integrate them into larger applications. On the other hand, in terms
of COP solving CLP(FD) systems decrease the OO CP(FD) efficiency, as they
must intermix constraint solving with its SLD resolution operational semantics (an
inherent overhead comes from interfacing the constraint solver to the system and
coordinating it). To alleviate the effects of this overhead and make the interface to
the constraint solver more clean and elegant most CLP(FD) systems have implemented its own host solver, attached to the underlying system architecture.
Some CLP(FD) systems are SICStus Prolog (SICStus Prolog 2012), SWI-Prolog
(SWI 2012), GNU Prolog (GNU Prolog 2012), Ciao Prolog (Ciao 2012) and BProlog (B-Prolog 2012), all of them using Prolog as host language. For the case
study of this paper we have selected SICStus Prolog and SWI-Prolog. We have
selected SICStus Prolog because it is an ISO standard compliant, Prolog development system with state-of-the-art performance (Fernández and Hill 2000). It is
built around a high performance Prolog engine that can use the full virtual memory
space, and is efficient and robust for large amounts of data and large applications.
Regarding the modelling and solving comparison performed in this case study: (1)
SICStus is the host language of other multi-paradigm declarative system implementations also taking part in the case study of this paper. Thus, a comparison
between their modelling and solving performance and the one of the proper SICStus
turns to be quite interesting. (2) SICStus provides a Prolog-C++ (also Prolog-Java)
communication framework allowing to define a Prolog predicate prototype whose
implementation is contained in a C++ function. This includes a conversion between Prolog and C++ parameters, which also contains a C++ representation of
Prolog terms. Thus, for the fairness of the performance comparison we can execute
OO CP(FD), CLP(FD) and multi-paradigm instances within the SICStus framework. We have also selected SWI-Prolog as it is an efficient free software CLP(FD)
system that has been driven by the needs for real-world applications. It is widely
used in research and education as well as for commercial applications, and thus
the modelling and solving comparison between SICStus and SWI turns to be quite
interesting.
2.4 Functional Programming CP(FD)
The paradigm of Functional Programming (FP) (MacLennan 1990) sets the context for a second family of declarative languages. Whereas the declarative semantics of FP treats programs as theories based on a set of deterministic functions, its
operational semantics is based in reducing expressions via rewriting (Baader and
Nipkow 1998). The integration of CP(FD) into FP sets up the framework for the
paradigm of Constraint Functional Programming over Finite Domains (CFP(FD)).
In terms of COP modelling, the three advantages presented for CLP(FD) languages
(w.r.t. algrabraic and OO ones) also apply to CFP(FD), where the higher expres-
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sivity of the paradigm comes from the addition of functional features as functional
notation, curried expressions, higher-order functions, patters, partial application,
lazy evaluation and the use of types and polymorphism. Also, as functions are
first-class citizens, they can be used as any other object in the language (i.e., results, input arguments and elements of data structures), giving CFP(FD) a greater
flexibility than CLP(FD) w.r.t. higher order. In terms of COP solving, FP provide efficient and (under particular conditions) optimal evaluation strategies using
demand-driven evaluation. However, as in CLP(FD), intermixing constraint solving with the rewriting-based operational semantics implies an inherent overhead
for CFP(FD) performance. In this context, the integration of CP(FD) techniques
into FP seems to be at least as interesting as in LP. However, the literature lacks
of mature proposals in this sense.
Some FP CP(FD) libraries are Alice ML (ML 2007) and FaCiLe (FaCiLe 2001).
On the one hand, they provide some functional features, as higher-order functions,
type inference, strong typing, user-defined constraints and the manipulation of potentially infinite data structures by using explicit delayed expressions (lazyness is
not an inherent characteristic of their resolution mechanism). However, they do not
provide general-purpose functional programming languages, as they are based on a
low-level and imperative API.
More recently (Schrijvers et al. 2009) developed a Monadic Constraint Programming (MCP) framework, integrating CP(FD) techniques in a pure functional programming language as Haskell (Peyton-Jones 2002). It illustrates how the abstractions and mechanisms from FP such as monads, higher-order functions, continuations and lazy evaluation are valuable notions for defining and building CP(FD)
systems. The FD-MCP framework (Wuille and Schrijvers 2010) implements an embedded domain-specific language in Haskell for constraint programming, introducing an extra layer between the language and the concrete CP(FD) solver being
used. They also focus in solving performance, providing an interface to Gecode,
which can be accessed either directly from the system (intermixing constraint solving with rewriting), or by compiling the Haskell model to a C++ Gecode one. In
this context, the use of FD-MCP seems to be quite interesting for our case study.
Unfortunately, the system seems to be at a beta version, as it does not provide
neither a user or reference manual to learn how to use it. Besides that, none of the
provided examples do compile in the recent versions of Gecode (they do not advice
of the Gecode version they are using), and some of them directly do not even generate any C++ code. For these reasons we have discarded the use of FP CP(FD)
systems in our case study, but we have remarked the strengths of the paradigm for
COP modelling and solving.
2.5 Multi-paradigm Declarative Programming CP(FD)
Discarding CFP(FD) systems do not definitely prevent our case study from evaluating the FP advantages for COP modelling and solving. The paradigm of Functional Logic Programming (FLP) (Hanus 2007) set the framework for a family of
multi-paradigm declarative programming languages, which basically amalgamates
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the main features of the FP and LP already described. FLP languages arise from
the approach of extending a logic language with features for functional programming. Whereas the declarative semantics of FLP treats programs as theories based
on a set of (possibly non-deterministic) lazy functions, its operational semantics
is based on solving goals via narrowing (an efficient combination of rewriting and
unification).
As the integration of CP(FD) techniques into LP was proved successful, so it does
its integration in FLP, setting the framework for the paradigm of Constraint Functional Logic Programming over Finite Domains (CFLP(FD)). In terms of COP
modelling, these languages take all the generic programming emphasized by FP,
but in a CLP(FD) context which enhances pure FP languages with: Logic variables
(computation with partial information) and non-deterministic functions, backtracking (reasoning with models), non-deterministic search for solutions and constraint
solving. In terms of COP solving, CFLP(FD) has the same kind of overhead as
CLP(FD), in this case coming from intermixing constraint solving with narrowing
(an inherent overhead comes from interfacing the constraint solver to the system
and coordinating it). Unfortunately, CFLP(FD) can not decrease this inherent
overhead (as CFP(FD) can do via compiling the native language model to a host
constraint solver language one). The problem comes from the logic feature of reasoning with models (implemented via backtracking), which allows to remove during
the execution some of the constraints already posted to the solver. In this context
any CFLP(FD) native model must be executed on its native framework.
Some CFLP(FD) languages are T OY(FD) (Fernández et al. 2007), Curry (Hanus
1997), HAL (de la Banda et al. 2001), Oz (Van Roy et al. 2003) and CFLP(D, S, L)
(Marin 2000). For the case study of this paper we have selected the systems T OY(FD)
and PAKCS (PAKCS 2013) (one of the Curry available implementations), as they
provide pure FLP languages (in the sense of purely integrating the features already
described) and, instead of using an abstract machine for running byte-code or intermediate code from compiled programs, they use SICStus Prolog as an object
language (Loogen et al. 1993).
The declarative semantics of T OY(FD) and PAKCS treat programs as theories
based on a set of (possibly non-deterministic) lazy functions. In this context, a program thus consists of a set of data constructors and a set of functions, that can be
higher-order and non-deterministic (with possibly several reductions for given, even
ground, arguments). A distinction must be done between patterns and expressions.
Whereas an expression is susceptible of being reduced by the rules of the functions
defined in the program, a pattern denotes a data value not subject of further evaluation (this includes variables, constants, data constructors and partial application
of functions). In T OY(FD) a defined function is characterized by an optional principal type, which is checked/inferred by the system, and by a set of constrained
rewriting rules f t1 . . . tn = e ⇐= l1 == r1 , . . . , lk == rk where t1 , . . . , tn form a
tuple of linear patterns (i.e., with no repeated variables), and e, li , ri are expressions. Rules have a conditional reading: f t1 . . . tn can be reduced to e if all the
constraints l1 == r1 , . . . , lk == rk are satisfied. For the case of non-deterministic
functions, rules are applied following their textual order, and both failure and user
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request for a new solution trigger backtracking to the next unexplored rule. Regarding the different reductions, the Conditional Term-Rewriting Logic (CRWL)
(González-Moreno et al. 1999) is used to verify if two language expressions are
equal or not.
The operational semantics of T OY(FD) and PAKCS is based on different constraint needed narrowing calculus (Antoy et al. 1994; López-Fraguas et al. 2004),
which make possible the solving of syntactic equalities and disequalities over the
Herbrand universe, as well as the solving of FD constraints via using a CP(FD)
library. In this context, a goal consists of a set of constraints, and goal solving follows lazy narrowing: If a constraint represents either an equality/disequality Herbrand constraint between patterns or a primitive finite domain constraint, then
it is directly posted to its corresponding solver. Otherwise, the arguments of the
constraint being expressions are lazily evaluated, applying matching function rules.
This transforms the initial constraint into a primitive one, possibly producing more
primitive or composed constraints to be processed. Once all the constraints of the
goal have been processed, a solution consists of the simplified H and FD constraint stores. Whereas PAKCS relies just in the SICStus clpfd library, T OY(FD)
has three different versions interfacing SICStus clpfd, Gecode and ILOG Solver
(Castiñeiras and Sáenz-Pérez 2012). Thus, a modelling and solving comparison between T OY(FD), SICStus, Gecode and ILOG Solver turns to be quite interesting.
Finally, combining the comparison of T OY(FD) with its native solvers with the
one between MiniZinc and Gecode (resp. ILOG OPL and ILOG Solver) allows
us to develop a whole comparison of how the different four paradigms (algebraic
CP(FD), OO CP(FD), logic CP(FD) and functional-logic CP(FD)) behave for the
modelling and solving of a single COP. Besides this paradigm comparison, the use of
two systems per paradigm prevents our case study of obtaining wrong conclusions
for a paradigm coming from the particular behavior of a concrete system. Last but
not least, the use of a common framework for running the instances allow our case
study to draw fair conclusions about the results obtained.
3 Proposed COP’s Overview
The first COP we propose is the Golomb Rulers Problem (P. Galinier and Pesant
2007). We have selected it as: (1) It is a classical benchmark present in the CSPlib
list of problems (CSPLib 2012), (2) Its modelling is easy enough as to be considered
one of the introductory examples for understanding the basics of CP(FD), (3) Its
solving is quite hard, and only small instances of it has been successfully solved.
In summary, the Golomb Rulers Problem allows us to get some insights of how the
different paradigms and systems already presented behave when tackling a rather
simple but pure CP(FD) problem.
The second COP we propose is based on a Employee Timetabling Problem (ETP)
coming from a technical department of the Spanish public television. An ETP is
concerned with assigning a number of employees to a given set of shifts over a fixed
period of time, taking into account the employees qualifications, constraints and
preferences. These problems are present in manufacturing and service industries,
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such as procurement, production, transportation, distribution, information processing and communication (Pinedo 2004). Probably the most paradigmatic example of
an ETP is the Nurse Rostering Problem (NRP), which has been extensively studied
for more than forty years (Burke et al. 2004), and for which different Mathematical Programming, Heuristics and finally CP approaches have been tried. We have
selected this ETP for our case study (in concrete the specification presented in
(Castiñeiras and Sáenz-Pérez 2013)) as: (1) It is a real-life COP application, that
can be seen as a particular case of an NRP, (2) It is fully parametric on the specification of the different input aspects of the problem, (3) It is non-monolithic, (4) It
includes CP independent components. In summary, this ETP is a complex real-life
application, completely different to the Golomb Rulers puzzle example. Thus, it
gives us more specific insights for our comparison, as it exploits the different COP
modelling and solving features provided by the different paradigms and systems
already presented.
Next four sections are devoted to give an overview of both COP problems, which
is necessary to further understand the modelling and solving analysis. For each
one, a first section describes the problem, and a latter one describes the algorithm
followed to solve it (first giving an informal sketch of it, and then describing it step
by step). Concrete instances of both problems are used, guiding the explanations.

3.1 Golomb Problem Description
We have followed the problem formulation presented in Gecode (Schulte et al.
2013c): A Golomb ruler has n marks 0 = m0 < m1 < . . . < mn−1 such that the
distances di,j = mj − mi for 0 ≤ i < j < n are pairwise distinct. An optimal
Golomb ruler is of minimal length (that is, mn−1 is minimal). Fig. 1 shows an
optimal Golomb ruler with 6 marks.

Fig. 1. An Optimal Golomb Ruler with 6 Marks

3.2 Golomb Solving Approach
Let us name golomb the algorithm for solving an instance of the parametric problem. It computes the ruler M ≡ m0 , m1 , . . . mn−1 as a result. It receives the input
parameter n and the special input parameter P , provided to configure the FD constraint solver by setting the propagation mode to incremental or batch (Wallace
et al. 2004). Incremental propagation mode is usual in systems supporting reasoning with models, as it performs propagation on each new constraint posted, thus
detecting failure as soon as possible. However, batch propagation mode (the solver
performs constraint propagation on demand) is more usual in CP applications, and
can enhance solving performance by saving constraint store propagations. How-
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ever, it is possible that evaluation of goals leading to no solutions continues until a
propagation is demanded.
Our approach to solve the problem uses two decision variable arrays: m and d .
Whereas the former represents the marks of the ruler the latter represents the differences between those marks. To improve the solving efficiency: (1) Upper bounds
are used for m variables, setting them to 2n−1 − 1 (P. Galinier and Pesant 2007),
(2) Lower bounds are used for d variables, making di,j ≥ (j − i ) × (j − i + 1) /
2 (Smith et al. 1999), (3) Some symmetries are broken by making d0,1 < dn−2,n−1
and (4) Variables are labeled in input order.
Coming back to our 6 marks Golomb instance example, the whole set of constraints is:
{m0, m1, m2, m3, m4, m5} in 0..31
{d0, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7,
d8, d9, d10, d11, d12, d13, d14} in 0..31
m0 = 0;
m0 < m1; m1 < m2; m2 < m3; m3 < m4; m4 < m5
d0 = m1 - m0; d1 = m2 - m0; d2 = m3 - m0; d3 = m4 - m0; d4 = m5 - m0;
d5 = m2 - m1; d6 = m3 - m1; d7 = m4 - m1; d8 = m5 - m1;
d9 = m3 - m2; d10 = m4 - m2; d11 = m5 - m2;
d12 = m4 - m3; d13 = m5 - m3;
d14 = m5 - m4;
d0 >= 1; d1 >= 3; d2 >= 6; d3 >= 10; d4 >= 15
d5 >= 1; d6 >= 3; d7 >= 6; d8 >= 10;
d9 >= 1; d10 >= 3; d11 >= 6;
d12 >= 1; d13 >= 3;
d14 >= 1;
{d0, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7,
d8, d9, d10, d11, d12, d13, d14} are different
d0 < d14
enumerate {m0, m1, m2, m3, m4, m5} in order, minimizing m5

3.3 ETP Problem Description
A department is filling its employee timetabling dc ≡ {dc1 , . . . , dcnd } of nd days.
There are different kinds of working days ws ≡ {ws1 , . . . , wsk } (each one containing
an amount of shifts wsi ≡ [swsi1 , . . . , swsim ]), and there is an injection from dc
to ws. If wsi provides m shifts, then for each day dcx = wsi there must be m
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available workers at the department (each shift is assigned to a single worker). The
department employs w ≡ (nt × ntw ) + 1 workers. nt × ntw of them are regular
workers divided into nt teams of ntw workers: {w1 , . . . , wntw } belong to team t1 ,
{wntw +1 , . . . , w2∗ntw } belong to team t2 , and so on. Note that, obviously, this also
includes the possibility of having just one team containing all the regular workers.
In any case, there is an extra worker ew , which belongs to no team and is only
selected by demand for coping with regular workers absences. Whereas ew must
be available for the nd days, regular workers must be absent some days, which is
provided by abs ≡ {(wi1 , dj 1 ), . . . , (wil , djl )}, of pairs (regular worker, day).
Each team ti is selected to work each nt days. If ti is selected on day dcj only
{w(i−1)∗ntw +1 , . . . , wi∗ntw } (the regular workers of that team) and ew are able to
work at the department on that day. The extra worker ew can be selected to work
just one out of each er consecutive days. Note that, obviously, this also includes the
possibility of working every day, by simply setting er to one. For each day dcj , the
selected ti provides (due to absences) 0 ≤ a ≤ ntw available workers to be assigned
to the m available shifts of the day. This give rise to up to three different situations:
(1) If a ≥ m then ew and any possible remaining regular worker do not have to work
(they are assigned to shifts of 0 hours). (2) If a = m − 1 then ew is selected to work,
coping with one of the m shifts of dcj . (3) If a < m − 1 then there is no possible
assignment, and ti can not be selected for dcj . Given s ≡ {s1 , . . . , sg } as the set of
different shift types that ws provides, Tti ,sz is a measure of the distribution of shifts
of type sz to the regular workers of ti . Supposing that {w(i−1)∗ntw +1 , . . . , wi∗ntw }
are assigned to [cv1 , . . . , cvntw ] shifts of type sz during the nd days, then Tti ,sz
represents the difference between the maximum and minimum of these cv values.
Shift distribution is constrained by T , representing the maximum value any Tt,s can
take. Note that this constraint can be easily avoided by setting T to (nd /nt) + 1
or higher: Team ti works each nt days, so it will work (nd /nt) or (nd /nt) + 1
days during the timetable (as / stands for the integer division). As each worker is
assigned to a single shift each of those days, the higher possible Tti ,sz would be the
one in which one worker of ti is only assigned to shifts of kind sz , whereas another
worker of the team is assigned to none of them.
Scheduled timetabling contains h working hours, so each regular worker is expected to work h/(nt ×ntw ) hours. Any more worked hour is considered as an extra
hour. Optimization arises in the problem because the department must pay regular
workers for each extra hour they work, and any hour that ew works is paid as ef
extra hours of a regular worker. Note that ew can be treated as a regular worker
by setting ef to one. Optimal schedule minimizes the extra hour payment.
With this description in mind, let us suppose a concrete instance for filling the
timetabling for the next week, which starts on Monday. Whereas each working
day contains three shifts to be accomplished (of twenty, twenty two and twenty
four hours, resp.), each weekend day contains just two (both of them of twenty
four hours). The department employs thirteen workers: (1) Twelve of them regular
workers, divided into three teams of four workers. (2) An extra worker, which can
be selected to work at most one out of each three consecutive days, and whose extra
hours are paid the double of the prize. Finally, small deviations (of one per kind
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Variable Name

Variable Description

Example

nd

Number of days

nd = 7

dc

Day Classification

dc = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2]

ws

Different kind of working days

ws = [[20,22,24], [24,24]]

ws1

working day of kind 1 has three
shifts (m = 3)

ws1 = [20, 22, 24]

w

Number of workers

w = 13

nt

Number of teams

nt = 3

ntw

Number of team workers

ntw = 4

Workers of team ti

t1 ={w1 ,w2 ,w3 ,w4 }, t2 , t3

ew

Extra Worker

ew = w13

er

Period of consecutive days on which
ew can work at most one of them

er = 3

abs

Absences of (regular workers, days)

abs=[(1,1),(2,1). . . ,(12,6)]

s

Different kind of shifts

s = [0, 20, 22, 24]

Tti ,sz

Measure of the distribution of shifts
of kind sj to the regular workers of
team ti

Tt1 ,s0 = 1

cv1 , . . . , cvntw

#Shifts of kind s = 0 the regular
workers of t1 are assigned to

cv1 =2;cv2 =1;cv3 =1;cv4 =1

T

Maximum value for the T ti , sj

T =1

ef

Factor for the working hours of ew

ef = 2

w(i−1)×ntw +1 ,
wi×ntw

. . .,

Table 1. List of Variables used in the ETP Problem

of shift) are allowed between the different workers of a team. Table 1 summarizes
the list of variables used in the problem description. Whereas the first and second
columns represent the variable name and its informal description (resp.), the last
column represents the value of the variable for the concrete instance presented.
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3.4 ETP Solving Approach
Let us name p tt the algorithm for solving an instance of the parametric timetabling.
It receives the input parameters nd , nt, ntw , er , ef , ws and T . Special input
parameters P , W and SS are provided to configure the FD constraint solver.
Once again P sets the propagation mode to incremental or batch. W and SS
set the search strategy to: Order the variables by workers or days, and label the
variables by first unbound or first fail, resp. The result computed by p tt is the pair
(timetabling, eh). The former is an nd × w assignment (where each position (i , j )
represents the shift assigned on day j to worker i). The latter represents the total
amount of extra hours of such assignment.
In the instance example we have presented before, timetabling is a seven × thirteen matrix. However, Fig. 2 shows that, due to the dependencies between the
teams (just one team works each day and each team works each three days) most
of the positions of timetabling are going to be zero. For example, if t1 is selected
for working on days 1, 4 and so on, then the variables of the other teams for those
days are going to be 0, as well as the variables of team t1 for days 2, 3, 5, 6 and so
on. In this context, we can better represent timetabling as Table, an (ntw + 1) × nd
matrix (in our example a five x seven matrix), where for each day, the first ntw
rows represent the regular workers of the selected team for that day. Fig. 3 shows
the mapping from timetabling to Table, where the first four rows represent to {w1 ,
w2 , w3 , w4 } on days one, four, etc, to {w9 , w10 , w11 , w12 } on days 2, 5, etc, and to
{w5 , w6 , w7 , w8 } on days 3, 6, etc.
The assignment shown in Fig. 3 is a feasible assignment of teams to days, i.e., an
assignment satisfying that: (1) Each day there are enough workers of the selected
team to accomplish the scheduled shifts. (2) ew is never selected to work more than
one out of each er consecutive days. There are nt teams, implying up to nt! possible
assignments of teams to days: {tdan1 , . . . , tdant !}. As the optimal schedule can be
in any of them, all must be explored. In our instance example only two of the six
tda are feasible, as due to the absences provided by abs, only team t1 can work on

dj

1

wi
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5
w6
w7
w8
w9
w10
w11
w12
e

tt1,1
20
tt1,3
tt1,4

2

3

4

…

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

tt2,13

tt3,13

tt4,1
tt4,2
tt4,3
tt4,4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
tt4,13

…

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
tt1,13

Fig. 2. Team Dependencies in timetabling

feasible, as due to the absences provided by abs, only team t1 can work on day one. The two feasible
assignments are then assigning t2 (resp. t3) to the second day and t3 (resp. t2) to the third day.
The main idea of the algorithm is to solve the problem by decomposing it into independent
subproblems (exponentially easier to be solved), and then solve them sequentially. The idea of splitting the
problem relies on the fact that only one team works each day, and the different teams rotate (each team works
exactly each three days). Thus, the algorithm relies on a four stage process: (i) team assign, (ii) tt split, (iii) tt
solve and (iv) tt map. First stage team_assign just concerns with finding any feasible assignment tdai. Starting
from a feasible bijection tdai, the stages tt_split, tt_solve and tt_map are executed, generating nt subproblems,
solving them and mapping the solution to (timetabling, eh). In our example, we can split the generated Table
associated to each feasible tdai into 3 independent subproblems: tt1 (with columns 1, 4 and so on), tt2 (with
Castiñeiras,
columns
3, 6 andF.soSáenz-Pérez
on).
columns 16
2, 5 and so on) and tt3 (with I.

Fig. 2. Mapping from Timetable to Table
Fig. 3. Mapping from timetable to Table

day one. The two feasible assignments are then assigning t2 (resp. t3 ) to the second
day and t3 (resp. t2 ) to the third day.
The main idea of the proposed algorithm is to solve the problem by decomposing
it into nt independent subproblems (exponentially easier to be solved), and then
solve them sequentially. Thus, the algorithm relies on a four stage process: (i)
team assign, (ii) tt split, (iii) tt solve, and (iv) tt map. First stage team assign
just concerns with finding any feasible bijection tda (teams to days assignment)
from dc to teams. Starting from a feasible bijection tdai , the stages tt split, tt solve
and tt map are executed, generating nt subproblems, solving them and mapping
the solution to the suboptimal (timetablingi , ehi ) associated to this tdai , resp. In
our example, we can split the generated Table associated to each feasible tdai
into three independent subproblems: tt1 (with columns 1, 4 and so on), tt2 (with
columns 2, 5 and so on) and tt3 (with columns 3, 6 and so on). Once this suboptimal
solution has been found, backtracking is triggered to team assign, finding a new
tdaj and executing again the stages tt split, tt solve and tt map to obtain a new
suboptimal (timetablingj , ehj ). Finally, when no more feasible bijections tda are
found, the different suboptimal solutions are compared, to output as a result the
one minimizing the number of extra hours. Fig. 4 presents a graphical representation
of the described architecture of p tt.
Let us summarize the advantages of our solving approach. In our instance example, we departed from a timetabling matrix of k ≡ 13 × 7 positions. Supposing that
the initial domain of each variable is {0, 20, 22, 24}, this leads to an initial search
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D6, E6,
OAbs,
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…

Fig. 4. Architecture of p tt

space of 4k . By using the p tt solving approach: (1) The use of Table instead of
timetabling directly saves the 65% of the timetabling variables, reducing the search
space to 40·35k . (2) As each Table is split into tt1 , tt2 and tt3 , the search space is
reduced to 3 × 40·12k . (3) As we have to deal with up to nt different feasible tda
(six in our instance example), the search space if finally set to 18 × 40·12k , which is
much smaller than the original 4k one.
We run the algorithm by calling to:
p tt nd nt ntw er ef ws abs dc T P W SS = (timetabling, eh)
In our instance example we set the propagation mode to incremental, order the
variables by workers and label them from left to right:
p_tt 7 3 4 3 2 [[20,22,24],[24,24]] [(1,1), (2,1), (5,1), (6,1), (7,1),
(10,1), (11,1), (12,1), (5,6), (6,6), (7,6), (10,6), (11,6), (12,6)] [1,1,
1,1,1,2,2] 1 true calByWorkers fstUnbound = (timetabling, eh)
We obtain the following solution:
timetabling = [ [
[
[
[
[
[
[
eh = 133

0, 0, 22, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 20 ],
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 20, 22, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ],
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 20, 22, 24, 0 ],
0, 20, 24, 22, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ],
0, 0, 0, 0, 24, 22, 20, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ],
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 24, 0, 0, 0, 24 ],
24, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ] ]

Next, we describe (one by one) the four stages of the algorithm. For each stage we
start showing the main call to the stage and the obtained output. Then we describe
the different steps of the stage, instantiating them to our instance example and
showing any FD constraint posted to the solver. Each step is univocally identified
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as “p tt stagenamestagestep ” (where team assign is named ta, tt split is named sp,
tt solve is named so and tt map is named ma).
3.4.1 Stage team assign:
We can run the stage by calling to:
team assign nd nt ntw er ws abs dc P = (d , e, oabs, Table)
In our instance example we run:
team_assign 7 3 4 3 [ [20, 22, 24], [24, 24] ] [ (1,1), (2,1), (5,1),
(6,1), (7,1), (10,1), (11,1), (12,1), (5,6), (6,6), (7,6), (10,6), (11,6),
(12,6) ] [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2] True == (d, e, oabs, Table)
We obtain two feasible solutions:
Solution 1:
d = [1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1]; e = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0];
oabs = [ [1,2,5,6,7,10,11,12], [], [], [], [], [5,6,7,10,11,12], [] ]
Table = [ [v1, v2, v3, v4, v5], [v6, v7, v8, v9, v10], [v11, v12,
v13, v14, v15], [v16, v17, v18, v19, v20], [v21, v22, v23, v24,
v25], [v26, v27, v28, v29, v30], [v31, v32, v33, v34, v35] ]
Solution 2:
d = [1, 3, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1]; e = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0];
oabs = [ [1,2,5,6,7,10,11,12], [], [], [], [], [5,6,7,10,11,12], [] ]
Table = [ [v1, v2, v3, v4, v5], [v6, v7, v8, v9, v10], [v11, v12,
v13, v14, v15], [v16, v17, v18, v19, v20], [v21, v22, v23, v24,
v25], [v26, v27, v28, v29, v30], [v31, v32, v33, v34, v35] ]
Algorithm:
p tt ta1 Create Table, an {nd × (ntw + 1)} matrix of variables. In our example:
Table = [ [v1, v2, v3, v4, v5], [v6, v7, v8, v9, v10], [v11, v12,
v13, v14, v15], [v16, v17, v18, v19, v20], [v21, v22, v23, v24,
v25], [v26, v27, v28, v29, v30], [v31, v32, v33, v34, v35] ]
p tt ta2 Fit abs to oabs (a list of lists representing the absences ordered per day).
Create atd (a list of lists representing the absences per day and team) and
etd (a list of lists representing the request of ew per day and team). In our
example:
oabs = [[1,2,5,6,7,10,11,12],[],[],[],[],[5,6,7,10,11,12],[]]
atd = [[2,3,3],[0,0,0],[0,0,0],[0,0,0],[0,0,0],[0,3,3],[0,0,0]]
etd = [[1,1,1],[0,0,0],[0,0,0],[0,0,0],[0,0,0],[0,1,1],[0,0,0]]
p tt ta3 Create the arrays of nd FD variables d (di ≡ team assigned to dci ), a (ai ≡
amount of regular worker absences on dci ) and e (ei ≡ is ew requested on
dci ). In our example:
d = [d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7]
a = [a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7]
e = [e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7]
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p tt ta4 Initialize d to {1, . . . , nt}, constrained by di == di+nt , and by an all different
constraint over {d1 , . . . , dnt }. In our example:
d1 == d4; d4 == d7; d2 == d5; d3 == d6
{d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7} in 1..3
{d1, d2, d3} are different
p tt ta5 Initialize a to {0, . . . , ntw }. Each mi (amount of shifts to be covered on dci )
is explored to prune ai upper bound. Link d , a and atd . In our example:
{a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7} in 0..4
a1<=2; a2<=2; a3<=2; a4<=2; a5<=2; a6<=3; a7<=3;
(d1==1) => (a1==2); (d1==2) => (a1==3); (d1==3) => (a1==3);
(d2==1) => (a2==0); (d2==2) => (a2==0); (d2==3) => (a2==0);
(d3==1) => (a3==0); (d3==2) => (a3==0); (d3==3) => (a3==0);
(d4==1) => (a4==0); (d4==2) => (a4==0); (d4==3) => (a4==0);
(d5==1) => (a5==0); (d5==2) => (a5==0); (d5==3) => (a5==0);
(d6==1) => (a6==0); (d6==2) => (a6==3); (d6==3) => (a6==3);
(d7==1) => (a7==0); (d7==2) => (a7==0); (d7==3) => (a7==0);
p tt ta6 Initialize e to 0, 1. The sum of each {ei , . . . , ei+er } is constrained to be ≤ 1.
Link d , e and etd . In our example:
{e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7} in 0..1
sum [e1,e2,e3] <= 1, sum [e2,e3,e4] <= 1, sum [e3,e4,e5] <= 1,
sum [e4,e5,e6] <= 1, sum [e5,e6,e7] <=1,
(d1==1) => (e1==1); (d1==2) => (e1==1); (d1==3) => (e1==1);
(d2==1) => (e2==0); (d2==2) => (e2==0); (d2==3) => (e2==0);
(d3==1) => (e3==0); (d3==2) => (e3==0); (d3==3) => (e3==0);
(d4==1) => (e4==0); (d4==2) => (e4==0); (d4==3) => (e4==0);
(d5==1) => (e5==0); (d5==2) => (e5==0); (d5==3) => (e5==0);
(d6==1) => (e6==0); (d6==2) => (e6==1); (d6==3) => (e6==1);
(d7==1) => (e7==0); (d7==2) => (e7==0); (d7==3) => (e7==0);
p tt ta7 Label d to obtain the feasible team assignments tda. In our example:
enumerate {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7} in order
3.4.2 Stage tt split:
We can run the stage by calling to:
tt split nd nt ntw ws oabs dc d e Table = (tt, dc list, h)
In our example (considering just the first solution of team assign) we run:
tt_split 7 3 4 [[20,22,24],[24,24]] [[1,2,5,6,7,10,11,12],[],[],[],
[],[5,6,7,10,11,12],[]] [1,2,3,1,2,3,1] [1,0,0,0,0,1,0]
[ [v1,v2,v3,v4,v5], [v6,v7,v8,v9,v10], [v11,v12,v13,v14,v15],
[v16,v17,v18,v19,v20],[v21,v22,v23,v24,v25],[v26,v27,v28,v29,v30],
[v31,v32,v33,v34,v35] ] == (tt, tt_list, dc_list, h)
We obtain the following solution:
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Table = [[0,0,a,b,c],[d,e,f,g,0],[h,i,j,k,0],[l,m,n,o,0],
[p,q,r,s,0],[t,0,0,0,u],[v,w,x,y,0]]
tt = [ [ [0,0,a,b,c], [l,m,n,o,0], [v,w,x,y,0] ],
[ [d,e,f,g,0], [p,q,r,s,0] ],
[ [h,i,j,k,0], [t,0,0,0,u] ] ]
dc_list = [ [1,1,2], [1,1], [1,2] ]
h = 35
Algorithm:
p tt sp1 Receive Table, d , e and oabs from team assign. In our example:
Table = [[v1,v2,v3,v4,v5],[v6,v7,v8,v9,v10],[v11,v12,v13,v14,
v15],[v16,v17,v18,v19,v20],[v21,v22,v23,v24,v25],[v26,v27,
v28,v29,v30],[v31, v32,v33,v34,v35]];
d = [1,2,3,1,2,3,1]; e = [1,0,0,0,0,1,0];
oabs = [[1,2,5,6,7,10,11,12],[],[],[],[],[5,6,7,10,11,12],[]]
p tt sp2 Compute TotZ (a list of lists representing the selected worker absences per
day), using di and oabsi to know which selected regular workers are absent
on dci , and ei to know if ew is selected for dci . In our example:
TotZ = [ [1,2], [5], [5], [5], [5], [2,3,4], [5] ]
p tt sp3 For each dci traverse Tablei , binding to zero each variable indexed by TotZi .
In our example:
Table = [[0,0,a,b,c],[d,e,f,g,0],[h,i,j,k,0],[l,m,n,o,0],
[p,q,r,s,0],[t,0,0,0,u],[v,w,x,y,0]]
p tt sp4 Split Table by teams: {tt1 , . . . , ttnt }, each of them a matrix {(nd /nt) × (ntw +
1)}. In our example:
tt = [ [ [0,0,a,b,c], [l,m,n,o,0], [v,w,x,y,0] ],
[ [d,e,f,g,0], [p,q,r,s,0] ],
[ [h,i,j,k,0], [t,0,0,0,u] ] ]
tt1 = [ [0,0,a,b,c], [l,m,n,o,0], [v,w,x,y,0] ]
tt2 = [ [d,e,f,g,0], [p,q,r,s,0] ]
tt3 = [ [h,i,j,k,0], [t,0,0,0,u] ]
We also split dc to obtain the day classification associated to each tti :
dc_list = [ [1,1,2], [1,1], [1,2] ]
dc_list1 = [1, 1, 2]
dc_list2 = [1, 1]
dc_list3 = [1, 2]
And we compute the number of hours that each regular worker is expected to
work. In our example, according to ws, each day of dc ≡ ws1 (resp. ws2 ) implies
66 (resp. 48) working hours. So, for dc = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2] the timetable
contains a total of 426 working hours. As there are 12 regular workers, each
one is expected to work 35 hours.
h = 35
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3.4.3 Stage tt solve:
We can run the stage by calling to:
tt solve ntw ws ef T h P W SS tt dc list = eh
In our example (considering just the solving of tt1 , from now on just tt) we run:
tt_solve 4 [[20,22,24],[24,24]] 2 1 35 True fstUnbound
calByWorkers [[0,0,a,b,c],[l,m,n,o,0],[v,w,x,y,0]] [1,1,2] == eh
We obtain the following solution:
tt = [ [0, 0, 22, 24, 20], [0, 20, 24, 22, 0], [24, 24, 0, 0, 0] ]
eh = 71
Algorithm:
p tt so1 Transpose tt to obtain trans tt, a matrix {(ntw + 1) × (nd /nt)} ordered by
workers instead of by days. In our example:
trans_tt = [ [0,l,v], [0,m,w], [a,n,x], [b,o,y], [c,0,0] ]
p tt so2 For each day dci = wsj of tt: Parse wsj to obtain the different working slots,
say values v (and their cardinalities, say c). Initialize tti with domain v , and
post a global constraint ensuring their distribution with (v , c). In our example:
{0, 0, a, b, c} in [0, 20, 22, 24]
distribute [2, 1, 1, 1] [0, 20, 22, 24] {0, 0, a, b, c}
{l, m, n, o, 0} in [0, 20, 22, 24]
distribute [2, 1, 1, 1] [0, 20, 22, 24] {l, m, n, o, 0}
{v, w, x, y, 0} in [0, 24]
distribute [3, 2] [0, 24] {v, w, x, y, 0}
p tt so3 Compute ls (a list of the different kind of shifts sx to be scheduled in tt). In
our example:
ls = [0, 20, 22, 24]
p tt so4 Compute ln (a mate list for ls, where each lni contains the number of shifts
of type lsi to be scheduled in tt). In our example:
ln = [7, 2, 2, 4]
p tt so5 For each lsi : Generate new (ntw + 1) variables cv , where each cvk is assigned
to the amount of shifts of type lsi the worker trans ttk is assigned to. In our
example:
count 0 [0, l, v] == cv0_1; count 0 [0, m, w] == cv0_2;
count 0 [a, n, x] == cv0_3; count 0 [b, o, y] == cv0_4;
count 0 [c, 0, 0] == cv0_5;
sum [cv0_1, cv0_2, cv0_3, cv0_4, cv0_5] == 7
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count 20 [0,
count 20 [a,
count 20 [c,
sum [cv20_1,

l, v] == cv20_1; count 20 [0, m, w] == cv20_2;
n, x] == cv20_3; count 20 [b, o, y] == cv20_4;
0, 0] == cv20_5;
cv20_2, cv20_3, cv20_4, cv20_5] == 2

count 22 [0,
count 22 [a,
count 22 [c,
sum [cv22_1,

l, v] == cv22_1; count 22 [0, m, w] == cv22_2;
n, x] == cv22_3; count 22 [b, o, y] == cv22_4;
0, 0] == cv22_5;
cv22_2, cv22_3, cv22_4, cv22_5] == 2

count 24 [0,
count 24 [a,
count 24 [c,
sum [cv24_1,

l, v] == cv24_1; count 24 [0, m, w] == cv24_2;
n, x] == cv24_3; count 24 [b, o, y] == cv24_4;
0, 0] == cv24_5;
cv24_2, cv24_3, cv24_4, cv24_5] == 4

p tt so6 Tight the distribution with T by constraining the differences of cv to be in
the domain {−T , . . . , T }. In our example:
aux0_1 == cv0_1 - cv0_2; aux0_2 == cv0_1 - cv0_3;
aux0_3 == cv0_1 - cv0_4; aux0_4 == cv0_2 - cv0_3;
aux0_5 == cv0_2 - cv0_4; aux0_6 == cv0_3 - cv0_4;
{aux0_1, aux0_2, aux0_3, aux0_4, aux0_5, aux0_6} in (-1)..1
aux20_1 == cv20_1 - cv20_2;
aux20_3 == cv20_1 - cv20_4;
aux20_5 == cv20_2 - cv20_4;
{aux20_1, aux20_2, aux20_3,

aux20_2 == cv20_1
aux20_4 == cv20_2
aux20_6 == cv20_3
aux20_4, aux20_5,

- cv20_3;
- cv20_3;
- cv20_4;
aux20_6} (-1)..1

aux22_1 == cv22_1 - cv22_2;
aux22_3 == cv22_1 - cv22_4;
aux22_5 == cv22_2 - cv22_4;
{aux22_1, aux22_2, aux22_3,

aux22_2 == cv22_1
aux22_4 == cv22_2
aux22_6 == cv22_3
aux22_4, aux22_5,

- cv22_3;
- cv22_3;
- cv22_4;
aux22_6} (-1)..1

aux24_1 == cv24_1 - cv24_2;
aux24_3 == cv24_1 - cv24_4;
aux24_5 == cv24_2 - cv24_4;
{aux24_1, aux24_2, aux24_3,

aux24_2 == cv24_1
aux24_4 == cv24_2
aux24_6 == cv24_3
aux24_4, aux24_5,

- cv24_3;
- cv24_3;
- cv24_4;
aux24_6} (-1)..1

p tt so7 Compute the extra hours of tt via the sum of the hours of the regular workers
(and a comparison with standard hours to be accomplished) plus the sum of
the hours of ew × ef . In our example:
sum [0, l, v] == hoW1; hoW1 - 35 == eWL1;
(eWL1 >= 0) => (eH1 == eWL1); (eWL1 < 0) => (eH1 == 0);
sum [0, m, w] == hoW2; hoW2 - 35 == eWL2;
(eWL2 >= 0) => (eH2 == eWL2); (eWL2 < 0) => (eH2 == 0);
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sum [a, n, x] == hoW3; hoW3 - 35 == eWL3;
(eWL3 >= 0) => (eH3 == eWL3); (eWL3 < 0) => (eH3 == 0);
sum [b, o, y] == hoW4; hoW4 - 35 == eWL4;
(eWL4 >= 0) => (eH4 == eWL4); (eWL4 < 0) => (eH4 == 0);
sum [eWL1, eWL2, eWL3, eWL4] == tot_EWL;
sum [c, 0, 0] == eWL5
eh = tot_EWL + (2 * eWL5)
p tt so8 Label tt to find the assignment that minimizes the extra hours. In our example:
enumerate {0,l,v,0,m,w,a,n,x,b,o,y,c,0,0} in order, minimizing eh
3.4.4 Stage tt map:
We can run the stage by calling to:
tt map nt ntw d tt = timetabling
In our example we run:
tt_map 3 4 [1,2,3,1,2,3,1]
[ [ [0, 0, 22, 24, 20], [0, 20, 24, 22, 0], [24, 24, 0, 0, 0] ],
[ [0,20,22,24,0], [24,22,20,0,0] ],
[ [0,20,22,24,0], [24,0,0,0,24] ] ] == timetabling
We obtain the following solution:
timetabling = [ [ 0, 0, 22, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 20 ],
[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 20, 22, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ],
[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 20, 22, 24, 0 ],
[ 0, 20, 24, 22, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ],
[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 24, 22, 20, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ],
[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 24, 0, 0, 0, 24 ],
[ 24, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ] ]
Algorithm:
p tt ma1 Receive the solved {(tt1 , eh1 ), . . . , (ttnt , ehnt)}, mapping them to (timetabling, eh).
4 Modelling Analysis
In this section we use the Golomb and ETP formulations (cf. sections 3.2 and
3.4, resp.) to analyze their modelling in the algebraic CP(FD) systems MiniZinc
and ILOG OPL (cf. Section 2.1), the C++ CP(FD) systems Gecode and ILOG
Solver (cf. Section 2.2), the CLP(FD) systems SICStus and SWI Prolog (cf. Section
2.3) and the CFLP(FD) systems T OY(FD) and PAKCS (cf. Section 2.5). All the
models are available in: http://gpd.sip.ucm.es/ncasti/models.zip
Both Golomb and ETP are relevant for our modelling comparison analysis. First,
Golomb is a pure basic CP(FD) problem, and its modelling allows us to discuss
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the basic concepts of the approach each paradigm and system follows to model
a CP(FD) problem. In this context, Section 4.1 uses Golomb to provide general insights about the abstraction of the constraint solver, the specification of
the FD variables, FD constraints and search strategies, as well as the outputting
of the obtained solutions. Next, ETP is a real-life application, fully parametric,
non-monolithic and including CP(FD) independent components. Its modelling allows us to fully exploit the modelling capabilities that each paradigm and system
provides, analyzing the strengths and drawbacks of each of them. Thus, the rest
of the sections use ETP to discuss a concrete modelling issue in-depth. For each
of these issues, the way each paradigm tackles it is presented separately. In this
context: Section 4.2 analyzes the implementation of the p tt architecture. Then,
Section 4.3 focuses on the data structures, Section 4.4 on the variables, Section
4.5 on the independent CP(FD) components, Section 4.6 on the constraints and,
finally, Section 4.7 on the search strategies.
4.1 The Basics: Golomb
We start our modelling comparison presenting the context each paradigm provides
for specifying the very basic concepts any CP(FD) problem must contain: (1) Constraint solver, (2) FD Variables, (3) FD Constraints, (4) Search strategy and (5)
Display the obtained solution. To do so, we have selected some code fragments of
the Golomb problem, presented in Fig. 5 (for C++ CP(FD) systems) and Fig. 6
(for algebraic CP(FD), CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems), resp. The concepts are
presented separately, but all of them refer back to the already mentioned figures.
4.1.1 Solver Abstraction
C++ CP(FD) systems develop solver-targeted models. On the one hand, this has
efficiency advantages: There is no generic model to concrete solver translation, and
the user deeply exploits the concrete features provided by the CP(FD) library it
is programming against. On the other hand, this lack of abstraction supposes handling explicitly a constraint solver entity, and managing the control of its: Decision
variables, Constraints, Objective function, Constraint store, Constraint propagation, Search engine and Search control (as well as the garbage collection of all these
elements). Fig. 5 shows this management in Gecode and ILOG Solver, resp.
In Gecode, a Space object (Schulte et al. 2013c) is home to the variables, propagators (implementations of constraints), branchers (describing the shape of the
search tree) and cost function specification. Thus, the constraint solver is made explicit in the Gecode model by: (1) The Golomb class, inheriting from Space. (2) The
definition of the Golomb constructor, in charge of specifying the Golomb problem.
(3) The explicit creation of the solver object in the main program.
In ILOG Solver, an IloSolver object represents the constraint solver, containing thus the variables, constraints, labelings and cost function. But, the ILOG CP
package also contains ILOG Scheduler and ILOG Dispatcher for specifically solving scheduling and routing problems (resp.), as well as ILOG Concert as a common
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modelling layer for the three solving libraries (isolating the specification of the problem from the concrete algorithms they use to solve it). This makes the system to be
in an intermediate position between developing generic and solver-targeted models:
On the one hand there is IloModel, a second entity to be managed representing
the constraint store. Its use replicates information, as any generic IloIntVar and
IloConstraint the IloModel contains is different from the targeted IlcIntVar
and IlcConstraint the IloSolver deals with. On the other hand, an optimal devoted translation from IloModel to each of the libraries is ensured, as the amount
of libraries is fixed and all of them belong to ILOG. Finally, the IloEnv object
manages the memory of any object of the application (providing an end() method
to ease the garbage collection of the application objects).
In the case of algebraic CP(FD), CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems, the constraint solver entity is transparent to the user, and so it is its management.
4.1.2 Variables
The declaration of an FD variable is quite similar in the different systems, but we
use the declaration of the m rulers to point out some interesting issues:
1. Different kind of variables. The different paradigms provide those variables:
(i) MiniZinc and ILOG OPL provide parameter and decision variables. The former specifies a parameter in the problem, and it must be given a type an a value
(by an assignment) in the moment of being declared. This value is going to remain
during the whole program. The latter represents FD variables.
(ii) Gecode and ILOG Solver inherit the concept of variable from OO programming (typed and being assigned to one or different values during the program computation). Regarding the use of FD variables, Gecode supports both IntVarArray
variable arrays or IntVarArgs argument arrays. The former must have a fixed
length in the moment of being declared, and it uses memory from the home Space.
The latter is suitable for temporary variable arrays, those ones being built dynamically or used as arguments for post functions. It takes memory from the heap.
(iii) CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems coordinate constraint solving with their
operational semantics based on SLD resolution and lazy narrowing, resp. These
systems rely on logical variables, which are syntactically unified by a Herbrand (H)
solver. The FD solver is used to manage any FD primitive constraint arisen in the
computation, and each logic variable involved on such this primitive must be firstly
attributed (Holzbaur 1990), turning then into an FD variable (in SICStus, SWI,
T OY(FD) and PAKCS models this attribution is transparent to the user). This is
relevant both from the point of view of the length of the m variable data structure
and of its initial domain: (a) Whereas the algebraic and C++ CP(FD) systems
create a fixed-length FD variable array, the CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) ones create
a list formed by an explicit 0 atom followed by n − 1 new fresh logic variables. In
the case of SICStus and SWI they create the list by using the primitive length
(where the argument N1 must be explicitly computed). In the case of T OY(FD)
and PAKCS they use take N-1 gen v list (using higher-order to abstract N1),
lazily computing the list by recursively calling to gen v list. This function use
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------------------------------------ GECODE -------------------------------class Golomb : public Space {
| Golomb(bool share, Golomb& s) :
protected:
| Space(share, s) {
IntVarArray m;
|
m.update(*this, share, s.m);
...
|
...
public:
| }
Golomb(int n, bool p) : m(*this,n,
|
0, (int) ceil(pow(2.0,n-1)-1.0)){
| void constrain(const Space& _s) {
bool sat = true;
|
const Golomb& s =
...
|
static_cast<const Golomb&>(_s);
for (int i = 0; i < (n-1); i++){
|
IntVar v(s.m[s.m.size()-1]);
if (sat){
|
rel(*this, this->m[this->m.size()
rel(*this,m[i],IRT_LE,m[i+1]); |
-1], IRT_LE,v);
if (p){
| }
this->status();
|};
sat = !(this->failed());
|
}
|
}
|int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
}
|
...
...
|
Golomb* solver = new Golomb(n);
branch(*this, m, INT_VAR_NONE,
|
BAB<Golomb> engine(solver);
INT_VAL_MIN); |
while (Golomb* s = engine.next()){
}
|
solver = s;
|
}
void print() const {
|
solver->print();
std::cout << "m=" << m << std::endl;|
...
}
|}
---------------------------------- ILOG SOLVER ----------------------------int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
| ...
...
| IloGoal st = IloGenerate(env, m,
bool sat = true;
|
IloChooseFirstUnboundInt);
IloEnv env;
| IloGoal g = IloSelectSearch(env, st,
IloModel model(env);
|
IloMinimizeVar(env, m[n-1], 1));
IloSolver solver(model);
| IloNodeEvaluator D_Node =
IloIntVarArray m(env, n, 0,
|
IloDFSEvaluator(env);
(int) ceil(pow(2.0,n-1)-1.0));
| IloGoal goal= IloApply(env,g,D_Node);
...
| solver.extract(model);
for (int i = 0; i < (n-1); i++){
| solver.startNewSearch(goal);
if (sat){
| if (solver.next())
IloConstraint ct = m[i] < m[i+1];|
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
model.add(ct);
|
std::cout<< solver.getValue(m[i]);
if (p)
| solver.endSearch();
sat = solver.propagate(ct);
| env.end();
}
| ...
}
|}
Fig. 5. C++ CP(FD): Golomb Problem Structure

X as an extra variable of the rule, and we can see that PAKCS must explicitly
declare it by using the structure where x free. (b) Algebraic and C++ CP(FD)
systems take advantage from dealing with FD variables, using lower 0 and upper
bounds (2N −1 ) − 1 to set their initial domain (as mentioned in (Schulte et al.
2013c) a small domain is essential for the efficiency of many propagators posted for a
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------------ MiniZinc --------------------------- ILOG OPL ----------------array[1..n] of var
|var int m[1..n] in 0..(pow(2,n-1)-1);
0..(pow(2,n-1)-1): m;|minimize m[n]
constraint forall (i in 1..n-1)
|subject to {
(m[i] < m[i+1]);| forall (i in 1..n-1) (m[i] < m[i+1]);
...
| ...
solve :: int_search(m, input_order, |};
indomain_min, complete) |search{
minimize m[n];| generateSeq(m);
output [show(m[i])++" "| i in 1..n];|};
-------------------------- SICStus and SWI Prolog -------------------------%golomb/3(+N, +P, -M).
|%set_prop/2(+P, -Prop).
golomb(N, P, M):|set_prop(true, 0).
set_prop(P, Prop),
|set_prop(false, V) :N1 is N-1,
| var(V).
M = [0|M1],
|
length(M1, N1),
|%order/3(+M, +N, +Prop).
Ub is (1<<N1),
|order([X], N, Prop):order(M, Ub, Prop),
| freeze(Prop, X #< N).
...
|order([M1,M2|RM], N, Prop) :nth1(N, M, Mn, _),
| freeze(Prop, M1 #< M2),
Prop = 0,
| order([M2|RM], N, Prop).
labeling([minimize(Mn)], M).
|
------------ TOY(FD) ---------------------------- PAKCS -------------------golomb :: int -> bool -> [int]
|golomb:: Int -> [Int]
golomb N P = M <==
|golomb n | m =:= (0:(take (n-1) gen_v_list)) &
set_prop P == true,
|
order m (my_exp 2 (n-1) 1)
M == [0| take (N-1) gen_v_list],|
=:= True &
order M (trunc(2^(N-1)))== true,|
...
...
|
labeling [Minimize (last m)] m
labeling [toMinimize (last M)] M|
= m where m free
|
set_prop:: bool -> bool
|order:: [Int] -> Int -> Bool
set_prop true = true <==
|order [x] n | x <# n
e_prop
|
= True
set_prop false = true <==
|order (x:y:xs) n | x <# y
d_prop
|
= order (y:xs) n
|
order:: [int] -> int -> bool
|gen_v_list:: [a]
order [X] N = true <==
|gen_v_list = (x : gen_v_list) where x free
X #< N
|
order [X,Y|Xs] N= order [Y|Xs] N <==|my_exp:: Int -> Int -> Int -> Int
X #< Y
|my_exp _ 0 m = m
gen_v_list:: [A]
|my_exp n k m | k > 0
gen_v_list = [X | gen_v_list]
|
= my_exp n (k-1) (m*n)
Fig. 6. Algebraic CP(FD), CLP(FD), CFLP(FD): Golomb Problem Structure

constraint). CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems take advantage of pattern matching
to implicitly unify m0 and 0. This saves explicitly posting the FD constraint (which
must be done in MiniZinc, ILOG OPL, Gecode and ILOG Solver) and also saves
creating m0 as an FD variable.
2. Solver association. As Gecode and ILOG Solver explicitly handle a con-
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straint solver, the declaration of any variable is attached to it. In Gecode m is
declared as an attribute of the Golomb class, and further initialized in the constructor class. In ILOG Solver, surprisingly it is attached to env but not to model
(i.e., to the application environment but not to the concrete constraint store). The
reason is that any IloIntVar can be implicitly added to IloModel via posting any
IloConstraint involving it. In the rest of the systems, as they abstract the notion
of constraint solver, then variables are freely declared.
4.1.3 Constraints
We have selected the ordering of the m rules (i.e., each mi < mi+1 ) to present how
the different systems declare and propagate the FD constraints:
1. Algebraic CP(FD). The built-in function forall (range) (expression) takes
a one-dimensional array and aggregate the elements. MiniZinc and ILOG OPL use
it to declare all the constraints in just one line of code. Both systems identify this
code line as an FD constraint declaration: MiniZinc by using the reserved word
constraint and ILOG Solver placing the expression within the body of subject
to{...}. Regarding the constraint propagation, both MiniZinc and ILOG OPL
only support batch mode, which is set transparently to the user.
2. C++ CP(FD). Gecode and ILOG Solver use a for loop ranging in 0 . . . n −2,
constraining on each step the i est variable to be smaller than the next one. Regarding constraint declaration (specify the FD constraint and post it to the constraint
store): (i) Gecode uses the instruction rel(*this,m[i],IRT LE,m[i+1]), declaring
m[i] to be smaller than m[i+1] and posting it to the implicit constraint store of
the Golomb constraint solver object. (ii) ILOG Solver declares the IloConstraint
ct and then use the IloModel add method to post it to the constraint store.
Regarding constraint propagation: Gecode and ILOG Solver receive P as an input argument, setting the boolean variable p to true (incremental mode) or false
(batch mode). They also use the boolean variable sat to control if the constraint
store is currently satisfiable or not. In this setting: (1) If p, then the constraints
being posted are propagated: Gecode uses the Space status() method and ILOG
Solver the IloSolver propagate(IloConstraint) one (note that is the IloModel
representation the one used as argument). (2) Triggering the constraint store propagation can detect an unfeasible constraint set. Gecode does that by using the
Space failed() method, and ILOG Solver by checking the result reported by the
propagate one. Finally, if the constraint store is not feasible, it makes no sense to
continue posting new constraints, so the current status is set to sat and it is used
to control the posting of new constraints.
3. CLP(FD). The predicate order receives the M list, the upper bound Ub and
the propagation mode Prop as its input parameters (see the predicate declaration
instruction, where all of them are marked as + parameters), recursively constraining
the order of the m rulers. Whereas the first clause is the base case (constraining
the last variable to be smaller than the Ub) the second clause is the recursive case
(constraining the i est variable to be smaller than the next one). The expression
M1 #< M2 specifies the constraint and posts it to the constraint store. However, op-
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posed to Algebraic CP(FD) systems, the reasoning with models nature of CLP(FD)
systems make them only support incremental propagation mode, which is set transparently to the user. Fortunately, even in this setting we can distinguish between
the incremental and batch modes by using the freeze(+Flag, +Expr) predicate.
It delays the execution of Expr as long as its Flag is not unified to a Prolog atom.
As the propagation mode specified by P is to be applied to the whole Golomb
program, two decisions must be made to set the propagation mode: (1) At the very
beginning of the program, the predicate set prop receives P as its input parameter
and returns Prop as a result (see the predicate declaration instruction). Whereas
the first clause considers the incremental mode (returning the Prolog atom 0) the
second clause considers the batch mode (returning the new fresh logic variable V).
Either 0 or V is passed as the flag to all the program predicates posting constraints.
(2) If batch mode is used, all the constraints must be posted to the constraint store
and being propagated before the search strategy specified in labeling starts. To
do so, we unify Prop and 0 just before declaring the search. Whereas in incremental
mode it makes no effect (as Prop was already unified to 0 before) in the batch one
it triggers in order the posting and propagation of all the delayed constraints.
4. CFLP(FD). The function order plays the role for T OY(FD) and PAKCS
the predicate order did for SICStus and SWI. However, the explicit omission of the
argument Prop reveals a different behavior regarding the constraint propagation:
(1) In T OY(FD), the primitives e prop and d prop sets the propagation mode
to incremental and batch modes, resp. Thus, different propagation modes can be
applied to different program fragments (taking advantage of the modelling reasoning
to evaluate the goal expressions in order and backtrack). In the case of the Golomb
program, it suffices with setting the concrete propagation primitive at the very
beginning of the program (using the set prop function to do so). (2) In PAKCS
only incremental propagation is supported, which is set transparently to the user.
4.1.4 Search Strategy Declaration
Besides constraint propagation, an exhaustive enumeration of the m rulers is needed
to find a solution. Performing it implies a search declaration (specifying: (1) The
variable set, (2) The variable order, (3) The value order and (4) The cost function)
as well as a search control. Whereas algebraic CP(FD), CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD)
systems provide good abstractions for most of these concepts, their management in
Gecode and ILOG Solver becomes harder. Thus, we present them separately:
1. Gecode. Search strategies in Gecode are declared via Branchers, which are
applied to the constraint solver (Space) to define the shape of the search tree to
be explored. The instruction branch placed at the end of the Golomb constructor
declares (1) m to be the variable set to be labeled, following (2) a left to right order
and (3) an increasing domain value order for each variable (but, as seen, it gives no
notion of the cost function).
Then, a Search Engine object is in charge of search control. The BAB<Golomb>
search engine object declared receives the Golomb solver previously created to perform a branch and bound exploration of its search tree: (i) The nodes of the
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tree are nothing but Spaces. In this setting, a solution is nothing but a new
Space, and the next() method of BAB<Golomb> triggers the search, returning
a pointer to the Golomb Space solution node. Exploring the tree is based on
cloning Spaces and using hybrid recomputation techniques to optimize the backtracking. Two Spaces are said to be equivalent if they contain equivalent stores,
and the Golomb copy constructor is defined to specify how to perform a clone.
It relies in the method update, which allows to clone the m variables (also including the propagators posted on them). Thus, updating all the variables of a
Space suffices to clone it. (ii) Regarding the BAB exploration, Gecode allows
to modify the shape of the tree during exploration, by adding new constraints.
The method constrain receives a current solution node (Space& s), explores the
value of one of its variables (in this case mn−1 : IntVar v(s.m[s.m.size()-1]))
and forces the rest of the tree exploration to obtain better lower bounds for it
(rel(*this, this->m[this->m.size()-1], IRT_LE,v)). So, in summary, Gecode
specifies (4) a cost function expr by setting it to an optimization var, which is forced
to be minimized/maximized in the constrain method of the Space model class.
Then, search is just controlled via a while loop which computes the solutions one
by one (forcing each new solution to have a better bound than the older one). Once
the loop finds no more solutions, the last one obtained in the optimal one.
2. ILOG Solver. Search strategies in ILOG Solver are performed via the execution of IloGoals (daemons attached to an IloSolver executing an algorithm on
it). We say that an IloGoal fails if its attached IloSolver becomes inconsistent
by running its execution method; otherwise the goal succeeds. The library provides
predefined IloGoals to abstract the different elements of a search declaration (to
be composed to declare the definitely IloGoal to be applied): (i) The goal st plays
the role of the Gecode Brancher. Under the env context, it uses the predefined
IloGenerate to specify the labeling of m in textual order and increasing value order. (ii) The goal g plays the role of the Gecode constrain method. It combines
st with IloSelectSearch to minimize m[n-1]. The last parameter p implies the
equation new sol = old sol − p. It is set to 1. (iii) The node evaluator D Node sets
a depth first search exploration of the tree. (iv) The combination of g and D Node
allow to create the goal goal, to be applied over the constraint solver. (v) The
search control is then performed via the methods startNewSearch(goal), next()
and endSearch(). Once again, as a goal is nothing but an algorithm to be applied
over an IloSolver, a solution is thus nothing but the current state of solver after
running the algorithm.
3. Algebraic CP(FD), CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD). The rest of the systems
directly abstract the notion of search control to the user, which thus can not customize it. Regarding the search declaration: (i) MiniZinc specifies a search strategy
via a search annotation within the solve block of the program (Marriott et al.
2013). It specifies a complete search for an FD problem (int search), labeling
(1) m in (2) input order and in a (3) increasing value ordering (indomain min).
Finally, the cost function (4) is specified with minimize m[n]. (ii) ILOG OPL
wraps in a search block the primitive generateSeq, implying by default (2) and
(3) and receiving m for (1). To specify that it is an FD optimization problem we
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write minimize m[n] (representing 4) and we wrap the constraints in a subject
to block (rather than a solve one). (iii) In SICStus, SWI, T OY(FD) and PAKCS,
the labeling expression acts over (1) m, the lack of variable and value order implies
by default (2) and (3), and the cost function (4) is specified via minimize Mn (which
must be explicitly computed in SICStus and SWI while is abstracted in T OY(FD)
and PAKCS by using higher order).

4.1.5 Showing the Solution
Once a solution for m has been computed, it has to be displayed to the user. We
present how the different systems access to the obtained values for the variables: (i)
In Gecode and ILOG Solver m variables are explicitly attached to solver, and thus
to look for their solutions we need to use it. The former contains m as a protected
attribute of the Golomb class, and thus the devoted access method print() is
used. The latter makes use of the predefined getValue(IloIntVar) method (note
again that the ILOG Concert constraint store object is used as a parameter to
access to its mate ILOG Solver constraint solver one). (ii) In MiniZinc, ILOG OPL,
SICStus, SWI, T OY(FD) and PAKCS, as their variables are freely declared, they
can be directly used to access their obtained values. All the systems but MiniZinc
automatically display m to the user. In the case of SICStus, SWI, T OY(FD) and
PAKCS because M is an output parameter in the golomb main predicate/function.
In the case of ILOG OPL, because all the variables are automatically output as a
result. Finally, MiniZinc makes use of predefined show method within the output
block of the program. It is interesting to note how a list comprehension is used to
gather all the variables in the range 1..n.

4.2 Solver Abstraction: ETP
We have already described how the different constraint solver abstractions the
paradigms provide suit the modelling of the pure CP(FD) Golomb problem. Now
we describe how they suit the p tt algorithm of the non-monolithic real-world ETP
problem (cf. Section 3.4). We discuss each different paradigm separately:

4.2.1 Algebraic CP(FD)
The algorithm presented relies in an four stage process: team assign (to find tda
bijections), tt split (to generate the independent nt subproblems), tt solve (to
sequentially solve them) and tt map (to map the solution to timetabling). Fig.
7 presents the ETP program structure in MiniZinc (the ILOG OPL one has been
omitted as it is quite similar). As we see, a different model (file) is used to implement
each stage of the algorithm. On the one hand, this makes sense, as the algorithm
proved the solving of each stage to be independent. On the other hand, multiple
models require an external script to coordinate them, implying three difficulties:
(1) The proper programming of the script. This is an unexpected task, totally
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independent of modelling a problem in MiniZinc. Also, the script can be dependent
of the concrete OS being used.
(2) Generating the arguments of each stage. The computed results of a stage
are to be used as the input arguments of another one. For example, in p tt sp1
tt split receives d , e and o abs, previously computed in team assign. (i) From
the point of view of MiniZinc we use the output block for each stage (file), which
tells MiniZinc what to print when the model has been run and a solution is found.
In the case of team assign.mzn we output d, e and o abs, making them visible to
tt split.mzn. (ii) From the point of view of the script, it must parse the output
to generate an input data file for the upcoming stage using them. MiniZinc isolates
a concrete model (*.mzn file) from its input data (*.dzn file). The script should
use the p tt input arguments and the team assign output ones to construct the
tt split.dzn file.
(3) The architecture of p tt. As presented in Fig. 4, a search for a feasible tdai
is done in p tt ta7 . Using this tdai stages tt split, tt solve and tt map are triggered, obtaining (thanks to p tt so8 ) a suboptimal timetablingi , ehi . The execution
then backtracks to p tt ta7 , looking for a new tdaj and repeating the process. Once
no more tda are found, the obtained suboptimal pairs timetablingk , ehk are compared and the one with smallest eh is output as the final result. In this context,
there are two extra difficulties to suit the algorithm: (i) The Gecode FlatZinc interpreter fz (Schulte et al. 2013a) includes a parameter -n to specify the number
of solutions (0 for obtain all of them), but it does not include a parameter to simulate the method SearchEngine::next() (cf. Section 4.1.4). Thus, the script can
not strictly follow the p tt algorithm: We can either set n = 0 (obtaining all the
---------------------------------- MiniZinc -------------------------------%%%%%%%%% Team_Assign.mzn %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TT_Split.mzn %%%%%%%%%%%%%
int nD; int nT; int nTW; ...
%array[1..nDays] of 1..nTeams: d; ...
array[1..nDays] of var 1..nT: d; ... %array[1..nTeams, 1..days_per_team,
constraint alldifferent([d[i] |
% 1..(nTW+1)] of var 0..24: totZ;
i in 1..nT]); ... %constraint forall (i in 1..nD, j in 1..nTW)
solve :: int_search(d, input_order, % (tZ_aux[i,j] = 1 - (sum (z in 1..(nT*nTW)
indomain_min, complete) satisfy;% where o_abs[i,z] = ((d[i]-1)*nTW+j)) (1)));
output [show(d[i]) ++ " " |
%solve satisfy;
i in 1..nDays ] ++ ...;%output ["h = ", show(h), "\n"] ++ ...;
%%%%%%%%% TT_Solve.mzn %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TT_Map.mzn %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
array[1..nD,1..(nTW+1)] of 0..1:totZ;%array[1..nT] of 0..10000: eh;
array[1..nD, 1..(nTW+1)]
%array[1..nD] of 1..nT: d;
of var 0..24: tt;%array[1..nD, 1..((nT*nTW)+1)] of var
constraint forall (i in 1..nD,
%
0..24: timetabling;
j in 1..(nTW+1)) (tt[i,j] in %constraint forall (i in 1..nD, j in 1..
slots_per_jour[dC_list[i]]); % ((d[i]-1)*nTW)) (timetabling[i,j]=0);
solve :: int_search([tt[i,j] | i in %solve satisfy;
1..nD, j in 1..(nTW+1)],input_order,%output ["hp=",show(hp),"\n"] ++ ... ;
indomain_min, complete) minimize eh;%
output ["eh=",show(eh),"\n"] ++ ... ;%
Fig. 7. Algebraic CP(FD): ETP Program Structure
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feasible tda in p tt ta7 before start executing tt split, tt solve and tt map for
any of them) or use a counter ct and set n to it on each iteration (thus computing
the first ct feasible tda in p tt ta7 every time, discarding ct-1 of them and executing tt split, tt solve and tt map just for the last one). (ii) p tt creates Table in
p tt ta1 and it splits Table into tt1 , . . . , ttnt in p tt sp4 . However, those steps can not
be followed neither in MiniZinc nor in ILOG OPL. The reason is that none of these
systems allow to output as a result an unbound FD variable, and this would be the
case of Table in team assign.mzn and of tt in tt split.mzn (although some of its
variables are bound to 0 in p tt sp3 ). Regarding p tt ta1 , the option followed is to
skip the Table creation, and create tt from scratch in tt split.mzn. Regarding the
proper tt, we decide to turn it into an array of boolean 0..1 variables (from now
on called tt info). Thus, in p tt so3 we traverse totZ , binding to 0 those variables
of tt info representing absences, but also binding to 1 the rest of them. Thus, we
can output tt info as a result. Finally, in p tt so1 each tt solve.mzn file will create
its own array of variables tt, following the dimensions of the tt info received from
tt split, and in p tt so2 the content of tt info is used to bind to 0 the associated
variables of tt. From the point of view of the script, it must generate nt independent tt solve.dzn input files (to be run over the tt solve.mzn) and the generated
output must be gathered to generate the tt map.dzn input parameter. For dealing
with all these files the script must use an approach to avoid name clash between
the files.
In this setting it seems that implementing p tt in a single model (file) will ease
the process, overriding the difficulties presented in (1), (2) and (3). However, the
implementation of the algorithm in four files is mandatory, because of two reasons:
1. Isolation of team assign and tt split: In a MiniZinc model each input argument can be either a parameter or a decision variable, but not both at a time.
Variable d must act as a decision variable in team assign.mzn (p tt ta4 sets its
initial domain to 1..nt) but it must act as a parameter variable in tt split
(p tt sp2 uses it to compute TotZ ). Fig. 7 shows the constraint computing the
values for tZ aux (a boolean decision variable array used to further compute totZ).
tZ aux[i,j] is set to 0 if in day i the j th worker of the selected team is absent, and
is set to 1 otherwise. The j th worker of the selected team is computed by the expression (d[i]-1)*nTW+j, which accesses to the obtained value of d[i] computed in
team assign. To compute tZ aux[i,j] we count all the elements of o abs[i] being equal to the j th worker. A instruction sum (range where cond ) (1) is used.
The comparison of each element of o abs[i] with the j th worker is placed thus in
cond, and neither MiniZinc nor ILOG OPL allow using FD decision variables on
it. Thus, d must be declared as a parameter variable and the stages team assign
and tt split must be isolated as to declare d as decision and parameter, resp.
2. Isolation of tt solve: Isolating team assign from the rest of the p tt algorithm does not prevent us from generating a two model (files) approach, where
tt split, tt solve and tt map are contained in the second one. This model is
feasible (the MiniZinc version of it is included in the models provided), but it
does not exploit the independence of the tt1 , . . . , ttnt generated subproblems: (i)
tt1 , . . . , ttnt independent subproblems lead to eh1 , . . . , ehnt optimal solutions for
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these subproblems (see p tt so8 ). The output result eh is nothing but the sum of
these eh1 , . . . , ehnt . (ii) The approach of MiniZinc (and ILOG OPL) w.r.t. search
declaration includes a variable set, a variable order, a value order and a cost function (cf. Section 4.1.5). Each MiniZinc model contains just one solve instruction
(which includes this search declaration). The two model approach solve declaration must include all the variables of tt1 , . . . , ttnt (gathered in a single variable
array) and the variable eh = eh1 , . . . , ehnt to be minimized. In this context, no
matter the variable order selected, it is clear than the independence between the
problems is not exploited. For example, lets suppose that we select a right to left
variable order. Then, the variables of ttnt , . . . , tt2 would be labeled (finding just a
feasible combination, as if we were dealing with a satisfiability problem, not with
an optimization one). At this point the variables of tt1 would be labeled, but backtracking over them would be done (as if we were optimizing eh1 ). However, once
found eh1 , backtracking would select another feasible configuration for tt2 , triggering once again the optimization search over tt1 (which was computed before, and,
due to the independence of tt1 , is going to compute the same value once again).
Thus, to exploit the independence of the nt problems, we have to isolate the stage
tt solve to focus in the solving of a single tti subproblem, not in tt1 , . . . , ttnt .
In summary, four models (files) are needed to suit p tt to the algebraic CP(FD)
systems, using an external script to coordinate them.
4.2.2 C++ CP(FD)
The solver abstractions provided by Gecode and ILOG Solver and the general purpose programming framework provided by C++ ease the implementation of the
p tt algorithm. Fig. 8 presents the ETP program main entry point in Gecode (the
ILOG Solver one has been omitted as it is quite similar). The model is contained
in just one file, where the main function plays the role of the script in MiniZinc,
coordinating the execution of the different p tt stages. The outermost while loop
is in charge of implementing the architecture of p tt (as seen in Fig. 4 and in (3)
of algebraic CP(FD) systems). The innermost one ensures the sequentially solving
of tt1 , . . . , ttnt . Whereas the independent CP(FD) stages tt split and tt map are
easily implemented by using the C++ abstractions, the stages team assign and
tt solve require the use of different constraint solvers: s (for finding the different
feasible tda) and the vector slv (local variable of the outermost while loop, and
with each slv[i] focused in the solving of each tti ). In ILOG Solver each of these
solvers is represented as an IloSolver (and each one contains an associated constraint store IloModel), but in Gecode they lead to the different Space subclasses
StageI and StageIII (taking advantage of the Gecode capability to abstract each
independent CP(FD) problem under a different class).
Using multiple solvers. Regarding the amount of constraint solver objects, since
parallel solving is not being used, one would try to sequentially post and solve the
independent tt1 , . . . , ttnt subproblems within s, instead of using slv. But the API of
Gecode requires each Space to be wrapped into a search engine to perform a search
strategy (and this precludes the posting of new constraints on it). Fig. 8 shows
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that s is wrapped into the search engine engine (to perform p tt ta7 ), reaching the
stage tt solve in search mode. At that moment, s is prepared to further looking
for more feasible tda (via engine.next()), but not to receive the constraints of
tt1 , . . . , ttnt , which must then use slv. Even in that case, one might think in using
all the objects, but abstract all of them into one single class StageI. This would
imply adding the variables of StageIII to the attributes of the StageI class, and
updating them within the copy constructor. However, in this setting p tt ta7 will
crash by trying to update the new variables of StageI (as they would have not
been even initialized) when looking for a feasible tda. Thus, the isolation between
StageI and StageIII is mandatory (but, once again, a modelling advantage).
Association to a solver. In C++ CP(FD) systems FD variables are not freely
declared, but attached to a concrete solver (cf. Section 4.1.2) Whereas p tt ta7
labels d , p tt sp2 and p tt ma1 access to its obtained values to compute TotZ
and timetabling, resp. Thus, the solver s (the one in charge of labeling d) must be
passed as an argument to the stages tt split and tt map (which are even CP(FD)
independent) to access to the computed values for d: (i) In Gecode accessing to the
attributes of StageI. (ii) In ILOG Solver via s.getIntVar(d[i]).get value()
(which uses the d[i] variable representation posted to the constraint store m).
Logical binding between Table and tti . In p tt sp4 the Table is split into tt1 , . . . , ttnt .
However, due to the use of slv, C++ CP(FD) systems must avoid creating Table
but going straight to the vector tt. Let us suppose that Table would be modelled
in a solver s’ by creating new FD vars. Then, to split it to tt, the variables of
the first team must be posted to slv[0] (second one to slv[1], etc). But, to link
Table with tt[0], tt[1] etc., equality constraints between mate representations
of the same variable must be posted. However, they are placed in different solvers
s’, slv[0], slv[1], etc., so none of them can contain the link constraint.
---------------------------------- Gecode ---------------------------------int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
|
while ((sat) && (i < nT)){
... //parse input args
|
sat = slv[i]->tt_solve(nTW, ws, eF,
//I. Team Assign
|
T, h, p, W, SS, dc_list);
StageI* s = new StageI;
|
if (sat){
bool sat = s->team_assign(nD, nT,
|
BAB<StageIII> eng(slv[i]);
nTW, eR, ws, abs, dC, p, oAbs); |
while (StageIII* ss= eng.next())
if (sat){
|
slv[i] = ss;
DFS<StageI> engine(s);
|
eh += slv[i]->get_eh();
while (StageI* sol= engine.next()){|
}
//II. TT Split
|
i++;
sat = true;
|
}
s = sol;
|
//IV. TT Map
vector<StageIII*> slv;
|
if (sat)
vector< vector<int> > dC_list;
|
tt_map(nT, nTW, eh, s, slv);
int h = tt_split(nD, nT, nTW, ws, | }
oAbs, dC, s, slv, dC_list);| }
//III. TT Solve
|... //clean elements
int eh, i = 0;
|}
Fig. 8. C++ CP(FD) ETP Program main Entry Point
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Constraint Propagation mode. The use of multiple stages in p tt does not modify
the way Gecode and ILOG Solver support incremental and batch propagation w.r.t.
how they did for the Golomb problem. Thus, the variables p and sat are using again
along the whole program.

4.2.3 CLP(FD)/CFLP(FD)
The implementation of the p tt algorithm becomes even easier when using the
logic and functional-logic declarative programming abstractions of CLP(FD) and
CFLP(FD) systems. They support model reasoning, made explicit in their goal
computations with the use of non-deterministic predicates and functions (resp.),
which contain different clauses/rules to be explored in order until one matches and
satisfies the declared conditions. Computation then continues, but the unexplored
clauses/rules remain there, waiting for an eventual backtracking (triggered via a fail
of the goal, or via user request for more solutions to the goal) which continue their
exploration. When such backtracking is performed, the whole goal computation is
restored to the point the system has backtracked to. Fig. 9 presents the p tt main
program predicate/function in SICStus/T OY(FD)(the code in SWI and PAKCS
have been omitted as it is quite similar). As we see, the code is much simpler and
neater than the one for algebraic CP(FD) and C++ CP(FD) systems. The model is
contained in just one file, and the coordination p tt makes for the different stages
is quite declarative, simply placing them in order. A labeling primitive at the
end of team assign fits p tt ta7 , also ensuring the correct implementation of the
architecture of p tt (as seen in Fig. 4 and in (3) of algebraic CP(FD) systems).
Regarding obtaining the suboptimal eh associated to each tda, T OY(FD) and
---------------------------------- SICStus --------------------------------%p_tt/14(+ND, +NT, +NTW, +ER, +EF, +WS, +Abs, +DC, +T, +P, +W, +SS,
-Timetabling, -EH).
p_tt(ND, NT, NTW, ER, EF, WS, Abs, DC, T, P, W, SS, Timetabling, EH) :set_prop(P, NT, P1, P3),
team_assign(ND, NT, NTW, ER, WS, Abs, DC, P1, D, E, OAbs),
tt_split(ND, NT, NTW, WS, OAbs, DC, D, E, TT, TTList, DCList, H),
zipWith_tt_solve(NTW, WS, EF, T, H, W, SS, TTList, DCList, P3, EHList),
sum(EHList, #=, EH),
zipWith_tt_map(NT, NTW, Dk, TT, Timetabling).
---------------------------------- TOY(FD) --------------------------------p_tt:: int -> int -> int -> int -> int -> [[int]] -> [(int,int)] -> [int] ->
int -> bool -> labOrder -> labStrat -> ([[int]],int)
p_tt ND NT NTW ER EF WS Abs DC T P W SS = (Timetabling, EH) <==
set_prop P == true,
team_assign ND NT NTW ER WS Abs DC == (D, E, OAbs),
tt_split ND NT NTW WS OAbs DC D E == (TT, TTList, DCList, H),
sum (zipWith (tt_solve NTW WS EF T H W SS) TTList DClassList) (#=) EH,
zipWith (tt_map NT NTW) D TT == Timetabling
Fig. 9. CLP(FD), CFLP(FD): ETP p tt Predicate/Function
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PAKCS allow to compute it in one line of code by using higher order, placing the
resulting list obtained by zip with as the argument of the sum constraint.
Using multiple solvers. As for algebraic CP(FD) and C++ CP(FD) systems,
the p tt implementation in CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems must use a devoted
constraint solver for finding the set of feasible tda. Then, for each tdai found, it
must use a devoted set of nt constraint solvers for solving tt1 , . . . , ttnt . However, as
those systems abstract the notion of constraint solver, the user just have to focus in
declaring the different FD constraints arisen on team assign and tt solve (being
thus leveraged from assigning those constraints to a concrete solver, and from its
coordination).
Association to a solver. As for algebraic CP(FD) and C++ CP(FD) systems, the
FD variables are internally attached to a constraint solver. However, once again, by
abstracting the notion of constraint solver those systems allow to freely declare FD
variables. A set of reflection functions allow to access to their internal state during
the goal computation. In particular, when the domain of these variables is reduced
to a singleton value, they are automatically unified to it. Thus, we can access to d
obtained values in p tt sp2 and p tt ma1 by directly using the D variables already
declared (which at that point of the goal computation would have been unified to
integer values).
Logical binding between Table and tti . p tt ta1 creates Table, and p tt sp4 splits
it to tt1 , . . . , ttnt . These tasks are performed by the H solver. Table is declared via a
list of lists of new fresh logic variables (which are not taken into account by the FD
solver until an FD constraint involves them). In this context, splitting Table into tt
simply implies the variable unification between the two mate representations (the
ones of Table and tt[i]) of the same logic variable. Regarding the coordination of
the different stages, as Table is created in p tt ta1 , when a backtracking is produced
over p tt ta7 (the labeling of team assign) the Table variables are restored to
be new fresh logic variables again. Thus, both CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems
can implement the p tt algorithm as it was originally presented.
Constraint Propagation mode. In comparison to the Golomb problem, the use of
multiple stages in p tt affects the way incremental and batch propagation modes
are supported in CLP(FD) systems, but not the one of T OY(FD) (PAKCS just
support incremental propagation mode). SICStus, SWI and T OY(FD) rely once
again in the predicate/function set prop, placed at the very beginning of p tt and
establishing the propagation mode to the whole program. However, compared to
the predicate SICStus and SWI use for Golomb, the one of p tt receives P and
NT to generate the output arguments P1 and P3. Depending on P, it makes P1 to
be a zero value or a fresh var and P3 to be a list of NT zero values or a list of NT
fresh vars, resp. Fig. 9 shows that P1 is passed to team assign and P3 is passed
to zipWith tt solve (assigning each element of P3 to a different working team).
The use of different propagation flags is mandatory: (1) The labeling of p tt ta7
unifies P1 to zero, and thus it can not be used as flag for the constraints arisen
from p tt so2 on. (2) As the different tt1 , . . . , ttnt are solved sequentially they can
not share a propagation flag, as the labeling of p tt so8 of tt1 will unify it to zero,
precluding the rest of teams from using it. In T OY(FD) all these problems must
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appear as well, but the way they are solved is abstracted to the user, which just
needs to declare the propagation mode to be followed.
4.3 Data Structures: ETP
The data structures used by the different paradigms play an important role when
implementing the p tt algorithm, even implying the use of additional FD variables and constraints. Fig. 10 presents the declaration of ws, oabs, tt and dc list
(also representing with a comment ‘//’ or ‘%’ the values they take) in ILOG OPL,
ILOG Solver, SWI and PAKCS (the MiniZinc, Gecode, SICStus and T OY(FD)
ones have been skipped as they are similar). We see that, whereas C++ CP(FD),
CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems rely in dynamic data structures as vector and
list (resp.), algebraic CP(FD) systems rely in static array ones. We present how
the use of arrays affect to the declaration of each of the presented variables:
(1) The instance example (cf. Section 3.4) contains two kind of days: Working
days (with a 20, 22 and a 24 working hours shift) and weekends (with two 24 hours
shifts). In C++ CP(FD) systems ws is easily represented as a vector of vectors of
int and in CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) ones as a list of lists. However, in algebraic
CP(FD) systems the ws declaration uses a two-dimension array, which implies
knowing in advance its concrete amount of elements, and obviously filling all of
them. Regarding the former, the extra input parameters variables int dj = 2;
and int mj = 3; are used (representing the amount of different kind of days and
the maximum amount of shifts any day can require, resp). Regarding the latter,
fake shifts of 0 hours are used for filling the empty spaces of those kind of days
having less than mj shifts (as in the weekend days [24,24,0]).
(2) When p tt ta2 computes oabs it is not known in advance the amount of
absences each day contains. Again, list of lists and vector of vectors of int ease
the oabs representation (using an empty list/vector for those days with no absences). In algebraic CP(FD) systems we make possible to support any possible
instance by setting the length of the array to nT*nTW (even knowing that an in----------- ILOG Solver -------------|----------- ILOG OPL ---------------vector<vector<int>> ws;
|int ws[1..dj, 1..mj] = ...;
//ws = <<20,22,24>,<24,24>>;
|//ws = [[20,22,24],[24,24,0]];
vector<vector<int>> oabs;
|var int oabs[1..nD, 1..(nT*nTW)]
//o_abs = <<1,2,5,6,7,10,11,12>,
|
in 0..(nT*nTW);
<>,...<>>;
|//o_abs= [|1,2,5,6,7,10,11,12,0,0,0,0
vector<vector<IloIntVarArray>> tt;
|// | ... | 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0|];
vector<vector<int>> dC_list;
|var int tt[1..nT, 1..dpt, 1..(nTW+1)]
//dc_list = <<1,1,2>,<1,1>,<1,2>>;
|
in 0..24;
------------ SWI & PAKCS ------------|var int dc_list[1..nT, 1..dpt]
%ws = [[20,22,24],[24,24]],
|
in 1..(dj+1);
%oabs = [[1,2,5,6,7,10,11,12]|...[]],|//dc_list = [|1,1,2|1,1,3|1,2,3|];
%tt = [[[A,B,C|...]|...]|...],
|
%dc_list = [[1,1,2],[1,1],[1,2]],
|
Fig. 10. Array, Vector and List Data Structures
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stance with all its regular workers absent on a concrete day can not lead to any
feasible tda). To fill all the positions we use feak 0 (representing no worker, as in
[1,2,5,6,7,10,11,12,0,0,0,0] for oabs1 ).
(3) In the instance example, p tt sp4 computes tt = [tt1 , tt2 , tt3 ] and dc list =
[dc list1 , dc list2 , dc list3 ], where tt1 = [[0, 0, a, b, c], [l , m, n, o, 0], [v , w , x , y, 0]],
tt2 = [ [d , e, f , g, 0], [p, q, r , s, 0]] and tt3 = [ [h, i , j , k , 0], [t, 0, 0, 0, u]] (resp. dc list1 =
[1, 1, 2], dc list2 = [1, 1] and dc list3 = [1, 2]) are of different length. Once again,
vectors and lists can represent this easily, but arrays can not. Thus: (i) A new
input parameter variable dpt = ((nD-1)/nT)+1; is computed, representing the
maximum number of days any team tti have to deal with (in our instance 3, as tt1
deals with three days, whereas tt2 and tt3 deal just with two days). We use dpt
in the tt and dc list initialization, so now either tt2 and tt3 (resp. either dc list2
and dc list3 ) contain a new fake day they must deal with. (ii) Regarding tt2 (resp.
tt3 ) this fake day can be seen as a day 8 (resp. day 9) in our original nd = 7 week
timetable. Those days do not exist, but they can be easily represented as days with
ntw + 1 shifts of 0 hours to be accomplished, i.e., days in which all the variables
are directly bound to 0. Regarding dc2 (resp. dc3 ) this fake day can be represented
as dj+1, a new class of day different to the others (in our instance as 3, different
from working days 1 and weekends 2). (iii) To implement this behavior we need
new FD variables and constraints. First, in p tt sp2 (computing totZ ) we need new
constraints adding 1,..,(nTW+1) for days 8 and 9. Second, in p tt so2 , we need
the new FD variable set {0} and FD variable array [(nTW+1),0,...,0] to resp.
posting the domain and distribute constraints in days of kind dj+1.
Finally, Fig. 11 presents how the different paradigm data structures allow to access to an element of atd using regular indexes (top left part) or to an element of lws

------------- Accessing --------------|-------------- Indexing ------------atd[1,2]
|lws[dc[i]]
%%%
|%%%
vector<int> aux = atd[1]; (use aux[2])|lws[dc[i]]
%%%
|%%%
nth1(1, ATD, AUX, _),
|nth1(I,DC,K,_),
nth1(2, AUX, R, _), (use R)
|nth1(K,LWS,R,_), (use R)
%%%
|%%%
fst (nth1 2 (fst (nth1 1 ATD)))
|fst (nth1 (fst (nth 1 I DC)) LWS)
----------------------- PAKCS Extra Functions -----------------------------nth1:: Int -> [a] -> (a, [a])
|aux_sp:: a->([a],b)->([a],b)
nth1 i l | split_at (i-1) l =:= (le, e:ri)
|aux_sp x (xs,ys) = (x:xs,ys)
= (e, le ++ ri) where e, le, ri free |
|fst:: (a, b) -> a
split_at:: Int -> [a] -> ([a], [a])
|fst (x, _) = x
split_at _ [] = ([], [])
|
split_at 0 (x:xs) = ([], x:xs)
|(++):: [a] -> [a] -> [a]
split_at n (x:xs) | n > 0
|[] ++ ys = ys
= aux_sp x (split_at (n-1) xs)|(x:xs) ++ ys = (x:(xs++ys))
Fig. 11. Data Structures Access and Index
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using an element of dc as its index (top right part). In both cases algebraic CP(FD),
C++ CP(FD), CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems are presented in order, with a
comment line %%% separating them:
(i) Algebraic CP(FD) systems provide free access to bi-dimensional arrays (atd[1
,2]) and free indexing by parameter variables (lws[dc[i]]).
(ii) C++ CP(FD) systems provide free access to the elements of a vector<int>
(dc[i]), which also implies using this access as the index for another data structure
(lws[dc[i]]). But they do not provide free access to the elements of vector<vector
<int>>, which needs an auxiliary vector<int> aux to access to it.
(iii) CLP(FD) systems can not directly access to an element of an [[Int]] list.
To do so, they rely in the primitive predicate nth/4(+I, +L, -E, -RL), which
given an index I and a list L returns the nth element E of L and the list RL obtained
after removing E from L. The use of nth1(1, ATD, AUX, ), allows to unify AUX
(an [Int]) with the first element of ATD. Then, nth1(2, AUX, R, ), unifies R
with the element we wanted to access. The same idea is followed to index LWS by
the value of the Ith element of DC.
(iv) The mate nth1 function is not provided as a primitive neither in T OY(FD)
nor PAKCS, but it can be easily implemented, as presented in bottom part of Fig.
11: It receives i and l and computes as a result the pair (e, le ++ ri), relying
in the fact that l can be seen as the concatenation (++) of the lists le, [e] and ri
(using the function split at to obtain such these lists). The function fst is just
used to obtain the first element of the pair output as a result. In this context, the
use of higher order allows us to provide free access to bi-dimensional arrays and free
indexing by parameter variables: The expression (nth1 1 ATD) computes (e,rl),
and the expression (fst (nth1 1 ATD)) computes just e. Both e and (e,rl) are
patterns, i.e., data values not subject to further evaluation, and thus they can be
placed at any point of the program, particularly as the arguments of other functions
(as in fst (nth1 2 (fst (nth1 1 ATD)))).

4.4 FD Variables: ETP
The modelling techniques the different paradigms provide play a role in the amount
of FD variables needed to suit the p tt algorithm. In particular, Fig. 12 presents
the initialization of tt and trans tt, the main variables of tt solve representing
the shifts the different workers are assigned to. tt and trans tt are mate variables,
with tt ordering the shifts of the team by days tt ≡ [[w1 − d1 , . . . , ew − d1 ], . . . ,
[w1 − dnd/nt , . . . , ew − dnd/nt ]] and trans tt ordering the shifts of the team by
workers trans tt ≡ [[w1 − d1 , . . . , w1 − dnd/nt ], . . . , [ew − d1 , . . . , ew − dnd/nt ]].
The use of both representations ease the modelling of p tt: Whereas tt are suitable
for p tt so2 , trans tt are suitable for p tt so5 , p tt so6 and p tt so7 . We discuss
separately how each paradigm deals with tt and trans tt:
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4.4.1 Algebraic CP(FD)
tt and trans tt are declared by using two explicit bi-dimensional arrays. The
two representations are independent (each tt[i,j] and trans tt[j,i] use their
own memory space and have their own domain and constraint set associated to it).
The different variables are then linked via an explicit constraint (where the use
of the forall aggregation instruction allow to link all the mate variables of tt and
trans tt in just one line of code).
4.4.2 C++ CP(FD)
Fig. 12 shows: (i) The declaration of tt and trans tt as protected attributes of
the class StageIII, by using two explicit one-dimensional IntVarArray. (ii) The
-------------- SICStus --------------|-------------- Gecode ---------------%gen_transpose/2(+TT, -TransTT).
|class StageIII : public Space {
gen_transpose([[]|_], []).
|protected:
gen_transpose([L|Rl], [T|Rt]) :| IntVarArray tt;
map_headers([L|Rl], T, R),
| IntVarArray trans_tt;
gen_transpose(R, Rt).
|public:
%
| StageIII(bool share, StageIII& s) :
%map_headers/3(+LA, -H, -LB).
|
Space(share, s) {
map_headers([], [], []).
| this->tt.update(*this, share, s.tt);
map_headers([L|Rl], [E|Re], [R|Rr]):-| this->trans_tt.update(*this, share,
nth1(1, L, E, R),
|
s.trans_tt);
map_headers(Rl, Re, Rr).
| }
-------------- TOY(FD) --------------| void init_vars(int nD, int nTW) {
gen_transpose:: [[A]] -> [[A]]
| //Init tt
gen_transpose = foldr aux_trans []
| this->tt = IntVarArray(*this,
%
|
nD*(nTW+1), 0, 24);
aux_trans:: [A] -> [[A]] -> [[A]]
| //Init trans_tt
aux_trans Xs Xss =
| IntVarArgs _vars(0);
zipWith (:) Xs (Xss ++ repeat [])| for (int i = 0; i < (nTW+1); i++){
%
|
for (int j = 0; j < nD; j++){
foldr:: (A->B->B) -> B -> [A] -> B
|
IntVar v(this->tt[j*(nTW+1)+i]);
foldr F Z [] = Z
|
_vars << v;
foldr F Z [X|Xs] = F X (foldr F Z Xs)|
}
%
| }
zipWith:: (A->B->C) -> [A]->[B]->[C] | this->trans_tt =
zipWith Z [] Bs = []
|
IntVarArray(*this, _vars);
zipWith Z [A|As] [] = []
| }
zipWith Z [A|As] [B|Bs] =
|...}
[Z A B| zipWith Z As Bs] |-------------- MiniZinc -------------%
|array[1..nD, 1..(nTW+1)]
repeat:: A -> [A]
|
of var 0..24: tt;
repeat X = [X|repeat X]
|array[1..(nTW+1), 1..nD]
|
of var 0..24: trans_tt;
|constraint forall (i in 1..(nTW+1), j
| in 1..nD) (trans_tt[i,j] = tt[j,i]);
Fig. 12. Initializing tt and trans tt Variables
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function init vars, which declares the size and initial domain of tt and trans tt.
(iii) The copy constructor used to clone two StageIII Spaces. Several things must
be point out:
(1). The constructor of the Golomb class model (cf. Fig. 5) initialized the size
and initial domain of the m variables, posted the constraint set of the problem and
declared the Brancher specifying the search tree to be explored. Relying in the main
entry point presented in Fig. 8 (which specifies the way the C++ CP(FD) systems
suit the p tt algorithm), Fig. 12 shows now that different functions are necessary to
perform these tasks in the StageIII model: (i) The function init vars initializes
the size and initial domain of the tt and trans tt variables. (ii) The function
put zeros uses TotZ to bind some of them to 0. Although in Section 4.2 we saw
that the use of slv prevented the C++ CP(FD) systems of creating Table, the
tasks (i) and (ii) can be still done in tt split (in this strict order, as to bind a
variable to 0 it must be first initialized). Fig. 8 shows that slv is passed as an
argument to tt split, from which the calling to init vars and put zeros will
be done. Finally, the class StageIII must contain another set of functions (iii)
posting the constraint set and declaring the Branchers specifying the search tree
to be explored. These functions (iii) will be called from tt solve, which as seen in
Fig. 8 contains the specific team slv[i] as an argument.
(2). Regarding the init vars function, it allows to create two dependent tt and
trans tt variable representations (i.e., although tt and trans tt are declared as
different IntVarArray objects, mate tt[i] and trans tt[j] IntVars rely in a
unique and shared IntView variable, with an unique memory space allocation).
The association of IntVar and IntView in Gecode is equivalent to the IlcIntVar
(IloIntVar if Concert library is used) and IlcIntVarI in ILOG Solver. Both systems provide a modelling variable representation which in fact is nothing but a
nutshell to the underlying variable implementation representation (the one that the
constraint solver uses for constraint propagation). In this context, init vars: (i)
Creates first tt as a one-dimensional variable array IntVarArray of nD*(nTW+1)
variables. (ii) Uses the auxiliary argument array IntVarArgs (cf. Section 4.1.2)
vars, which will be used to dynamically built the one-dimensional IntVarArray
trans tt. (iii) A double for loop (first one ranging on workers i and second one
ranging on days j) establishes the new variable of tt to be included in vars. As
already mentioned, the constructor used declares v as a new IntVar relying in the
same IntView as its mate tt IntVar. (iv) Finally, trans tt is created using the
vars argument array dynamically built.
(3). Regarding the copy constructor, as tt and trans tt are represented as
IntVarArray, then using the update method suffices to clone them (as for m in
the Golomb problem of Section 4.1.4). The update method must be applied over
tt and trans tt, in order to initialize both of them in the new StageIII Space
being created. Whereas the use of bi-dimensional vector<IntVarArray> naturally
expresses the constraint set of the problem (it is the option followed in the rest of
paradigms), the use of one-dimensional IntVarArrays implies a harder modelling,
recomputing the indexes of the variables involved on each of the constraints being
posted. However, one-dimensional arrays must be used for efficiency reasons: The
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efficiency of the search procedure is the most relevant issue affecting to the solving
efficiency of the problem. As the copy constructor is executed on each single clone
being performed during the search, then the cost of its execution becomes crucial
as well. The next piece of code presents how the copy constructor method would
have looked like if vector<IntVarArray> tt had been used:
StageIII(bool share, StageIII& s) : Space(share, s) {
int size = s.tt.size();
for (int i = 0; i < size; i++){
IntVarArray aux_tt(s.tt[i]);
this->tt.push_back(aux_tt);
this->tt[i].update(*this, share, s.tt[i]);
}
...
}
A for loop would have been needed (ranging i on 1,..,nD). On each iteration it:
(i) Creates an auxiliary aux tt (relying in the same IntViews as the ones of the
original Space s.tt[i]), (ii) Add this aux tt to the tt variables of the new Space
(this->tt.push_back(aux_tt)) and (iii) Performs the update of this tt[i] variables. As we see, both (i) and (ii) are not necessary when using an one-dimensional
array (and the for loop of (iii) can be changed by a single update call).
Both the version using one-dimensional and bi-dimensional arrays are included
in the models available online. In the section for performance analysis we will show
that former model clearly outperforms the efficiency of the latter one.
4.4.3 CLP(FD)/CFLP(FD)
Those systems allow to suit p tt as it is described in Section 3.4: Table is created
in p tt ta1 , it is split into tt1 , . . . , ttnt (each of them initially with type [[A]]) in
p tt sp4 and, finally, tt is transposed into trans tt by using the predicate/function
gen transpose in p tt so1 . All these tasks are performed by the H solver (cf. Section 4.1.2), as no FD constraints involve neither to tt nor to trans tt until p tt so2
(when the domain constraint turn their type into [[Int]]). To prove that, Fig.
12 shows the code of the predicate/function gen transpose: (i) If we focus in the
SICStus predicate map headers we see that trans tt is being constructed from
tt by using pattern matching unification (the variable E to be placed in trans tt
is simply unified with its mate variable in the head of L by using nth1(1, L,
E, R). (ii) Both tt and trans tt are treated as logical variables in the function
gen transpose, as the type of the function is gen_transpose::[[A]] -> [[A]]
and not [[Int]] -> [[Int]].
In the case of tt it is the same if we first perform p tt so1 (transposing it to
trans tt) and then perform p tt so2 (imposing an initial FD domain to its variables) or we do it the other way round. The former will treat p tt so1 as the unification of two logical fresh variables. The latter will treat p tt so1 as the unification
of an FD variable and a logical fresh variable. In both cases, tt and trans tt
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are represented as a single FD variable. However, Fig. 13 presents a fragment of
the SICStus predicate gen d (performing p tt ta4 ) for which the order in which
the clauses are executed affects to the amount of FD variables created. The predicate: (i) Creates the list D of ND new fresh logical variables. (ii) Uses the auxiliary
predicate work each n days to unify each D[i] with D[i+NT]. (iii) Posts an initial
domain over the variables of D.
By executing the clauses in this order the unification of (ii) remains only NT
different logical variables in the array D, which then in (iii) are turned into NT
different FD variables. However, if we split (iii) and (ii), then in (iii) we turn the
ND variables of D into ND different FD variables, and in this context the pattern
matching of nth1 in (ii) posts an implicit equality constraint between each pair
of different FD variables D[i] and D[i+NT]. This example shows that, from the
point of view of efficiency, it is a good idea to unify first (using H) as many logical
variables as possible, before turning them into FD variables (i.e., to postpone as
much as possible the posting of the FD constraints when modelling a problem).
However, this clearly breaks the pure declarative view of modelling CLP(FD) and
CFLP(FD) systems claim to provide.
Coming back to the function gen transpose of Fig. 12, we want to point out
the CFLP(FD) features for: (i) Declaring function aliases, (ii) Applying partial
application of functions, (iii) Using lazy narrowing to compute with potentially infinite data structures. In the case of gen transpose, it is nothing but an alias of
the partial application of the primitive function foldr to aux trans [ ]. Thus,
the single argument of gen transpose is the last argument the partially applied
function foldr aux trans [ ] is expecting in order to be executed. The function
aux trans does not need to know the amount of elements trans tt is going to
contain, as it uses (Xss ++ repeat []) to lazily compute an initial [ ] for each
trans tt[i]. The following code shows the T OY(FD) computation for transposing the list [[1,2,3],[4,5,6]], where we can see that the lazy computation on
repeat is only applied for the first element to be placed on each trans tt[i]. The
underline represents the part of the goal to be narrowed by T OY(FD) on each step
of the goal computation.
gen transpose [[1,2,3],[4,5,6]] == R
foldr aux trans [ ] [[1,2,3],[4,5,6]] == R
aux trans [1,2,3] (foldr aux trans [ ] [[4,5,6]]) == R
---------------------------------- SICStus --------------------------------%gen_d/4(+ND, +NT, +P, -D).
|%work_each_n_days/2(+N, +L).
gen_d(ND, NT, P, D) :|work_each_n_days(N, L) :length(D, ND),
| nth1(1, L, H1, R1),
work_each_n_days(NT, D),
| nth1(N, R1, H1, _),
freeze(P, domain(D, Min, Max)),
| work_each_n_days(N, R1).
...
|
Fig. 13. CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD): Pure Declarative View of Modelling vs Safe FD
Variables
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aux trans [1,2,3] (aux trans [4,5,6] (foldr aux trans [ ] [ ])) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] (aux trans [4,5,6] [ ]) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] (zipWith (:) [4,5,6] ([ ] ++ repeat [ ])) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] (zipWith (:) [4,5,6] ([ ] ++ [[ ]— repeat [ ]])) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] (zipWith (:) [4,5,6] [[ ]—repeat [ ]]) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] ([((:) 4 [ ]) | zipWith (:) [5,6] [repeat [ ]]) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] ([[4]| zipWith (:) [5,6] [repeat [ ]]) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] ([[4]| zipWith (:) [5,6] [[ ]— repeat [ ]]) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] ([[4]| [((:) 5 []) — zipWith (:) [6] [repeat [ ]]) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] ([[4],[5]| zipWith (:) [6] [repeat [ ]]) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] ([[4],[5]| zipWith (:) [6] [[ ]— repeat [ ]]) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] ([[4],[5]| [((:) 6 []) — zipWith (:) [] [repeat [ ]]) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] ([[4],[5],[6]| zipWith (:) [] [repeat [ ]]) == R
aux trans [1,2,3] [[4],[5],[6]] == R
zipWith (:) [1,2,3] ([[4],[5],[6]] ++ repeat [ ]) == R
[ ((:) 1 [4])| zipWith (:) [2,3] ([[5],[6]] ++ repeat [ ]) ] == R
[[1,4]| zipWith (:) [2,3] ([[5],[6]] ++ repeat [ ]) ] == R
[[1,4]| [((:) 2 [5]) — zipWith (:) [3] ([[6]] ++ repeat [ ])] == R
[[1,4],[2,5]| zipWith (:) [3] ([[6]] ++ repeat [ ])] == R
[[1,4],[2,5]| [((:) 3 [6])— zipWith (:) [ ] ([ ] ++ repeat [ ]))] == R
[[1,4],[2,5],[3,6]| zipWith (:) [ ] ([ ] ++ repeat [ ])] == R
[[1,4],[2,5],[3,6]] == R
R -> [[1,4],[2,5],[3,6]]
Finally, coming back to Fig. 9, we see that the higher-order feature the CFLP(FD)
systems provide allows to explicitly safe the declaration of some FD variables. In
this example, whereas SICStus must explicitly declare the FD variables of EHList
in the predicate zipWith tt solve (in order to be used in the sum constraint),
T OY(FD) can skip their explicit declaration, as they are abstracted as the resulting list of (zipWith (tt solve NTW WS EF T H W SS) TTList DClassList), which
is passed as an argument to the sum constraint. In any case, either with an explicit
or implicit declaration, both SICStus and T OY(FD) are using these FD variables,
so this is not considered as an efficient feature but as an elegant programming
technique providing a more clean, compact and neat code.
4.5 Independent CP(FD) Components: ETP
The modelling of the ETP problem includes dealing with some CP(FD) independent data structures, as oabs, atd and etd in p tt ta2 , TotZ in p tt sp2 and ls, ln
in p tt so3 and p tt so4 resp. The computation of these data structures is mandatory, as they are needed for posting the FD constraints of the problem. Besides
that, their modelling allow us to present some of the expressivity features each
particular paradigm provide. We focus the section in discussing the computation
of the concrete data structure oabs, as it is easy enough as to explain from scratch
the complete code for computing it, and complex enough as to require most of
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the modelling features we want to point out for each paradigm. Fig. 14, 15 and
16 present the computation of oabs in MiniZinc/Gecode, SICStus and T OY(FD),
resp. (the code for ILOG OPL, ILOG Solver, SWI and PAKCS has been skipped,
as it is quite similar). To guide it sometimes we refer to the computation of oabs in
the concrete p tt instance being presented (cf. Section 3.4), for which the data input abs = [(1, 1), (2, 1), (5, 1), (6, 1), (7, 1), (10, 1), (11, 1), (12, 1), (5, 6), (6, 6), (7, 6),
(10, 6), (11, 6), (12, 6)] leads to the result oabs = [ [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ],
[5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12], [ ] ]. For each paradigm we present a briefly sketch of its code
before enumerating the modelling features we want to point out.
4.5.1 Algebraic CP(FD)
Sketch: The bi-dimensional array of int abs is passed as an input argument (so
it is the int num abs, indicating the length of the array). Then, three auxiliary
data structures are computed: (i) The set of int Workers, containing the identifier of any possible regular worker, as they are the potentially candidates to be
--------------------------------- MiniZinc --------------------------------int: num_abs;
array[1..num_abs, 1..2] of 1..(nT*nTW): abs;
%
set of int: Workers = 1..(nT*nTW);
array[1..nD] of set of Workers: aux_abs =
[{abs[j,1] | j in 1..num_abs where abs[j,2] = i} | i in 1..nD];
array[1..nD] of 0..(nT*nTW): num_abs_day =
[(sum (j in 1..num_abs where abs[j,2] = i) (1)) | i in 1..nD];
[(sum (j in 1..(nT*nTW)) (bool2int(j in aux_abs[i]))) | i in 1..nD];
%
array[1..nD, 1..(nT*nTW)] of var 0..(nT*nTW): oabs;
constraint forall (i in 1..nD, j in 1..(nT*nTW)) ((j <= num_abs_day[i]) ->
(oabs[i,j] = (let {set of Workers: m = aux_abs[i]} in m[j])));
constraint forall (i in 1..nD, j in 1..(nT*nTW)) ((j > num_abs_day[i]) ->
(oabs[i,j] = 0));
--------------------------------- Gecode ----------------------------------void c_oabs(int nD, vector<pair<int,int>>& abs, vector<vector<int>>& oabs){
int size = abs.size();
for (int i = 0; i < size; i++)
swap(abs[i].first, abs[i].second);
sort(abs.begin(), abs.end());
//
for (int i = 0; i < nD; i++){
vector<int> aux;
oabs.push_back(aux);
}
//
for (int i = 0; i < size; i++)
oabs[(abs[i].first)-1].push_back(abs[i].second);
}
Fig. 14. Algebraic and C++ CP(FD) Computation of oabs
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absent (in our instance {1,..,12}). (ii) The one-dimensional array of set of
Workers aux abs, filtering the regular workers absent per day (in our instance
[{1,2,5,6,7,10,11,12}, {}, .., {}]). (iii) The one-dimensional array of int
num abs day, containing the size of each aux abs[i] (in our instance [8,0, ..,
0]). Finally, the bi-dimensional variable array of int oabs is declared, with the
amount of regular workers as its size (cf. Section 4.2). For each day i num abs day[i]
= k is used to: (1) Compute the range oabs[i,1],..,oabs[i,k] with the 1st ,
2nd ,. . ., k th element of the set aux abs[i]. (2) Compute the range oabs[i,k+1],..,
oabs[i,nT*nTW] with fake 0 absences.
Modelling features:
a. The use of set as a basic data structure, which also includes the use of array
of sets, as in aux abs.
b. The use of integer range expressions a..b, indicating the set {a,(a+1),(a+2),
..,b}. This includes considering all the elements of the set, as in i in 1..nD, or

---------------------------------- SICStus --------------------------------%c_oabs/3(+ND, +Abs, -OAbs).
|%repeat_N_times/3(+N, +Arg, -List).
c_oabs(N, Abs, OAbs) :|repeat_N_times(0, _, []).
map_swap(Abs, IAbs),
|repeat_N_times(N, Arg, [Arg|L]) :sort_pair_list(IAbs, SL),
| N > 0,
repeat_N_times(N, [], Ac),
| N1 is (N-1),
foldl_select_by_day(Ac, SL, OAbs). | repeat_N_times(N1, Arg, L).
|
%po/3(+P1, +P2, ?Res).
|%foldl_select_by_day/3(+Ac, +AL, -R).
po((X,Y), (Z,T), true) :|foldl_select_by_day(Ac, [], Ac).
((X > Z) ; (X = Z, Y > T)).
|foldl_select_by_day(Ac, [(A,B)|RAb], R) :po((X,Y), (Z,T), false) :| select_by_day(Ac, (A,B), NAc),
((X < Z) ; (X = Z, Y =< T)).
| foldl_select_by_day(NAc, RAb, R).
|
%sort_pair_list/2(+L1, -L2).
|%filter_po/4(+P, +L, +R, -LR).
sort_pair_list([], []).
|filter_po(_, [], _, []).
sort_pair_list([(X,Y)|Xs], L) :|filter_po((X,Y), [(Z,T)|Xs], R, [(Z,T)|L]) :filter_po((X,Y), Xs, true, S),
| po((X,Y), (Z,T), R),
sort_pair_list(S, L1),
| !,
filter_po((X,Y), Xs,false, B),
| filter_po((X,Y), Xs, R, L).
sort_pair_list(B, L2),
|filter_po((X,Y), [_| Xs], R, L) :append(L1, [(X,Y)|L2], L).
| filter_po((X,Y), Xs, R, L).
|
%select_by_day/3(+L1, +P, -L2).
|%swap/2(+P1, -P2).
select_by_day(L, (A,B), NL) :|swap((A,B), (B,A)).
nth1(A, L, Elem, Rest),
|
append(Elem, [B], NE),
|%map_swap/2(+L1, -L2).
nth1(A, NL, NE, Rest).
|map_swap([], []).
|map_swap([X|Xs], [A|R]) :| swap(X, A),
| map_swap(Xs, R).
Fig. 15. CLP(FD) Computation of oabs
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filtering the ones holding a concrete condition, as j in 1..num abs where abs[j,2]
= i, both examples present in the computation of aux abs.
c. The use of the sum (range where cond) (1) expression to count the amount
of elements of a data structure holding a condition (by filtering first the elements
of range holding cond, and adding 1 for each of them to the sum). In the case of
num abs day, obviously the same range and cond as in aux abs is used.
---------------------------------- TOY(FD) --------------------------------c_oabs:: int -> [(int,int)] -> [[int]]
c_oabs N Abs = foldl select_by_day (take N (repeat [])) (sort_pair_list (map swap Abs))
%
(|>):: (int,int) -> (int,int) -> bool
(|>) (X,Y) (Z,T) = true <== (X > Z) \/ ((X == Z) /\ (Y > T)) == true
(|>) (X,Y) (Z,T) = false <== (X < Z) \/ ((X == Z) /\ (Y <= T)) == true
%
sort_pair_list :: [(int,int)] -> [(int,int)]
sort_pair_list [] = []
sort_pair_list [(X,Y)|Xs] = sort_pair_list (filter ((|>) (X,Y)) Xs) ++ [(X,Y)] ++
sort_pair_list (filter (not . (|>) (X,Y)) Xs)
%
select_by_day:: [[B]] -> (int,B) -> [[B]]
select_by_day L (A,B) = L1 ++ [E ++ [B]] ++ L2 <== split_at (A-1) L == (L1,[E|L2])
%
|%
map:: (A -> B) -> [A] -> [B]
|take:: int -> [A] -> [A]
map F [] = []
|take 0 _ = []
map F [X|Xs] = [(F X)|(map F Xs)]
|take N [] = []
%
|take N [X|Xs] = [X| take (N-1) Xs] <== (N > 0)
not:: bool -> bool
|%
not true = false
|foldl:: (A -> B -> A) -> A -> [B] -> A
not false = true
|foldl F Z [] = Z
%
|foldl F Z [X|Xs] = foldl F (F Z X) Xs
swap:: (A,B) -> (B,A)
|%
swap (X,Y) = (Y,X)
|filter:: (A -> bool) -> [A] -> [A]
%
|filter L [] = []
(++) :: [A] -> [A] -> [A]
|filter P [X|Xs] = if (P X == true) then [X|filter P Xs]
[] ++ Ys = Ys
|
else filter P Xs
[X|Xs] ++ Ys = [X|Xs ++ Ys]
|repeat:: A -> [A]
%
|repeat X = [X|repeat X]
(/\):: bool -> bool -> bool
|%
false /\ _ = false
|(\/):: bool -> bool -> bool
true /\ X = X
|true \/ X = true
%
|false \/ X = X
(.) :: (B->C) -> (A->B) -> (A->C)
|%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
(F . G) X = F (G X)
|gen_v_list:: [A]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%|gen_v_list = [X| gen_v_list]
g_table:: int -> int -> [[A]]
|%
g_table _ 0 = []
|coin:: int
g_table A B = [(take A gen_v_list)
|coin = 0
|(g_table A (B-1))] <== B > 0|coin = 1
Fig. 16. CFLP(FD) Computation of oabs
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d. As we see, the API of MiniZinc does not provide a method for obtaining the
cardinality of a set, and thus to compute each num abs day[i] we have to use
the filtering presented before. However, MiniZinc allows to: (i) Access to the i st
element of the set a by simply using a[i]. (ii) Check if an element e belongs to the
set a by simply using (e in a). (iii) Coerce this result to an integer by using the
primitive bool2int. In this setting, another alternative for computing the absences
per day would have been array[1..nD] of 0..(nT*nTW): num abs day = [(sum
(j in 1..(nT*nTW)) (bool2int(j in aux abs[i]))) | i in 1..nD];. On it, we
take advantage of knowing that all the elements of each aux abs[i] must be in
the range 1..(nT*nTW) and must be different. Thus, we use j in 1..(nT*nTW) to
explicitly ask for each of them if they belong to the set aux abs[i], coercing the
result to a 1 or 0 (from true and false) and adding them to the sum expression. The
main drawback of this alternative is that the more elements the range 1..(nT*nTW)
contains the more inefficient it turns, as we have to explicitly ask for the belonging
to the set of each of them.
e. The declaration of oabs as explicit FD variables (by using explicitly the var
declaration and 0..(nT*nTW) as its initial domain). This is needed as only decision
variables can be displayed in the output block, and the computed oabs must be
output as a result by the team assign.mzn file (cf. Section 4.2). As a collateral
consequence, this implies also treat ATD and ETD parameter variables as decision
ones, as their computation require accessing to the obtained oabs.
f. As oabs is modelled as a bi-dimensional array of FD variables, then some
constraints are needed to compute it. In this case, we use two blocks of constraint
forall (range) (constraint), each of them elegantly posting a range of constraints
just varying in the parameter of the range.
g. The use of constraint 1 -> constraint 2 implication constraints, where constraint 1 must support reification and constraint 2 is just posted when constraint 1
is entailed to true. In our case, our two constraint forall blocks use implication constraints where constraint 1 is an expression depending on just parameter
variables, so it is directly entailed to true or false. In this setting, and as the two
conditions (j <= num abs day[i] and j > num abs day[i], resp.) are mutually
exclusive then we could have used a single constraint forall (i in 1..nD, j in
1..(nT*nTW)) (if (j <= num abs day[i]) then (oabs[i,j] = (let {set of
Workers: m = aux abs[i]} in m[j])) else (oabs[i,j] = 0));. As we see, the
use of if then else expressions is fully supported in MiniZinc.
h. The use of local variables, as m in the first constraint forall block, which
represents aux abs[i] in the expression oabs[i,j] = m[j], where by checking
first the condition j <= num abs day[i] we ensure that the element m[j] exists.
4.5.2 C++ CP(FD)
Sketch: The sketch for computing oabs is the same in C++ CP(FD), CLP(FD)
and CFLP(FD): (I) Use a method/predicate/function c oabs receiving as input
parameters nD and abs and computing as output result oabs. (II) Swap the elements of abs to sw abs. (III) Order sw abs to ord sw abs. (IV) Create the
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vector<vector<int>>/[[Int]] oabs, initially with nD empty elements. (V) Traverse each (di,wj) of ord sw abs, adding wj to the dith element of oabs.
Modelling features:
a. The use of reference parameters & for the arguments abs and oabs. Thus, oabs
is firstly declared (empty) in the context of the main program and then it is passed
as an input argument to c oabs (but the modifications applied on it in the context
of the method are reflected when the execution comes back to the main function).
b. The use of the standard std library, whose API for vector provides (among
others) the methods: (i) size (for getting the size of the vector), (ii) push back (for
adding a new element to the vector) and (iii) sort (which receiving two iterators
pointing at the first and to the past the end of the vector sorts it).
c. The use of the standard std library, whose API for pair<A,B> provides (among
others) the methods first and second (returning the first and the second elements
of the pair, resp.) and swap (for swapping the first and second position content,
given that the type of the pair is pair<A,A>).
d. The use of v[i] to index on the element of oabs to be accessed.
e. In this context, the code for computing oabs is simple and clear: (II) A simple
for loop ranging i in 1..size (the size of abs) is needed. On each iteration, a
swap call suffices for swapping the elements. (III) The methods abs.begin() and
abs.end() compute the two iterators needed to run the sort method ordering the
vector by lexicographic order. (IV) Another for loop ranging in 1..nD allows to
add nD new empty vectors<int> to the oabs. (V) A simple for loop ranging i
in 1..size is needed. On each iteration it accesses to the oabs concrete day by
indexing it with abs[i].first, modifying its content by adding abs[i].second.
4.5.3 CFLP(FD)
Sketch: As already said, the computation of oabs follows the same steps as for C++
CP(FD) systems. The functions c oabs, sort pair list, select by day (and the
operator (|>)) are developed, and they are presented in Fig. 16 together with the
primitive auxiliary functions map, not, swap, (.), take, foldl, filter, repeat
(and the operators (++), /\ and \/) they rely on.
Modelling features:
a. The amount of functions needed. Rather than using a single method as in
C++ CP(FD), the code for CFLP(FD) needs to program four different functions
(besides the other 10 auxiliary ones they rely on).
b. The use of higher order. It allows to develop an elegant, simple and neat
formulation for each of these functions. As it is seen, all the functions have one or at
most two rules, with all of them being formulated in just one line of code. Focusing in
oabs, it uses multiple higher-order applications to implement the already described
sketch, as (map swap Abs) ≡ a for (II), (sort pair list a) ≡ b for (III), (take
N (repeat [])) ≡ c for (IV), and finally foldl select by day c b for (V).
c. The use of extra variables in the right hand side of a function rule. In the
function gen v list it allows to create a new fresh logic variable.
d. The use of lazy evaluation. In CFLP(FD) systems the function arguments
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are evaluated to the required extent (the call-by-value used in LP vs. the callby-need used in FP (Peyton-Jones 1987)). Some examples of lazy computations
are presented in take N gen v list (cf. Fig. 6), (zipWith (:) [4,5,6] ([] ++
repeat [])) (cf. the goal computation of Section 4.4) and take N (repeat [])
(cf. Fig. 16). On each case, the evaluation computes the requested list by dealing
with the potentially infinite lists generated by gen v list or repeat.
e. The use of non-deterministic functions, as for example the function coin, for
which the goal coin == X leads to the solutions X -> 0 and X -> 1 by sequentially
executing its two rules. The use of non-deterministic functions is a key feature of
CFLP(FD), allowing them to reason with models, as CLP(FD) systems do.
f. The call-time choice semantics. The goal L == take 3 (repeat coin) only
leads to two possible solutions: (i) L -> [0,0,0] and (ii) L -> [1,1,1], rather to
the eight possible combinations [0,0,0], [0,0,1], [0,1,0], .., [1,1,1]. The
following goal computation proves it.
L == take 3 (repeat coin)
L == take 3 [coin| (repeat coin)]
L == take 3 [0| (repeat 0)]
...
The reason is the use of the call-time choice semantics, inherent to the operational semantics of T OY(FD) and PAKCS, and which makes any shared argument to be computed just once. Looking at the goal computation, we see that the
evaluation of repeat coin leads to [coin| repeat coin] where both coin expressions appearances are shared. Thus, as soon as one of them is evaluated to a
computed value (as 0) so it is its mate representation. The use of call-time choice
is relevant for the computation of Table in p tt ta1 , for which we can not then
use Table == take ND (repeat (take (NTW+1) gen v list)), as it will lead to
Table = [[A, B , ··], [A, B , ··], ··, [A, B , ··]]. Instead of it, we use Table == g table
NTW ND, whose second rule recursively computes a different list of variables (take
A gen v list) which is not shared, and thus is recomputed from scratch for each
of the ND days.
g. The use of type declarations. Both T OY(FD) and PAKCS are strongly typed
systems. They include a type checking process, inferring a type for all the functions
of a program. In this setting, the type declaration the user attaches to each function
allows to develop more robust and secure programs, as some bugs can be found
at compilation time when comparing the function declared type with the system
inferred one. Avoiding the type declaration just means that the user does not know
the type of the function and relies in the one the system infers for him. The type
system also supports polymorphic arguments, as the [[B]] and (int, B) ones of
select by day.
h. The use of function composition. The operator (.) is applied in filter (not
. (|>) (X,Y)) Xs to compute the elements of Xs that are lexicographically bigger
than (X,Y).
i. The use of partial application. The type of filter is (A -> bool) -> [A] ->
[A]. In the expression filter ((|>) (X,Y)) Xs, the partial application of (|>)
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(X,Y) has in fact the type (A -> bool) (i.e., it is acting as a pattern not subject
of further evaluation until one of the elements of the list Xs is applied on it).
j. The use of pattern matching. It allows to discriminate the rule of a function
to be applied. For example, in the case of take, the first two rules use 0 and []
to discriminate the cases in which there are no more elements to take or more
elements in the list, resp. Thus, the expression take A B tries to apply pattern
matching between A with 0 or B with [], in order to execute the first or second
rule, resp. If this is no possible, then the third rule is applied (the condition N >
0 is requested for the consistency of the function, which otherwise might lead to
infinite computations in case of being called with an N smaller than 0). As we saw
in Fig. 13, pattern matching can also imply the posting of FD equality constraints
(if the variable being evaluated is an FD variable and the pattern is an integer
value or another FD variable).
4.5.4 CLP(FD)
Sketch: The predicates c oabs, sort pair list, select by day and swap play the
same role as their mate CFLP(FD) functions (resp. for po and the operator (|>)).
The remaining predicates repeat N times, foldl select by day, filter pair ord
and map swap represent the parameterized versions of the CFLP(FD) functions
repeat, foldl, filter and map, resp.
Modelling features:
a. The amount of predicates needed. As we see, in the computation of oabs there
is an equivalence between each CLP(FD) predicate and each CFLP(FD) function.
b. The less compact definition of each predicate. The lack of higher order makes
the code of each predicate not as compact as the one of its mate function. In the
case of c oabs, four lines of code are needed to compute (II), (III), (IV) and (V).
c. The use of more variables. The lack of higher order makes explicit the declaration of the variables IAbs, SL and Ac, which were omitted in CFLP(FD) (as they
were implicitly represented as the underlying result of the higher order computations of (II), (III) and (IV), resp). This is also the case of N1 in repeat N times.
d. The use of more predicates. The lack of polymorphic arguments implies creating an specific predicate for each application of a higher order CFLP(FD) function
(as foldl, filter or map). For example, the clauses of the predicate filter po
are attached to the arguments of po. So, for any other application of filter the
CFLP(FD) model uses for implementing p tt then a new devoted filter predicate
attached to it must be explicitly defined.
e. The use of input/output arguments. As it is seen, the third argument of the
predicate po is considered an input/output parameter. The normal use of the parameter is as output (when using the predicate po on its own), returning the ordering of the first two arguments. However, in the computation of c oabs the predicate
sort pair list uses explicitly true and false to set the property to be handled by
the pairs in the call to filter po (in a similar setting to filter (|>) or filter
not . (|>) in T OY(FD)). This true or false value is used then as an input
parameter to po, discriminating by pattern matching the rule of po to be applied.
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f. Applying pattern matching also in the result of a computation. The respectively
comparison of the SICStus filter po((X,Y), [(Z,T)|Xs], false, R) with the
T OY(FD) filter (not . (|>) (X,Y)) [(Z,T)|Xs] reveals a better efficiency of
the former w.r.t. the latter. As said before, by allowing the third parameter of po
to be an input parameter, in SICStus only the second clause of po (the one making
pattern matching with false) is tried. In the case of T OY(FD), the computation
is as follows:
filter (not . (|>) (X,Y)) [(Z,T)—Xs] == R
if ((not . (|>) (X,Y) (Z,T)) == true) then [(Z,T)|filter (not . (|>) (X,Y) Xs]
else (filter (not . (|>) (X,Y)) Xs) == R
As we see, the two rules of (|>) must be tried in order, as the result of executing
(|>) (X,Y) (Z,T) does not directly determine if the property of filter is hold
or not, but the result needs to be firstly applied to not.
g. The use of the ! operator. The proper definition of the predicate po consist in
three clauses: A first one, for the case in which there are no more elements on the
list to be filtered. A second one, which checks if (X,Y) and (Z,T) hold the result
R passed as argument: (i) If po((X,Y),(Z,T), R) fails then so it does the second
clause of po. This will trigger the evaluation of the third clause, which recursively
computes L as a result by applying filter po on the rest of elements of the list.
(ii) If po((X,Y),(Z,T),R success then the second clause computes [(Z,T)|L] as a
result (where L is again recursively computed). However, the success of the second
clause will make the third one to remain unexplored, and a further backtracking
in the goal computation will try to do so. To avoid this, we use the operator (!)
just after the po((X,Y),(Z,T), R) evaluation in the second clause. If it success,
then the (!) operator is applied, precluding the further evaluation of the remaining
clauses of the predicate (in this case just the third one). In the case of T OY(FD)
there is not such cut operator. Thus, if a goal computation success on applying
the first rule of (|>) (X,Y) (Z,T) == true, then the request of more solutions
will backtrack to (|>) (X,Y) (Z,T) == true, to try to apply the second rule
(obviously failing). So, when no more tda are found in p tt ta7 , before definitely
ending the p tt computation the computation first backtracks to p tt ta2 , to try to
compute a new oabs by evaluating again the remaining rules. This situation implies
an additional overhead in the computations of CFLP(FD) systems (in comparison
with the CLP(FD) ones), and will happen not just with (|>) but with any other
function for which there are remaining rules to be explored.
4.6 FD Constraints: ETP
The modelling techniques the different paradigms provide also play a role in the
posting of the different FD constraints of the problem. To point out them, we focus
in the tt solve stage of the p tt algorithm. On it, we refer to tt as the concrete team
being scheduled at this moment. Fig. 17 presents the step p tt so2 , on which the
variables of each day tti are initialized with the domain v . Focused in the same step,
Fig. 18 presents the distribution of tti with (v , c) for algebraic CP(FD) systems.
Finally, Fig. 19 presents the step p tt so6 , on which the variables cv are tight to be
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---------------------------------- MiniZinc -------------------------------int: nD;
int: dj;
int: mj;
array[1..dj,1..mj] of 0..24: ws;
array[1..nD] of 1..dj+1: dC;
array[1..nD, 1..(nTW+1)] of 0..1: tt_info;
%
array[1..nD, 1..(nTW+1)] of var 0..24: tt;
array[1..(dj+1)] of set of int: dom_pj =
[{0} union {ws[i,j] | j in 1..mj where i <= dj} | i in 1..dj+1];
constraint forall (i in 1..nD, j in 1..(nTW+1))
(if (tt_info[i,j] = 0) then tt[i,j] = 0 else true endif);
constraint forall (i in 1..nD, j in 1..(nTW+1)) (tt[i,j] in dom_pj[dC[i]]);
---------------------------------- Gecode ---------------------------------void post_dom(vector<vector<int>> ws,
| int s2 = sh.size();
vector<int> dC, int ntW){| IntArgs _vals(s2+1);
for (int i = 0; i < dC.size(); i++){
| _vals[0] = 0;
//1. Collect the vars
| for (int j = 1; j <= s2; j++)
IntVarArgs _vars(0);
|
_val[j] = (sh[j-1]);
for (int z = 0; z < (nTW+1); z++){
| IntSet vals(_vals);
IntVar _var(this->tt[i*(nTW+1)+z]); | //3. Post the domain to vars
_vars << _var;
| for (int j = 0; j < (nTW+1); j++)
}
|
dom(*this, vars[j], vals);
IntVarArray vars =
| }
IntVarArray(*this, _vars); |}
//2. Collect the domain
|
std::vector<int> sh = ws[(dC[i]-1)]; |
---------------------------------- SICStus --------------------------------%post_dom/4(+NTW, +WS, +Vars, +DC).
|%gen_set/3(Values, +Set, -ResSet).
post_dom(NTW, WS, Vars, DC) :|gen_set([], S, S).
nth1(DC, WS, A0),
|gen_set([V|Rv], S, NS) :append([0], A0, A1),
| fdset_parts(S1, V, V, S),
sort_list(A1, A2),
| gen_set(Rv, S1, NS).
reverse(A2, A3),
|
empty_fdset(S),
|%post_domain/2(+Vars, +Values).
gen_set(A3, S, NS),
|post_domain(_, [], _).
post_domain(Vars, NS).
|post_domain([V|Rv], D) :|
V in_set D,
|
post_domain(Rv, D).
------------------------------------ TOY(FD) ------------------------------%post_working_slots:: int -> [[int]] -> [int] -> int -> bool
post_working_slots NTW WS Vars DC = true <==
domain_valArray Vars (sort_list ([0] ++ (head (drop (DC-1) WS))))
Fig. 17. Posting the Domain of tt Variables

in the domain −T . . . T .
To guide the explanation, sometimes we refer to the third team of the concrete
instance presented in Section 3.4. On it, tt = [[H , I , J , K , 0], [T , 0, 0, 0, U ]] and
dc = [1, 2] (corresponding to the days 3 (Wednesday) and 6 (Saturday) of the
timetable). As ws = [[20, 22, 24], [24, 24]] and ntw = 4, thus: (i) The domain for
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---------------------------------- MiniZinc -------------------------------set of int: dif_sl = {0} union {ws[i,j] | i in 1..dj, j in 1..mj};
int: n_dif_sl = sum (i in 0..25) (bool2int(i in dif_sl));
array[1..n_dif_sl] of 0..24: sl_vals = [dif_sl[i] | i in 1..n_dif_sl];
%
array[1..(dj+1), 1..n_dif_sl] of var 0..(nTW+1): dif_cards;
%
constraint forall (i in 1..dj, j in 2..n_dif_sl) (dif_cards[i,j] =
(sum (k in 1..mj) (bool2int(ws[i,k] = sl_vals[j]))));
constraint forall (j in 2..n_dif_sl) (dif_cards[(dj+1),j] = 0);
constraint forall (i in 1..dj+1) (dif_cards[i,1] =
(nTW+1) - (sum (j in 2..n_dif_sl) (dif_cards[i,j])));
%
constraint forall (i in 1..nD) (distribute([dif_cards[dC[i],j] | j in 1..n_dif_sl],
sl_vals, [tt[i,j] | j in 1..(nTW+1)]));
Fig. 18. Algebraic CP(FD): Posting the Distribution of tt Variables

dci = 1 and dci = 2 must be [0, 20, 22, 24] and [0, 24], resp. (ii) The distribution
(values, cardinalities) for dci = 1 and dci = 2 must be [(0, 2), (20, 1), (22, 1), (24, 1)]
and [(0, 3), (24, 2)], resp. (iii) The cv variables for each shift type (in our instance
shifts of 0, 20, 22, 24 hours) and regular worker (in our instance w9 , w10 , w11 , w12 ) are
computed in p tt so5 : cv 0w 9 , cv 0w 10 , cv 0w 11 , cv 0w 12 . . . cv 24w 9 , cv 24w 10 , cv 24w 11 ,
cv 24w 12 . Given those variables, in p tt so6 we use T = 1 to tight the distribution
of shifts of each value assigned to each of the workers: aux 01 = cv 0w 9 − cv 0w 10 ,
aux 02 = cv 0w 9 − cv 0w 11 , aux 03 = cv 0w 9 − cv 0w 12 , aux 04 = cv 0w 10 − cv 0w 11 ,
aux 05 = cv 0w 10 −cv 0w 12 and aux 06 = cv 0w 11 −cv 0w 12 , with the domain of {aux 01 ,
aux 02 , aux 03 , aux 04 , aux 05 and aux 06 } in (−1) . . . 1 (same situation for aux 20i ,
aux 22i and aux 24i ones).

4.6.1 Algebraic CP(FD)
Different to the concrete values for nd = 2, dc = [1, 2] and tt = [[H , I , J , K , 0],
[T , 0, 0, 0, U ]] presented before, our MiniZinc instance for solving the third team receives as its input parameters nD = 3, dC = [1,2,3] and tt info = [ [1,1,1,1,
0], [1,0,0,0,1], [0,0,0,0,0] ]. The mismatch is produced by the use of this
last fake day, which directly comes from the results computed by tt split.mzn. As
mentioned in Sections 4.1 and 4.3, tt split.mzn computes array[1..nT, 1..dpt,
1..(ntW+1)] of var 0..1: tt info and array[1..nT, 1..dpt] of var 1..
(dj+1): dC list for all the teams at a time, and then the external script is in
charge of splitting them to place the input arguments of the tt solve.dzn of each
team. In our instance all the teams must use dpt = 3 days, because the first team
deals with Monday, Thursday and Sunday. By coercing the second and third teams
to have three days (rather than two), we need to use this concept of fake day, which
for dC is represented with a 3 (or dj+1, where dj = 2 for working days and weekends), and for tt info is represented with a [0,0,0,0,0] (as both the regular and
the extra worker are considered to be absent).
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---------------------------------- ILOG OPL -------------------------------var int aux_tight[1..n_dif_sl, 1..(((nTW-1)*nTW) / 2)] in (-t)..t;
forall (i in 1..n_dif_sl, j in 1..(nTW-1), k in 1..(nTW-j))
(aux_tight[i, ((nTW-1)*(j-1) + ((k+j)-1)) - (((j-1)*j) / 2)] = cv[i,j] - cv[i,(j+k)]);
--------- ILOG Solver ----------------------------------- PAKCS------------void post_tight(bool prop, int nTW,
|post_tight:: Int -> [Int] -> Bool
IloEnv& env, IloIntVarArray& cv,|post_tight tight cv | domain (gen_diff cv) (-t) t
IloModel&, IloSolver& solver{|
= True
bool satisf = true;
|%
IloIntVarArray tight_vars(env);
|gen_diff:: [Int] -> [Int]
for (int j = 0; j < (nTW-1); j++)
|gen_diff [] = []
for (int k = (j+1); k < nTW; k++)
|gen_diff (x:xs) = (aux_gd x xs) ++ (gen_diff xs)
if (satisf){
|%
IloIntVar aux(env, (-t), t);
|aux_gd:: Int -> [Int] -> [Int]
tight_vars.add(aux);
|aux_gd _ [] = []
IloConstraint ct =
|aux_gd x (y:xs) = ((x -# y):(aux_gd x xs))
aux == (cv[j] - cv[k]); |
model.add(ct);
|
if (prop)
|
satisf = solver.propagate(ct);
|
}
|
}
|
----------------------------------- SWI -----------------------------------%post_tight/3(+P, +T, +CV).
|%map_gen_sub_vars/3(+P, +VL, -NVL).
post_tight(P, T, CV) :|map_gen_sub_vars(_, [], []).
map_gen_sub_vars(P, CV, Tight_Vars), |map_gen_sub_vars(P, [V|Rv], NL) :MT is -T,
| gen_sub_vars(P, V, Rv, S),
freeze(P, domain(Tight_Vars, MT, T)).| map_gen_sub_vars(P, Rv, L),
| append(S, L, NL).
%gen_sub_vars/4(+P, +V, +VL, -NVL).
gen_sub_vars(_, _, [], []).
gen_sub_vars(P, Var, [V|Rv], [S|Rs]) :freeze(P, Var - V #= S),
gen_sub_vars(P, Var, Rv, Rs).
Fig. 19. Tightening the Distribution of the Workers

The use of fake days is not relevant in terms of the computational effort to
schedule the team. Fig. 17 shows that the first of the two blocks of constraint just
concerns with binding to 0 any variable identified as an absence by tt info (which
includes any variable of a fake day). As it is seen an if-then-else instruction is
used, where an idle true is used for the else part. However, the use of fake days
affects to the modelling of both the initial domain and distribution of the variables
of each day tt[i], resp.
Domain Initialization. Fig. 17 shows the computation of the initial domain
for tt. It relies in the auxiliary array[1..(dj+1)] of set of int: dom pj, where
each dom pj[i] represents the set of different kind of shifts a worker can be assigned
to in a journey of kind dC[i]. As we can see, each dom pj[i] can be simply obtained
as the union of 0 (shift for absences or resting) with the different elements of
ws[i, ] (we do not have to worry for possible repetitions as the union will discard
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them). However, there is no ws representation for the fake days. As we know that
the domains for those days is just 0, we can simply compute it as {0} union { }
(by using a where clause to skip accessing to ws when computing dom pj[dj+1]).
Finally, we use a forall aggregation instruction in the second constraint block
to elegantly post the domain of all the tt variables at a time. On each one, we
select the concrete set of dom pj to be used by indexing it with dC[i]. As we see,
MiniZinc allows the initialization of a 0..24 var (as the ones of tt) to a set of
values by simply using the in expression.
Distribution. Fig. 18 shows the computation of the distribution for tt. The
final purpose of the presented code is to declare the last constraint block, in
which a forall aggregation function (ranging i in the number of days of tt) is
used to set the distribution of each tti day with a devoted distribute constraint.
The declaration of a distribute constraint requires three arrays: (1) A decision
variable array c with the cardinalities. (2) A parameter variable array v with the
values. (3) A decision variable array vars with the variables to be distributed with
c and v .
Regarding the computation of (2), our approach is to define a single array
sl vals (to be used in any distribute constraint). It contains all the different
kind of shifts available in ws plus 0 (in our instance [0, 20, 22, 24]). To compute it we first rely in the auxiliary set dif sl, which due to its set nature allows us
to traverse ws discarding any shift repetition. Next, we use n dif sl to compute the
cardinality of dif sl. As mentioned in Section 4.5.1, in this case we must compute
it by applying the function bool2int to 0..24 (the potentially set of candidates to
be present in dif sl). We do so because using the same method as for computing
dif sl is not suitable in this case, as we have to skip any repeated shift appearance in ws. Finally, we construct the parameter variable array sl vals (suitable
argument for distribute), where each sl vals[i] is just assigned to dif sl[i].
Regarding the computation of (1), our approach is to define a bi-dimensional decision variable array dif cards, ranging in the different kind of journeys (dj+1)
and shifts n dif sl available, resp. In our instance dif cards = [ [2,1,1,1],
[3,0,0,2], [5,0,0,0] ], representing the cardinalities of 0, 20, 22 and 24 hours
shifts for the working days, weekends and fake days journeys, resp. Three constraint
blocks are needed to compute it: (i) It concerns with the non-0 shifts of non-fake
jouneys. It uses a forall for the kind of jouney i (in our instance 1 for working
days and 2 for weekends) and a forall for the shift kind j (in our instance j = 2,
3 and 4 for 20, 22 and 24 shift hours, resp). Using them it traverses the ws[i, ]
elements counting how many of them are equal to sl vals[j]. As we mentioned
in Section 4.5.1 a good approach for counting in MiniZinc is using a sum expression
and the bool2int function (coercing the condition to be 0 for false and 1 for true,
resp). In our instance, the values [1,1,1] and [0,0,2] are computed for the 20,
22 and 24 shift hours of the working days and weekends, resp. (ii) It concerns with
the non-0 shifts of the fake journey, which are directly bound to 0. (iii) It concerns
with the 0 shifts of the journeys. As we know that, for any of them, the sum of
all the kind of shifts must be nTW+1, we simply compute the 0 ones by subtracting
nTW+1 to the sum of all the others.
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Finally, coming back to the distribute declaration, we see that in MiniZinc
variable arrays arguments can use already existing arrays (as the case of sl vals
for v ) or construct dynamic arrays on the fly (as in the case of dif cards and tt
for c and vars, resp). In the case of dif cards, it is indexed with dC[i] to select
the cardinalities of the kind of journey this day represents.
Tightening the Distribution. Fig. 19 shows the code of ILOG OPL to tight
the cv variables. The explicit bi-dimensional decision variable array tight vars
is used. It ranges in the different kind of shifts n dif sl and in the amount of
pairwise cv[j] and cv[k] (which are in total (ntw − 1)!, as we saw in our instance
with aux 01 ≡ cv [1] − cv [2], . . . aux 06 ≡ cv [3] − cv [4] for the 0 hours kind of shift).
The factorial is computed via ((nTW-1)*nTW) / 2. The variables of tight vars
are tightened by simply declaring their initial domain as (-t)..t. Finally, the
assignment of the tight vars variables to the subtraction of cv is done via a
triple forall loop: Whereas i ranges in n dif sl, j and k range in 1..(nTW-1)
and 1..(nTW-j), to respectively represent the indexes of the pairwise different
variables subtracted by cv[i,j] and cv[i,(j+k)]. However, neither MiniZinc nor
ILOG OPL include the notion of a counter in the forall instructions, so we must
implicitly set the link between the concrete tight vars[i,counter] variable being
assigned and the concrete values of the indexes j and k. In this case, the link is
counter = ((nTW-1)*(j-1) + ((k+j)-1)) - (((j-1)*j) / 2), which is far from
being trivial.
4.6.2 C++ CP(FD)
In the case of C++ CP(FD) systems, due to the use of vector data structures
no fake days are needed (cf. Section 4.3), and then the dC = [1,2] received is
consistent with the one presented in the initial sketch of the section.
Domain Initialization. Fig. 17 presents the code used in Gecode to initialize the
variables. A devoted method post dom is used, which is local to the class StageIII
(cf. Section 4.2.2), and thus is called within the tt solve stage by the different
teams slv[i] (cf. Fig. 8). The method uses the size of dC to create a for loop
ranging on each of the days the team has to deal with. For each of them, it: (1)
Collects the variables, (2) Collects the initial domain values and (3) Imposes the
domain constraint.
Regarding (1), we must first identify and gather the subset of tt variables being involved. An explicit IntVarArray vars is used, which relies in the auxiliary
IntVarArgs vars(0) for its initialization (cf. Section 4.2.2). Initially empty, a for
loop uses the operator << to dynamically add the concrete tt variables of the day
to vars. As we saw in Section 4.4.2 (with the case of tt and trans tt variables)
the constructor IntVar x(IntVar& y) is used, which treats both y and the new
x as two different pointers of an unique implementation variable IntView being
posted to the solver. Finally, as Gecode uses an one-dimensional variable array
for tt, to identify the concrete index of the variable we use the offset i*(nTW+1)
(discriminating the day) plus z (discriminating the concrete worker).
Regarding (2), we must use the auxiliary vector<int> sh, as we can not access
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directly to the concrete elements of ws (cf. Section 4.3). By using dC[i]-1 to index
the concrete position of ws to be used (the positions of a vector start at 0), we
create the IntSet vals to gather the domain values (previously collected in the
auxiliary IntArgs vals).
Tightening the Distribution. Fig. 19 shows the code of ILOG Solver to tight
the cv variables. A devoted method post tight is used. As a difference to Gecode,
the constraint solvers used for team assign and each team in tt solve are all
represented as IloSolvers (cf. Section 4.2.2). Thus, when solving the third team
slv[2] of our concrete instance, we find that the method post tight is not local
to it, and thus must be passed as an argument (together with its application environment IloEnv and its associated constraint store IloModel). Moreover, even
knowing that this IloModel is going to contain the variables of the IntVarArray cv
(as some constraints were previously posted on them in p tt so5 ), to explicitly refer
to each cv[i] within post tight we must explicitly pass the proper IntVarArray
as an argument. This cv array corresponds to a concrete kind of shift (for example,
in our instance, the cv 0w 9 . . . cv 0w 12 corresponding to the 0 hours kind of shift).
Thus, a devoted call to the method post tight must be done for each concrete
kind of hours shift (in our instance 0, 20, 22 and 24).
Regarding the content of the method, we point out: (1) The use of the IloIntVarArray tight vars, which supports dynamically addition of IloIntVars to it (not
as in Gecode, where the auxiliary IntVarArgs must be used). (2) Taking advantage
of this dynamically addition we use a double for loop in j and k, similar to the one
of ILOG OPL. Hovever, instead of declaring all the variables prior to the loop, in
ILOG Solver we create a new explicit IloIntVar aux on each loop iteration, which
we add to tight vars. Thus, there is no counter needed to relate the concrete
tight vars[i] being used for each concrete cv[j] and cv[k]. We know that on
each iteration this variable is going to be aux, which is the last variable being
added to tight vars. Orthogonally, to tight the domain of aux we declare it with
an initial domain with lower and upper bound (-t) and t, resp. (3) As previously
mentioned in Section 4.1.3, the boolean p is passed as an argument to control the
incremental or batch propagation mode. In case of using incremental, the boolean
satisf control the posting of new constraints once it is known that the constraint
set posted to the solver is no longer consistent.
4.6.3 CLP(FD)/CFLP(FD)
The use of list data structures makes the received arguments consistent with the
ones presented in the initial sketch of the section. Both for the domain initialization and for the tightening of the distribution we will first discuss the CLP(FD)
approach being followed, to point out then how the CFLP(FD) one improves it.
Domain Initialization. Fig. 17 presents the code used in SICStus to initialize
the variables. Focusing in our concrete instance, the predicate post dom receives:
(1) WS = [ [20,22,24], [24,24] ], (2) NTW = 4, (3) The variables of a concrete
day and its concrete kind of journey (i.e., a first call to post dom will be in charge
of Vars = [H,I,J,K,0] and dC = 1 and a second one of Vars = [T,0,0,0,U] and
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dC = 2). To coordinate the different calls, an external predicate zipWith post dom
is used (similar to the higher order applications presented in Fig. 15).
The list of values of the domain (for example A2 = [0,20,22,24] for the first
day) is obtained by using the primitive predicates nth1 (using DC to discriminate
the day in WS) and append (to add the 0 shift). Then, the predicate sort list (similar to the sort pair list of Fig. 15) orders the shifts (with no repetitions) in an
increasing order. However, the SICStus API just provides two primitives to post a
domain to a variable: (i) The usual domain([VarList], Lb, Ub) and (ii) V in set
D. Thus, we must turn our [0,20,22,24] domain list into the {0,20,22,24} domain set (another option would have been to post domain([VarList], 0, 24) and
then add #\= constraints for all values in the range 1..23 but for 20 and 22). To
construct the set we use the primitive predicates empty fdset(S) (which unifies
S with {}) and fdset parts(NS, V, V, S) (which given a set S and a new value
V creates the new set NS including V on its first position). Thus, {0,20,22,24} is
constructed by recursively calling to the predicate gen set with the reversed values
list [24,22,20,0].
In the case of T OY(FD) the approach is exactly the same. However, the primitive
domain valArray supports as its arguments the variable list [H,I,J,K,0] (resp.
[T,0,0,0,U]) and the domain value list [0,20,22,24] (resp. [0,24]), so we can
avoid the set creation. Besides that, the use of higher order allows to model the
domain initialization in just one line of code.
Tightening the Distribution. Fig. 19 shows the code of SWI to tight the CV
variables. A devoted method post tight is used, which besides the propagation
mode P and the tight level T receives the CV list corresponding to a concrete kind
of shift. Thus, an external map post tight is used (similar to the higher order
applications presented in Fig. 15). As in ILOG OPL and ILOG Solver, post tight
constraints tight vars to be in the domain (-T)..T and to be the subtraction of
a concrete pair of CV[j] and CV[k]. But, opposite to them, in SWI we create the
variables of tight vars on the fly, as we traverse the different pairwise of CV[j]
and CV[k]. In this setting, the predicate map gen sub vars would represent the
loop j and the auxiliary gen sub vars the k one.
In the case of PAKCS, the use of higher order allows to compute tight vars on
the fly as the list argument of the domain constraint. Once again, the auxiliaries
functions gen diff and aux gd would play the role of the loops j and k, resp.
But, on the latter one, the use of functional notation in (x -# y):(aux gd x xs)
provides an implicit declaration of each of the variables of tight var.
4.7 Search
We finish the modelling comparison of the different paradigms by showing how do
they perform the search (to schedule the timetabling of a team) in p tt so8 . This
search is parameterized by W and SS , which sets the search strategy to: Order
the variables by workers or days, and label the variables by first unbound or first
fail, resp. In this setting, Fig. 20 presents the code in MiniZinc, Gecode, SICStus
and T OY(FD) (the one of ILOG OPL, ILOG Solver, SWI and PAKCS has been
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---------------------------------- MiniZinc -------------------------------solve :: int_search(if (w = 0) then ([tt[i,j] | i in 1..nD, j in 1..(nTW+1)])
else ([trans_tt[i,j] | i in 1..(nTW+1), j in 1..nD])
endif,
if (ss = 0) then (input_order) else (first_fail) endif,
indomain_min, complete) minimize eh;
------------- Gecode ---------------|--------------- TOY(FD) --------------void tt_search(bool w, bool ss){
|tt_search:: [[int]] -> [[int]] -> int ->
if (w)
|
labOrder -> labStrat -> bool
if (ss)
|tt_search TT _ EH calByDays fstUnbound = true <==
branch(*this, this->trans_tt,
| labeling [toMinimize EH] (foldl (++) [] TT)
INT_VAR_NONE, INT_VAL_MIN);
|tt_search _ TransTT EH calByWorkers fstUnbound = true <==
else
| labeling [toMinimize EH] (foldl (++) [] TransTT)
branch(*this, this->trans_tt,
|tt_search TT _ EH calByDays fstFail = true <==
INT_VAR_SIZE_MIN, INT_VAL_MIN);| labeling [ff, toMinimize EH] (foldl (++) [] TT)
else
|tt_search _ TransTT EH calByWorkers fstFail = true <==
if (ss)
| labeling [ff, toMinimize EH] (foldl (++) [] TransTT)
branch(*this, this->tt,
|
INT_VAR_NONE, INT_VAL_MIN);
|
else
|
branch(*this, this->tt,
|
INT_VAR_SIZE_MIN, INT_VAL_MIN);|
}
|
---------------------------------- SICStus --------------------------------%tt_search/5(+TT,+TransTT,+EH,+W,+SS,+P). |
tt_search(TT,_,EH,calByDays,fstUnbound,P):-|tt_search(_,TransTT,EH,calByWorkers,fstUnbound,P):extract(TT, LabList),
| extract(TransTT, LabList),
P = 0,
| P = 0,
!,
| !,
labeling([minimize(EH)], LabList).
| labeling([minimize(EH)], LabList).
tt_search(TT,_,EH,calByDays,fstFail,P):|tt_search(_,TransTT,EH,calByWorkers,fstFail,P):extract(TT, LabList),
| extract(TransTT, LabList),
P = 0,
| Prop = 0,
!,
| !,
labeling([ff, minimize(EH)], LabList).
| labeling([ff, minimize(EH)], LabList).
%
%extract:: [[A]] -> [A]
extract([], []).
extract([A|R], L) :extract(R, E),
append(A, E, L).
Fig. 20. Search Strategies

omitted as it is quite similar): (1) In the case of MiniZinc, we see that the solve
block of the tt solve.mzn file uses two if-then-else instructions on the search
annotation, each of them to discriminate between the two possible values of w and
ss. In the case of w, list comprehension is used, constructing on the fly a onedimensional array of variables from the bi-dimensional arrays of tt and trans tt,
resp. (2) In the case of Gecode, a devoted method tt search is used, local to the
class StageIII (cf. Section 4.2.2), and thus called by each of the different teams. As
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MiniZinc, the method uses two if-then-else instructions to discriminate in w and
ss. However, as both tt and trans tt are one-dimensional IntVarArray then they
can be directly used in the branch posting. (3) In the case of SICStus, the predicate
tt search uses four clauses to discriminate on W and SS by pattern matching. On
each of them, the auxiliary predicate extract is used to place the variables of the
[[int]] list TT/Trans TT into an [int], which is used by the labeling expression.
Before starting the search, the clause binds the propagation variable P (cf. Section
4.2.3), possibly triggering (for batch mode) the freezed constraints. (4) In the case of
T OY(FD), the function tt search also uses four clauses to discriminate W and SS
by pattern matching. On each of them, the higher order application of foldl (++)
[] over the lists TT/TransTT replaces the use of an auxiliary function extract.
5 Solving Comparison
In this section we use the two presented COP problems Golomb and ETP to evaluate
the performance of the ten described systems: (I) The algebraic CP(FD) systems
(1) Minizinc and (2) ILOG OPL, (II) The C++ CP(FD) systems (3) Gecode
and (4) ILOG Solver, (III) The CLP(FD) systems (5) SICStus and (6) SWI, and
(IV) The CFLP(FD) systems (7) PAKCS and T OY(FD), last one with its three
different versions (8) T OY(FDg), (9) T OY(FDi ) and (10) T OY(FDs), available
at http://gpd.sip.ucm.es/ncasti/TOY(FD).zip and respectively relying in the
constraint solving libraries of Gecode, ILOG Solver and SICStus clpfd. The use
of both Golomb and ETP is interesting for our solving comparison. They can be
understood as two different case studies, as whereas Golomb is a rather simple
but pure CP(FD) problem, the ETP is a real-life problem, fully parametric, nonmonolithic and including CP(FD) independent components.
In this context, by using mate Golomb and ETP instances (i.e., instances that are
solved in different amounts of time, but corresponding to the same order of magnitude) we analyze the performance of each system, and see if there are noticeable differences when solving each of the two problems. Three different mate instances are
used for the comparison: Golomb-9 & ETP-7, Golomb-10 & ETP-15 and Golomb-11
& ETP-21, whose solving times are of the orders of magnitude of tenths of second,
seconds and minutes, resp. In the case of Golomb, the index represents the value of
the parameter n (the number of rules). In the case of ETP, the index represents the
value of the parameter nd (number of days of the timetabling), where the rest of the
input arguments are fixed to the values of the concrete instance presented in Section
3.3: nt = 3. ntw = 4. er = 3. ef = 2. ws = [[20, 22, 24], [24, 24]]. abs = [(w1 , d1 ),
(w2 , d1 ), (w5 , d1 ), (w5 , d6 ), (w6 , d1 ), (w6 , d6 ), (w7 , d1 ), (w7 , d6 ), (w10 , d1 ), (w10 , d6 ),
(w11 , d1 ), (w11 , d6 ), (w12 , d1 ), (w12 , d6 )]. T = 1. dc = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2] (for nd = 7),
dc = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1] (for nd = 15) and dc = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2] (for nd = 21). The parameters abs and dc lead to
only two feasible tda, as only the first team can work on day 1 (both tda requests
ew on days 1 and 6).
The rest of the section is organized as follows: (I) First, the context for the solving
comparison is set. Section 5.1 justifies the fairness of the experiments. Section 5.2
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analyzes the best constraint solver configuration, regarding the search strategy and
propagation mode being used. Section 5.3 analyzes the factors in charge of the CPU
time of each system, and how these factors evolve for the different instances. (II)
Then, Section 5.4 provides the performance comparison from a global point of view,
on which the 10 systems are considered. It focuses on each concrete system, analyzing its ranking and slow-down results obtained. It also discusses the performance
order existing among the Gecode, ILOG Solver, SICStus clpfd and SWI clpfd
constraint solvers, gathering the 10 systems into different sets (depending on their
underlying solver), and analyzing the ranking and slow-down results obtained from
this new perspective. (III) Finally, the systems belonging to each set are considered on their own. Section 5.5 analyzes the ranking and slow-down results obtained
by the 3 Gecode related systems (MiniZinc, Gecode and T OY(FDg)). Focusing
on a concrete instance, it discussed the search statistics obtained by the different
systems, and provide a low-level monitoring of it in T OY(FDg) and Gecode (discussing where their different search statistics come from). Sections 5.6 and 5.7 are
similar to Section 5.5, but they focus on the 3 ILOG Solver and SICStus related
systems, resp.
5.1 Setting for the Experiments
For the fairness of the comparison, we consider the following issues: (i) The machine
and the system versions used, (ii) The algorithm followed to solve the problem, (iii)
The set of variables and constraints used, (iv) The global constraints used (v) The
measurement of the elapsed time.
5.1.1 The machine and the system versions used
All the benchmarks are run in a machine with an Intel Dual Core 2.4Ghz processor and 4GB RAM memory. The OS used is Ubuntu 12.04 LTS (32 bits.) The
system versions used are: (1) MiniZinc 1.5 (relying on Gecode 3.7.3), (2) ILOG
OPL 3.7 (relying on ILOG Solver 6.0), (3) Gecode 3.7.3, (4) ILOG Concert 12.2
& ILOG Solver 6.8, (5) SICStus 3.12.8, (6) SWI 6.2.6, (7) PAKCS 1.9.2 (relying
on SICStus 3.12.8), (8) T OY(FDg) (relying on SICStus 3.12.8 and Gecode 3.7.3),
(9) T OY(FDi ) (relying on SICStus 3.12.8, ILOG Concert 12.2 and ILOG Solver
6.8) and (10) T OY(FDs) (relying on SICStus 3.12.8). GCC 4.6.3 tools are used to
compile and link the C++ code of the Gecode and ILOG Solver models, as well as
the T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi ) systems.
5.1.2 The algorithm followed to solve the problem
All the systems have followed the golomb and p tt formulations presented in the
sections 3.2 and 3.4. The use of an external script in the algebraic CP(FD) systems
implies a few deviations w.r.t. to the p tt formulation. We simply enumerate these
deviations now, as all of them were deeply presented and justified in Section 4: (i) In
p tt a1 , the Table is not created (it also happens in the C++ systems, which directly
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use tt rather than creating first Table and splitting it then into tt). (ii) In p tt a7 ,
all the feasible tda are computed at a time, rather than obtaining one of them,
triggering then the stages tt split, tt solve and tt map and finally backtracking to
p tt a7 to obtain the next feasible tda and repeat the process. (iii) The step p tt sp3
is done in p tt so1 . (iv) The step p tt sp4 is skipped, as it is the script the one in
charge of splitting tt.
5.1.3 The set of variables and constraints used
By following the same golomb and p tt algorithms, all the systems are expected to
work over the same set of FD variables and FD constraints. However, the concrete
features each paradigm and system provides imply a few deviations in the number
of variables and constraints they use. All these deviations are deeply presented
and justified in Section 4, but, just as an example, here we recall the ones derived
from tt and trans tt: (i) Algebraic CP(FD) systems need an explicit variable for
each member of tt and trans tt (as well as equality constraints for linking ttij
and trans ttji mate variables). (ii) C++ CP(FD) systems save the half of the
variables (as well as the linking constraints) by using two mate tt and trans tt
variable modelling objects (i.e., objects which are pointers to a common variable
implementation object). (iii) CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems save half of the
variables plus those of them bound to 0 (as well as the tt and trans tt linking
constraints plus the bound to 0 constraints). They do so by using the H solver, as
those constraints can be seen as variable unifications (whenever the variable to be
unified is an FD attributed one, then the operation is seen as an FD constraint
and it is handled by the FD constraint solver).
5.1.4 The global constraints used
The set of constraints being used also include some global constraints, which are
relevant as they may not be available in all the systems, or may include different
consistency filtering algorithms to handle them. Whereas the golomb formulation
(cf. Section 3.2) includes an alldifferent constraint over the d variables, the p tt
formulation (cf. Section 3.4) includes one alldifferent constraint in p tt ta4 , nd
distribute constraints in p tt so2 and nt × (ntw + 1) count constraints in p tt so5 .
To set a common configuration, the filtering algorithms of all of them have been
set to value consistency (i.e., the constraint is only awaked when one of its involved
variables becomes bound).
Table 2 presents the availability of the global constraints in the different systems
(specifying also if the system allows to set a value consistency for each of them).
Whereas the first two columns represent the concrete system and the information
provided (A for availability of the global constraint, V for the availability of setting a
value consistency algorithm) the last three columns are devoted to the alldifferent,
count and distribute constraints. As we can see, it is not possible to set a common
configuration to the 10 systems being compared:
(1) MiniZinc contains the three global constraints. It uses the option -G in the
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System

A/V

All-Different

Count

Distribute

MiniZinc

A
V

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

ILOG OPL

A
V

Yes
Yes

No (sum)
No

Yes
No

Gecode

A
V

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

ILOG Solver

A
V

Yes
Yes

No (sum)
Yes

Yes
Yes

SICStus

A
V

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes (global cardinality)
No

SWI

A
V

Yes
No

No (exactly)
No

No (set of exactly)
No

PAKCS

A
V

Yes
No

Yes
No

No (set of count)
No

T OY(FDg)

A
V

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

T OY(FDi)

A
V

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

T OY(FDs)

A
V

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No
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Table 2. Global Constraints Availability and “onValue” Filtering Algorithm

mzn2fzn interpreter to perform a Gecode targeted compilation of the global constraints when compiling from MiniZinc to FlatZinc. However, it is not possible to set
the consistency algorithm for none of these three global constraints. Interestingly,
in the case of alldifferent, the annotation :: domain sets a domain consistency
algorithm, but there are no available annotations for bound or value consistency
algorithms (so we do not know which of them is being used). This behavior differs
from the one of Gecode (and, obviously from the one of T OY(FDg), as it relies
on the Gecode constraint solving library), where the three constraints are available
and value consistency configurable.
(2) ILOG OPL contains alldifferent and distribute but not count, which is implemented as a sum constraint (it could have also been implemented as a onedimensional distribute constraint). Regarding the value consistency, it is supported
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for alldifferent but not for distribute (and, obviously, neither for sum). This behavior differs from the one of ILOG Solver (and, obviously from the one of T OY(FDi ),
as it relies on the ILOG Solver constraint solving library), where the distribute constraint is available and value consistency configurable.
(3) SICStus contains the three global constraints (the distribute one is implemented as global cardinality). Whereas alldifferent is value consistency configurable,
count and distribute are not. At this point it is important to remark that, in the
SICStus version 4.2.0, the global cardinality constraint is value consistency configurable. However, after modelling the problem for this version and obtaining basically the same results for all the measurements performed, we decided to maintain
the SICStus version 3.12.8, which is the one compatible with the PAKCS and
T OY(FD) versions used in the experiments). Finally, PAKCS does not support
global cardinality (it is implemented as a set of count), and does not support setting value consistency for none of the global constraints.
(4) Finally, SWI supports alldifferent, but does not support neither count (implemented as the user predicate exactly) nor distribute (implemented as a set of
exactly). Setting value consistency is not supported for none of the constraints.
5.1.5 The measurement of the Elapsed Time
The way each system computes the runtime for solving a particular instance is
different.
(1) The execution of the MiniZinc model relies in the Gecode FlatZinc interpreter
fz. It uses a command line with the compiled FlatZinc file and the option -s to
solve the instance and emit the CPU time (besides the obtained solution and other
statistics as the number of variables, constraints, propagators, failures and choice
points).
(2) The execution of the ILOG OPL model relies in the ILOG OPL Studio 3.7
framework. Its interface outputs the CPU time (besides the obtained solution and
other statistics as the number of variables, constraints, failures and choice points).
(3) A Gecode model can compute exactly the same information (including the
CPU time, which is the one in which we are focused now). But to do so we must
wrap the model into an IntMinimizeScript class, execute it with the script command line driver (as we do in MiniZinc) and use the option solution. However, as
we saw in Section 4, to model the Golomb and ETP problems we wrap our models
into generic Space classes (which are the same ones that must use T OY(FDg), as a
T OY(FD) session can be used for solving satisfiability, maximization or minimization problems, in a transparent way for the user). The solving of a Space class from
the command line does not include the option of outputting the CPU time, so we
must find a different method for doing so (however, the search engine wrapping the
Space provides the method statistics(), computing the number of constraints,
propagators triggered, failures and choice points). Whereas a possible solution could
have been wrapping our models into IntMinimizeScript classes, we have preferred
to maintain them into Space ones (for the sake of a fairness comparison with the
T OY(FDg) ones).
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(4) The ILOG Solver API includes IloSolver::printInformation() to output
the number of variables, constraints, failures and choice points used. However, this
method is attached to the concrete solver object, so it outputs the elapsed time since
the start of the search strategy, and not the CPU time of the entire application. This
does not suit our requirements, as: (i) In the ETP problem, we want to measure
as well the CPU time of the CP independent components, (ii) In both problems
we want to compare the CPU time when using incremental and batch propagation
modes. (iii) In both problems we want to measure the percentage of CPU time
devoted to the search strategy.
(5) SICStus provides the predicate statistics, which includes statistics(run
time, [X, ]) to unify X with the CPU time spent since the start of the SICStus
session (excluding garbage collection, stack shifting and system calls). In this setting
we obtain the CPU time by using statistics at the beginning and the end of the
golomb and p tt main predicates. Regarding constraint solver related statistics,
SICStus provides the predicate fd statistics. It computes the amount of new
constraints, resumptions, entailments, prunnings and backtracks performed by the
constraint solver since the last call to the same predicate.
(6) SWI also provides the predicate statistics for computing the CPU time,
but it does not provide any predicate for constraint solver devoted statistics.
(7) PAKCS provides the command :set +time to output the elapsed and CPU
times spent in solving a goal. The PAKCS manual does not give any information
about how do they compute this CPU time, but as the system is implemented in
SICStus Prolog it seems reasonable to think the predicate statistics of SICStus is being used. Regarding the constraint solver statistics, PAKCS provides no
option/command to obtain some information.
(8) The three versions of T OY(FD) are implemented in SICStus Prolog (besides the additional C++ code that T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi ) provide to interface the Gecode and ILOG Solver constraint libraries). Any T OY(FD) program is compiled to a mate Prolog one and executed within the SICStus framework. In this setting, the implementation of the different T OY(FD) versions reuse
the predicate statistics to compute the CPU time for the execution of the
goals. Regarding the constraint solver information, T OY(FDg) reuses the methd
statistics() of Gecode, presented in (3). Also, T OY(FDi ) reuses the method
IloSolver::printInformation() of ILOG Solver, presented in (4). Finally, T OY(FDs)
reuses the predicate fd statistics of SICStus, presented in (5).
Finally, to overcome the difficulties of computing the CPU time in Gecode and
ILOG Solver, we execute these models within a SICStus Prolog session. By doing
so, we also establish the Prolog predicate statistics as the single method used
by all our systems (but the algebraic CP(FD) ones) to compute the CPU time,
for the sake of fairness. To execute the Gecode and ILOG Solver models within a
SICStus Prolog session we use the SICStus interface to C++ (Mats Carlsson et. al
2012). Here we guide the main steps for wrapping the Golomb model into SICStus:
(i) The header of the main function of the golomb.cpp file is changed to be void
funct() (with the input arguments n and prop artificially assigned within the
body of the function). (ii) The file golomb.pl is created, indicating that there is a
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predicate funct which in fact is implemented in the external C++ function funct.
In this case with foreign(funct, funct). (iii) The file golomb sics.pl contains
a predicate p which calls to the predicate funct. (iv) GCC 4.6.3 tools are used
to compile and link the C++ code of golomb.cpp, creating a golomb.so object.
(v) By executing p within a SICStus session we can use the predicate statistics
to compute the CPU time of executing the wrapped C++ funct() (originally the
main of the Gecode Golomb model).
5.2 Constraint Solver Configuration
The use of different search strategies and propagation modes led to some constraint
solver different configurations. In this section we compare all of them, selecting a
common and optimal one (in terms of the CPU time) for all the systems and instances. Regarding the search strategy being used we consider both first unbound
and first fail strategies over the m variables of Golomb and over the tt and trans tt
variables of ETP, resp. Regarding the propagation mode, we consider both incremental and batch. The selected constraint solver configuration will be the one used
for the rest of the experiments of the solving comparison section.
5.2.1 Search Strategy
Both Golomb and ETP problems request exploring the whole search space to find
out the optimal solution. As we linearly scale the size of the problem instances their
associated search spaces scale exponentially, and so they do their search trees to
be explored. In this setting the selection of a search strategy becomes crucial, as:
(1) The more it prunes the paths of the tree the less it has to explore in order to
find the optimal solution, (2) The earlier this optimal solution is found, the earlier
the BAB methods set this solution as the current one and the more it prunes the
remaining paths of the tree.
Tables 3, 4 and 5 represent the obtained results of applying the two basic search
strategies first unbound and first fail to solve the Golomb and ETP problems,
resp. In the three tables, columns 1 and 2 represent the concrete instance and system
being analyzed, resp. In the case of Golomb (Table 3), the two search strategies
(shortly named FU and FF) are applied over the m variables, and the results are
respectively presented in columns 3 and 4. Column 5 presents the slow-down of
FF w.r.t. FU (i.e., the CPU time of FF divided by the one of FU). In the case of
ETP, applying both FU and FF strategies over the tt and trans tt variables (shortly
named as D and W in reference to days and workers, resp.) give rise to four different
strategies to be measured. Whereas the results for these four strategies are presented
in columns 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Table 4, the slow-downs of FU&D, FF&W and FF&D w.r.t.
FU&W are presented in columns 4, 5 and 6 of Table 5, resp.
The results presented in columns 3 and 4 of Table 3 and columns 3, 4, 5 and 6
of Table 4 allow us to see for first time the CPU time requested by each system for
solving the Golomb and ETP instances, resp. These CPU times are measured in
seconds, with precision set to two decimal digits, except for the instances Golomb-9
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Instance

System

FU

FF

Sl-Dw

9

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

0.109
0.500
0.234
0.468
0.764
29.17
0.810
0.250
0.421
0.842

0.296
1.250
0.780
1.139
1.965
126.08
2.260
0.686
1.014
2.246

2.72
2.50
3.33
2.43
2.57
4.32
2.79
2.74
2.41
2.67

10

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

0.81
4.40
2.11
3.85
6.65
257.17
7.12
2.11
3.56
7.35

1.70
11.23
5.91
9.89
18.60
1154.17
21.22
5.77
8.49
21.31

2.10
2.55
2.80
2.57
2.80
4.49
2.98
2.73
2.38
2.90

11

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

16.02
88.28
41.57
77.08
143.60
151.60
42.01
72.65
153.05

64.52
284.59
144.21
250.13
508.27
535.72
138.40
213.10
563.22

4.03
3.22
3.47
3.25
3.54
3.53
3.29
2.93
3.68
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Table 3. Golomb Different Search Strategy Results
and ETP-7 in which it is set to three digits. The results of the slow-down are also
set to two decimal digits. The results for Golomb-11 and ETP-21 are not shown for
SWI, as after half an hour the computation did not finish. We do not compare the
CPU times obtained of the different systems now, as we will devote Section 5.4 for
it. But we claim now that Golomb-9 & ETP-7, Golomb-10 & ETP-15 and Golomb11 & ETP-721 are mate instances, as we can see that each pair of instances are
solved by the different systems (in nearly all the cases) in the order of magnitudes
of tenths of second, seconds and minutes, resp.
Regarding the Golomb results obtained in Table 3, we clearly see that the FU
strategy is much better than the FF one, as it requires less CPU time for the
solving of the three instances on each of the 10 systems. The slow-downs range in
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Instance

System

FU & W

FU & D

FF & W

FF & D

7

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

0.420
0.360
0.030
0.156
0.094
0.998
0.220
0.192
1.380
0.248

0.434
0.360
0.062
0.188
0.094
1.748
0.200
0.186
1.402
0.218

0.360
0.340
0.030
0.188
0.126
1.154
0.220
0.188
1.376
0.218

0.420
0.360
0.030
0.218
0.094
1.030
0.200
0.186
1.408
0.218

15

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

1.30
1.00
0.56
0.96
1.88
43.46
2.36
0.90
3.28
3.22

2.08
1.84
1.00
1.44
3.44
77.62
3.82
1.40
3.80
5.46

2.90
2.66
1.60
2.12
5.42
128.76
5.94
1.94
4.40
8.62

2.96
2.94
1.74
2.22
5.64
134.32
6.12
2.02
4.64
8.74

21

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

75.80
124.70
49.52
93.42
190.48
199.30
50.04
109.02
338.16

144.02
223.50
99.90
167.32
357.28
353.12
100.56
200.28
595.32

133.54
190.34
85.80
146.02
332.66
327.34
86.92
170.60
506.42

130.82
196.02
87.58
155.06
348.22
336.08
88.92
185.04
557.24

Table 4. ETP Different Search Strategy Results

2.41-4.32 for Golomb-9, 2.10-4.49 for Golomb-10 and 2.93-4.03 for Golomb11, so we can say that FU is between 2 and 4 times faster than FF. To discuss the
reasons of such behavior we present the search space that the Golomb-9 instance
reaches just before starting the search (after propagating the constraint set being
posted to the solver):
m = [0,m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6,m7,m8]
m1 in 1..226 (225 values) | m5
m2 in 3..234 (231 values) | m6
m3 in 6..240 (234 values) | m7
m4 in 10..245 (235 values) | m8

in
in
in
in

15..249
21..252
28..225
36..255

(234
(231
(225
(219

values)
values)
values)
values)
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Instance

System

FU & W

FU & D

FF & W

FF & D

7

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.03
1.00
2.07
1.21
1.00
1.75
0.91
0.97
1.02
0.88

0.86
0.94
1.00
1.21
1.34
1.16
1.00
0.98
0.98
0.88

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.03
0.91
0.97
1.02
0.88

15

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.60
1.84
1.79
1.50
1.83
1.79
1.62
1.56
1.16
1.70

2.30
2.66
2.86
2.21
2.88
2.96
2.52
2.16
1.34
2.68

2.28
2.94
3.11
2.31
3.00
3.09
2.59
2.24
1.41
2.71

21

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.90
1.79
2.02
1.79
1.88
1.77
2.01
1.84
1.76

1.76
1.53
1.73
1.56
1.75
1.64
1.74
1.56
1.50

1.73
1.57
1.77
1.66
1.83
1.69
1.78
1.70
1.65
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Table 5. ETP Different Search Strategy Slow-Down

Sol: m1= 1; m2= 5; m3= 12; m4= 25; m5= 27; m6= 35; m7= 41; m8= 44;
We can see that all the variables m1 . . . m8 contain a similar amount of values in
their domains. However, the structure of the solution reveals that, whereas the first
variables m1 = 1, m2 = 5 and even m3 = 12 contain their optimal values quite close
to their initial lower bound (1 for m1 , 3 for m2 and 6 for m3 ) the variables m6 = 35,
m7 = 41 and m8 = 44 do not (21 for m6 , 28 for m7 and 36 for m8 ). In this context,
using the lexicographic order of FU is much better than the domain dependent
order of FF. In particular, the first decision that FU makes (binding m1 = 1) fits the
optimal solution. On the other hand, with its 219 values, m8 is the variable that FF
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selects first (binding it to 36, and exploring a huge part of the search tree before
binding it to the optimal 44).
Regarding the ETP results, obtained in Tables 4 and 5, we clearly see that the
FU&W strategy is much better than the others, as it requires less CPU time for
the solving of the instances ETP-15 and ETP-21 on each of the 10 systems. In
the case of ETP-7 it does as well, but we find two clearly exceptions: (i) In the
CFLP(FD) systems, FU&W behaves not as the best but as the worst strategy. (ii)
In the algebraic CP(FD) systems the FF&W behaves better than the FU&W one.
However, in all those exceptions the slow-downs obtained range in 0.86-0.98 (cf.
Table 5). As this does not amount to more than 2-30 milleconds (cf. Table 4),
we can consider the differences obtained nearly negligible. On the other hand: (I)
In ETP-15, the obtained slow-downs for FU&D, FF&W and FF&D w.r.t. FU&W range in
1.16-1.84, 1.34-2.96 and 1.41-3.11, resp. This represents a minimum difference
of a half of second, which is noticeable. (II) In ETP-21, the obtained slow-downs
range in 1.76-2.02, 1.50-1.76 and 1.57-1.83, resp. This represents a minimum
difference of a half of minute, which is clearly remarkable.
To discuss this behavior we focus on ETP-15, and we select the first team of the
first feasible tda. Here we present its search space just before starting the search
(after propagating the constraint set being posted to the solver):
tt = [[0,0,A,B,C],[L,M,N,O,0],[T,U,V,W,0],[FA,GA,HA,TA,0],
[RA,SA,TA,UA,0]]
trans_tt = [[0,0,A,B,C],[L,M,N,O,0],[T,U,V,W,0],[FA,GA,HA,TA,0],
[RA,SA,TA,UA,0]]
A,B,C in 20\/22\/24 (3 values)
L,M,N,O in 0\/20\/22\/24 (4 values)
T,U,V,W in 0\/24 (2 values)
FA,GA,HA,IA in 0\/20\/22\/24 (4 values)
RA,SA,TA,UA in 0\/24 (2 values)
Sol: A= 22; B= 24; C= 20;
L= 0; M= 20; N= 24; O= 22;
T= 24; U= 0; V= 0; W= 24;
FA= 20; GA= 22; HA= 24; IA= 0;
RA= 24; SA= 24; TA= 0; UA= 0;
On it we see that, by labeling the trans tt variables lexicographically (i.e., using
FU&W), we first assign the whole set of shifts to a worker, and only when this is
completely done we start assigning the whole set of shifts to the next worker.
In this setting, the assignments of variables breaking the tight input parameter of
ETP (the one constraining the distribution of each kind of shift among the different
workers of each team) are earlier detected, thus pruning more paths of the search
tree and needing less tree exploration to find out the optimal solution. In particular,
the first decision that FU&W makes (binding L = 0) fits the optimal solution. On the
other hand, FU&D would select A = 20 (with A = 22 being the optimal one) and
both FF&W and FF&D would select T = 0 (with T = 24 being the optimal one).
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5.2.2 Propagation Mode
Once a concrete search strategy is fixed for the Golomb and ETP instances, we focus
now in the propagation mode selected. By using incremental mode, the systems
perform propagation on each new constraint posted, thus detecting failure as soon
as possible. By using batch mode, we force the systems to freeze the propagation
of the posted constraints until the search strategy is performed (propagating thus,
at this time, the entire constraint set). As the propagation must be done anywhere,
intuitively it is not clear to predict which mode is better. However, incremental one
can earlier detect constraint store inconsistencies, thus avoiding to continue the
evaluation of goals leading to no solutions.
Tables 6 and 7 present the obtained results for using incremental and batch
propagation modes when solving the Golomb and ETP instances, resp. The first two
columns represent the concrete instance and system. In this case only 7 systems are
considered, as MiniZinc and ILOG OPL only support batch mode and PAKCS only
supports incremental one. Then, columns 3 and 4 present the results for incremental
and batch modes, resp. and column 5 the slow-down of batch w.r.t. incremental.
The results reveal that, in most cases, batch mode is faster than incremental.
However, the differences obtained are not big enough. In fact, as the size of the

Instance

System

Incremental

Batch

Sl-Dw

9

Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

0.234
0.468
0.764
29.17
0.250
0.421
0.842

0.266
0.468
0.749
28.77
0.250
0.437
0.842

1.14
1.00
0.98
0.99
1.00
1.04
1.00

10

Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

2.11
3.85
6.65
257.17
2.11
3.56
7.35

2.11
3.76
6.68
257.03
2.11
3.49
7.27

1.00
0.98
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.99

11

Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

41.57
77.08
143.60
42.01
72.65
153.05

41.52
76.99
143.05
41.92
72.55
151.48

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99

Table 6. Golomb Propagation Mode Results
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Instance

System

Incremental

Batch

Sl-Dw

7

Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

0.030
0.156
0.094
0.998
0.192
1.380
0.248

0.030
0.094
0.092
0.998
0.186
0.998
0.250

1.00
0.60
0.98
1.00
0.97
0.72
1.01

15

Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

0.56
0.96
1.88
43.46
0.90
3.28
3.22

0.54
0.94
1.88
43.46
0.88
2.56
2.72

0.96
0.98
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.78
0.84

21

Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

49.52
93.42
190.48
50.04
109.02
338.16

49.72
93.54
181.90
50.32
107.96
261.68

1.00
1.00
0.98
1.01
0.99
0.80

Table 7. ETP Propagation Mode Results

Golomb and ETP instances scale, the slow-down obtained tend to converge to
1.00, making the propagation mode used nearly irrelevant for the total CPU time
requested when solving the instances.
Regarding the Golomb results, in Golomb-9 both Gecode and T OY(FDi ) behave
better with incremental, but the small differences (ranging in 14-32ms) are nearly
negligible. So there are the ones for the rest of systems and instances, in which
batch mode behaves better, but still with differences ranging in 30-140ms. However,
there is an clearly exception in Golomb-11 for SICStus and T OY(FDs). For them
the batch mode behaves surprisingly much better, with differences of 550ms and
1,570ms, resp. These differences can be due to the constraint solving library clpfd,
in which either SICStus and T OY(FDs) models rely (as well as PAKCS, but as the
latter does not support batch mode, we can not check if it also happens). However,
the solving times obtained by SICStus and T OY(FDs) are nearly the same (143.60
and 153.05ms, resp.) In this setting, we see that the different incremental/batch
behavior of clpfd is magnified when it is interfaced by T OY(FDs) (rather than
when it is accessed by the SICStus native model).
Regarding the ETP results, in ETP-21 both Gecode and T OY(FDg) behave
better with incremental, but the small differences (ranging in 60-140ms) are nearly
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negligible. In the rest of the instances and systems the batch mode behaves better,
but in this case there are two remarkable exceptions: (1) In T OY(FDi ) the batch
mode behaves quite better, with differences of 191ms, 360ms and 530ms for ETP7, ETP-15 and ETP-21, resp. However, as those differences are not reflected in
ILOG Solver, they can be directly assigned to the way T OY(FDi ) interfaces the
constraint solver. (2) The strange behavior produced in Golomb-11 for SICStus and
T OY(FDs) is reflected again in ETP-21, but now the differences are enormous,
with 4,290ms for SICStus and 33,760ms for T OY(FDs). Those differences turn
the propagation mode into a key concept for the solving of the instance. They also
force us to select incremental mode as the solver configuration to be used in the
rest of experiments of the section (except for MiniZinc and ILOG OPL, which only
support batch mode). The reason is that PAKCS, T OY(FDs) and SICStus rely
on clpfd, so we must set a same configuration for they three. As PAKCS only
supports incremental, it must be the one being selected.
In summary, for the rest of the experiments of the section we will consider FU
and FU&W search strategies and incremental propagation mode.

5.3 CPU Time Devoted to Search Exploration
Section 5.4 is devoted to aseptically compare the CPU times obtained by the different systems. But, first, we devote this section to analyze the different factors or
overheads composing the CPU time of each system, and how these factors evolve
for the different instances.
With this purpose, we measure the CPU time each system devotes to search
exploration. There are several reasons for that: (1) Search exploration is a central
factor affecting to the CPU time of all the systems. (2) As long as the instances
scale enough, the percentage of CPU time the systems devote to search exploration
is expected to reach nearly the 100%, turning the rest of the factors affecting to
the CPU time into nearly negligible. (3) There is a quantifiable method to measure
this search exploration CPU time, and it can be applied to all the systems.
Amdahl’s law (Amdahl 1967) establishes that the improvement in the performance of a system due to the alteration of one of its components is limited by the
fraction of time that component is used. In this context, we claim the CPU time
devoted to search exploration to be the factor classifying the Golomb and ETP instances into two groups: (a) Those ones for which the search exploration represents
the 98-100%. For them, the performance comparison among the different systems
done in Section 5.4 becomes purely CP(FD) dependent. That is, the CPU time of
each system directly comes from the performance of its solver in achieving the pure
CP(FD) mechanism of performing a search exploration by propagating basic and
global constraints. (b) Those ones in which the search exploration percentage is
smaller. For them, the performance comparison among the different systems done
in Section 5.4 becomes both CP(FD) and paradigm dependent. That is, the CPU
time of each system does not directly come from the performance of its solver, but
also from the different paradigm inherent overheads. Thus, in this section we ana-
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lyze those paradigm-related overheads, showing how do they affect to each system
and how do they evolve with the different instances.
5.3.1 Measuring the CPU Time
To measure the CPU time of the search exploration we turn the Golomb and ETP
search strategies into satisfaction (rather than optimization) ones. Thus, we label
the m and trans tt variables, but instead of looking for the solution minimizing
mn and eh (resp.), we just look for a solution satisfying the constraint set. This
execution is not totally pure, as even now a search exploration is still being performed. But we have checked that, for each of the Golomb and ETP instances being
proposed, this new search exploration leads to no backtracking when finding a first
satisfying solution, so its elapsed time is nearly 0ms. In this context, by subtracting
the CPU times of the optimization and satisfaction modes we obtain the CPU time
spent in the search exploration.
Let us point out that a totally pure method could have been applied to CLP(FD)
and CFLP(FD) systems. On it the labeling primitive would have been removed,
but the systems still would have outputted a solution (in which, obviously, most of
the m and trans tt variables would have not been bound). However, this method
could have not been applied neither to the algebraic CP(FD) systems nor to the
C++ CP(FD) ones. The former systems automatically bound all the variables,
so even with no search statement, it is going to be produced. The latter models
output as a solution the m and trans tt bound values. If those variables are not
bound, then the API method outputting them will crash. Thus, to measure the
CPU time for C++ CP(FD) systems we would have needed to change the proper
models, rather than just the branch and IloGoal statements. Thus, we decide to
keep the satisfiable search method formerly explained, as a way to keep a common
method for measuring the CPU time in all the systems.
5.3.2 Golomb Results
Table 8 represents the obtained results for the Golomb instances. Columns 1 and 2
represent the instance and system, resp. Column 3 represents the total CPU time.
Then, columns 4 and 5 split that time into the one the system spends in search
exploration and in the one in the rest of tasks, resp. Finally, column 6 represents
the slow-down of column 4 w.r.t. column 3 (measured in percentage mode).
The three Golomb instances can be classified as (a) instances, with more than
the 98% of their CPU time devoted to search exploration (a few exceptions are
found in MiniZinc, T OY(FDi ) and PAKCS, but the remaining time devoted to
other tasks, ranging in 20-31ms, is nearly negligible). Also, the time the systems
devote to other tasks besides the search exploration does not increase as the Golomb
instances scale. So we can see that, even for instances solved in tenths of second,
the search exploration is the key/main factor affecting to the CPU time.
These results are specially interesting in the context of the Golomb problem, as
we selected it as a paradigmatic representation of pure CP(FD) optimization prob-
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Instance

System

CPU Time

Search

Others

Lab %

9

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

0.109
0.500
0.234
0.468
0.764
29.170
0.809
0.250
0.421
0.842

0.078
0.490
0.233
0.467
0.761
29.140
0.709
0.247
0.391
0.826

0.031
0.010
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.030
0.100
0.003
0.030
0.016

71.56
98.00
99.57
99.79
99.61
99.90
87.64
98.80
92.91
98.10

10

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

0.81
4.40
2.11
3.85
6.65
257.17
7.12
2.11
3.56
7.35

0.78
4.39
2.09
3.84
6.63
257.14
7.02
2.09
3.53
7.32

0.030
0.010
0.020
0.010
0.020
0.030
0.100
0.020
0.030
0.030

96.30
99.77
99.05
99.74
99.70
99.99
98.60
99.05
99.16
99.59

11

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

16.02
88.28
41.57
77.08
143.60
151.60
42.01
72.65
153.05

15.99
88.26
41.56
77.07
143.58
151.50
41.99
72.63
153.03

0.030
0.020
0.010
0.010
0.020
0.100
0.020
0.020
0.020

99.81
99.98
99.98
99.99
99.99
99.93
99.95
99.97
99.99

77

Table 8. Golomb Labeling Impact Results
lems. On the one hand, in Section 4 we saw that its basic formulation precluded us
of taking advantage of the higher modelling capabilities of the different paradigms.
On the other hand, we see now that the inherent overheads these paradigms provide
become nearly negligible when solving any problem instance, turning the performance comparison among the different systems into purely CP(FD) dependent.
5.3.3 ETP Results
Table 9 represents the obtained results for the ETP instances. In this case, the
CPU time devoted to search exploration clearly depends on the concrete instance
being solved: (1) ETP-7 and ETP-15 are (b) instances, where the percentage of
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Instance

System

CPU Time

Search

Others

Search %

7

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

0.420
0.360
0.030
0.156
0.094
0.998
0.220
0.192
1.380
0.248

0.204
0.360
0.020
0.024
0.062
0.812
0.080
0.004
0.004
0.088

0.216
0.000
0.010
0.132
0.032
0.186
0.140
0.188
1.376
0.160

48.57
100.00
66.67
15.38
65.96
81.36
36.36
2.08
0.29
35.48

15

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

1.30
1.00
0.56
0.96
1.88
43.46
2.36
0.90
3.28
3.22

1.18
0.98
0.54
0.84
1.80
43.28
2.08
0.54
1.68
2.96

0.12
0.02
0.02
0.12
0.08
0.18
0.28
0.36
1.60
0.26

90.77
98.00
96.43
87.50
95.74
99.59
88.13
60.00
51.22
91.93

21

MiniZinc
ILOG OPL
Gecode
ILOG Solver
SICStus
SWI
PAKCS
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
T OY(FDs)

75.80
124.70
49.52
93.42
190.48
199.30
50.04
109.02
338.16

75.68
124.20
49.32
93.32
190.42
198.96
49.58
107.54
337.72

0.12
0.50
0.20
0.10
0.06
0.34
0.46
1.48
0.44

99.84
99.60
99.60
99.89
99.97
99.82
99.08
98.64
99.87

Table 9. ETP Labeling Impact Results
CPU time the different systems devote to the search exploration ranges from 0% to
100%. (2) ETP-21 is an (a) instance, where all the systems devote more than the
98% of their CPU time to search exploration.
These results are specially interesting in the context of the ETP problem, as we
selected it as a paradigmatic representation of a real-life application, fully parametric, non-monolithic and including CP(FD) independent components. On the
one hand, in Section 4 we saw that its formulation is quite complex. This led us to
fully take advantage of the higher modelling capabilities of the algebraic CP(FD),
C++ CP(FD), CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) paradigms. On the other hand, we see
that, by slightly scaling the ETP problem, we quickly find (a) instances. The best
example is ETP-21, for which all the systems devote more than the 98% of their
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CPU time, while still being a relatively easy instance (it is solved by all the systems
in a range of 1-6 minutes). However, the CPU time of the (b) instances ETP-7 and
ETP-15 (which are solved in tenths of seconds and seconds, resp.) seems to be both
CP(FD) and paradigm dependent. Thus, we analyze now the paradigm-related
overheads arising for the three ETP instances, discussing their real impact on the
total CPU time obtained by each system.
Search Impact. In ETP-7 there is a wide range of percentages, ranging from the
0.29% of T OY(FDi ) to the 100.00% of ILOG Solver, but also with different systems
as PAKCS, MiniZinc, Gecode and SWI devoting around the 15%, 35%, 65% and
80% of their time, resp. In ETP-15 the range of percentages turns narrower, now
ranging from the 51.22% of T OY(FDi ) to the 99.59% of SWI, but with most of the
systems devoting around the 90% of their time. Finally, in ETP-21 all the systems
devote above the 98% of their time, ranging from the 98.64% of T OY(FDi ) to the
99.97% of SICStus.
The only conclusion we obtain from these numbers is that, for all the systems,
as the size of the instances scale, the CPU time devoted to search exploration
asymptotically converges to the 100%. However, the way each system converges is
different. Thus, a more concise analysis by paradigms is demanded.
Algebraic CP(FD). Whereas MiniZinc has an growing percentage from the
48.57% of ETP-7 to the 90.77% of ETP-15 and the 99.84% of ETP-21, the percentage of ILOG OPL is quite stable for the three instances (100.00% for ETP-7,
98.00% for ETP-15 and 99.60% for ETP-21). However, curiously, whereas the concrete amount of time MiniZinc devotes to other tasks is stable (196ms for ETP-7,
120ms for ETP-15 and 120ms for ETP-21), the one of ILOG OPL scales (0ms for
ETP-7, 20ms for ETP-15 and 500ms for ETP-21).
These results reveal that: (1) The Gecode FlatZinc executable fz (the one running
the FlatZinc model previosly compiled from the MiniZinc model) requires a fixed
amount of time for parsing the FlatZinc model to an executable Gecode Space. (2)
The amount of time ILOG OPL Studio requires for parsing the ILOG OPL model to
a suitable ILOG Solver input depends on the size of the proper ILOG OPL model.
Both (1) and (2) are consistent with the results obtained for Golomb in Table 8.
The reason is that, whereas the size of the ETP models (amount of variables and
constraints) clearly grows as the instances scale, the Golomb ones grow much less,
remaining mainly constant.
C++ CP(FD). Both Gecode and ILOG Solver have a growing percentage from
66.67% and 15.38% of ETP-7, to 96.43% and 87.50% of ETP-15 and 99.60% and
99.89% of ETP-21, resp. However, the amount of time Gecode devotes to other
tasks scales (10ms for ETP-7, 20ms for ETP-15 and 200ms for ETP-21), whereas
the one of ILOG Solver is stable (132ms for ETP-7, 120ms for ETP-15 and 100ms
for ETP-21).
These results reveal that:
(1) The time to access to the Gecode API to formulate the problem is different
when it is done from a C++ model (where it scales as the size of the model scales)
than when it is done by fz from a FlatZinc model (where it remains stable as the
size of the model scales). This seems to be intuitive, as the C++ code execution
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seems to be in charge of more scalable tasks (as function calls, propagation mode,
etc). That makes that, whereas MiniZinc devotes more time than Gecode to other
tasks for ETP-7 and ETP-21 (196ms and 5ms for ETP-7, 120ms and 20ms for
ETP-15), it devotes less time for ETP-21 (120ms MiniZinc and 200ms Gecode).
(2) The time to access to the ILOG Solver API to formulate the problem is
different when it is done from a C++ model (where it remains stable as the size of
the model scales) than when it is done by ILOG OPL Studio from an ILOG OPL
model (where it scales as the size of the model scales). This seems to be an antiintuitive behavior of ILOG Solver, as once again, the C++ code execution seems
to be in charge of more scalable tasks. Whereas ILOG OPL devotes less time than
ILOG Solver to other tasks for ETP-7 and ETP-15 (0ms and 132ms for ETP-7,
20ms and 120ms for ETP-15), it devotes more for ETP-21 (500ms for ILOG OPL
and 100ms for ILOG Solver). This latter ETP-21 result is again anti-intuitive, but
as ETP-21 is an (a) instance we should consider nearly negligible those 500ms and
100ms of ILOG OPL and ILOG Solver, resp.
But, differently to the MiniZinc and Gecode comparison, the comparison between
ILOG OPL and ILOG Solver is quite unbalanced, as whereas the ILOG OPL model
just deals with the ILOG Solver library, the ILOG Solver model deals both with
the ILOG Solver and the ILOG Concert libraries. The use of the latter implies an
inherent overhead for the ILOG Solver model, coming from the use of the IloEnv
and IloModel objects, the declaration of generic variables and constraints, and
its further translation into mate ILOG Solver targeted ones (all these tasks were
deeply presented and justified in Section 4).
(3) Besides the analysis of (1) and (2), we should compare the results of MiniZinc
and Gecode (resp. of ILOG OPL and ILOG Solver) in terms of the search percentages obtained. In this context, MiniZinc spends less time searching than Gecode
for the two (b) instances: 48.57% and 66.67% for ETP-7; 90.77% and 96.43% for
ETP-15. This reveals that the overhead of parsing the FlatZinc model by the fz
executable is bigger than the one of executing the C++ model.
(4) ILOG OPL spends more time searching than ILOG Solver for the two (b)
instances: 100.00% and 15.38% for ETP-7; 98.00% and 87.50% for ETP-15. This
reveals that the overhead of parsing the ILOG OPL model by ILOG OPL Studio
is smaller than the one of executing the C++ model.
(5) Finally, Gecode spends more time searching than ILOG Solver for the two
(b) instances: 66.67% and 15.38% for ETP-7; 96.43% and 87.50% for ETP-15. This
reveals that the overhead of executing the Gecode C++ model is smaller than the
one of executing the ILOG Solver C++ model. Once again, the results of (4) and
(5) remark the additional overhead produced in the ILOG Solver model by the use
of the ILOG Concert library.
CLP(FD). Both SICStus and SWI have a growing percentage from the 65.96%
and 81.36% of ETP-7, to the 95.74% and 99.59% of ETP-15 and the 99.94% of
SICStus for ETP-21, resp. Also, the amount of time both SICStus and SWI devote
to other tasks remains stable (32ms and 186ms for ETP-7, 80ms and 180ms for
ETP-15 and 60ms for SICStus in ETP-21).
These results reveal that:
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(1) Both SICStus and SWI rely on an SLD resolution operational semantics.
SICStus devotes less percentage of its CPU time in searching than SWI, and thus
more percentage in its SLD resolution. However, our SICStus and SWI models are
nearly equal. Thus, if we see the results from the point of view of the total amount of
milliseconds, then we conclude than the SLD resolution of SICStus is more efficient
than the one of SWI (32ms and 186ms for ETP-7, 80ms and 180ms for ETP-15).
(2) In any case, the devoted time to SLD resolution of both SICStus and SWI is
encouraging, as it is comparable to the ones of running the algebraic CP(FD) or
the C++ CP(FD) models. As an example it suffices with compare the 32ms, 80ms
and 180ms of SICStus with the 10ms, 20ms and 200ms of Gecode or the 196ms,
120ms and 120ms of MiniZinc.
CFLP(FD). We consider interesting to perform two kind of comparisons: (i) The
one between T OY(FDs) and PAKCS, both on their own and with the perspective
of SICStus. As both systems interface their underlying SICStus clpfd constraint
solving library, it is a good way to measure the overhead due to lazy narrowing.
(ii) The one between T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi ), both on their own and with the
perspectives of Gecode and ILOG Solver, resp. As both systems interface external
solvers, it is a good way to measure the extra overhead due to it.
Regarding T OY(FDs) and PAKCS, both of them have a growing percentage
from the 35.78% and 36.36% of ETP-7, to the 91.93% and 88.13% of ETP-15 and
the 99.87% and 99.82% of ETP-21, resp. Also, the amount of time both T OY(FDs)
and PAKCS devote to other tasks scale (160ms and 140ms for ETP-7, 260ms and
280ms for ETP-15 and 440ms and 340ms for ETP-21).
These results reveal that:
(1) Both PAKCS and T OY(FDs) devote the same percentage of CPU time to
search exploration. Thus, both systems devote as well the same percentage to its
lazy narrowing operational semantics (the differences of 20ms for ETP-7, 20ms for
ETP-15 and 100ms for ETP-21 are nearly negligibles). It makes sense, as both
systems are implemented in SICStus Prolog and running (besides the grammar
differences between them) equivalent models.
(2) Whereas in CLP(FD) systems the SLD resolution overhead remained stable
as the instances scale, now we see that the CFLP(FD) lazy narrowing overhead
scales as the instances scale. This is interesting from the CLP(FD) vs. CFLP(FD)
comparison, as we can see that the use of the functional higher modelling features
can imply an additional overhead when processing the model. In any case, the lazy
narrowing results obtained for both T OY(FDs) and PAKCS (ranging in 140ms
- 440ms) are absolutely encouraging for the use of CFLP(FD) features, as they
are perfectly competitive w.r.t. the inherent overheads of algebraic CP(FD), C++
CP(FD) and CLP(FD) systems for processing their models.
Regarding T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi ), both of them have a growing percentage
from the 2.08% and 0.29% of ETP-7, to the 60.00% and 51.22% of ETP-15 and
the 99.08% and 98.64% of ETP-21, resp. However, whereas the amount of time
T OY(FDg) devotes to other tasks scales (188ms for ETP-7, 360ms for ETP-15 and
460ms for ETP-21), the one of T OY(FDi ) is stable (1,376ms for ETP-7, 1,600ms
for ETP-15 and 1,480ms for ETP-21).
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These results reveal that:
(1) The percentages that T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi ) devote to search exploration are by far the smallest of all the systems, even a 30% smaller than the ones
of T OY(FDs) for ETP-7 and ETP-15. This is interesting, as the three T OY(FD)
versions spend exactly the same time in lazy narrowing: (i) They are processing
exactly the same T OY(FD) model for both the Golomb and ETP problems. (ii)
They rely on the same SICStus Prolog implementation of the lazy narrowing calculus used for processing these T OY(FD) models. However, the CP(FD) interfaces
of the T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi ) versions differ from the one of T OY(FDs)
to SICStus clpfd (Castiñeiras and Sáenz-Pérez 2012). For them, some extra Prolog predicates and C++ functions are needed to suit the constraints arisen in the
T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi ) goals to the requirements of Gecode and ILOG Solver,
resp. In this context, by subtracting the time of Column 5 obtained by T OY(FDg)
and T OY(FDi ) to the one of T OY(FDs) we obtain the additional overhead of
those systems due to their interface to external solvers. These are (respectively for
T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi )) 28ms and 1,216ms for ETP-7, 100ms and 1,340ms
for ETP-15 and 20ms and 1,040ms for ETP-21.
(2) The time to access to the Gecode API is consistent when it is done from the
Gecode C++ model or from the T OY(FDg) CFLP(FD) model. In both cases it
scales as the size of the model scales. The obtained results are quite encouraging for
CFLP(FD), as the 188ms, 360ms and 460ms of T OY(FDg) are very competitive
with the 10ms, 20ms and 200ms of Gecode.
(3) The time to access to the ILOG Solver API is consistent when it is done from
the ILOG Solver C++ model or from the T OY(FDi ) CFLP(FD) model. In both
cases it remains stable as the size of the model scales. This comparison is not as
unfair as the one between ILOG OPL and ILOG Solver, as now both the C++ and
the CFLP(FD) models have to deal both with the ILOG Solver and ILOG Concert
libraries. However, we see that suiting to the ILOG Concert objects implies a bigger
overhead when it is done from T OY(FDi ). Their 1,376ms, 1,600ms and 1,480ms
required are much bigger than the 132ms, 120ms and 100ms ones of the ILOG
Solver model.
5.4 General Performance Comparison
Once we have justified the context of the experiments (setting, constraint solver configuration, factors composing the CPU time of each system) this section provides
the performance comparison from a global point of view, on which the 10 systems
are considered. It focuses on each concrete system, analyzing its ranking and slowdown results obtained. It also discusses the performance order existing among the
Gecode, ILOG Solver, SICStus clpfd and SWI clpfd constraint solvers, gathering the 10 systems into different sets (depending on their underlying solver), and
analyzing the ranking and slow-down results obtained from this new perspective.
Tables 10 and 11 present the general performance comparison for the Golomb
and ETP problems, resp. Columns 1 and 2 present the concrete instance and system
being considered. For each instance the 10 systems are considered. They are sorted
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Instance

System

Time

Sl-Dw

Ranking

9

MiniZinc
Gecode
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL
SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)
SWI

0.109
0.234
0.250
0.421
0.468
0.500
0.764
0.810
0.842
29.17

1.00
2.15
2.29
3.86
4.29
4.59
7.01
7.43
7.72
26.76

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10

MiniZinc
Gecode
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL
SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)
SWI

0.81
2.11
2.11
3.56
3.85
4.40
6.65
7.12
7.35
257.17

1.00
2.60
2.60
4.40
4.75
5.43
8.20
8.79
9.07
317.49

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

MiniZinc
Gecode
T OY(FDg)
T OY(FDi)
ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL
SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)
SWI

16.02
41.57
42.01
72.65
77.08
88.28
143.60
151.60
153.05
-

1.00
2.59
2.62
4.53
4.81
5.51
8.96
9.46
9.55
-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Table 10. Golomb System Comparison Results

by an increasing CPU time, and the ranking is explicitly in column 5. Finally,
columns 3 and 4 present the proper CPU time of each system and its slow-down
w.r.t. the fastest one, resp. Once again, the CPU times are measured in seconds,
with precision set to two decimal digits (except for the instances Golomb-9 and
ETP-7, in which it is set to three digits). They are also set to two decimal digits.
The results for Golomb-11 and ETP-21 are not for SWI, as after half an hour the
computation did not finish.
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Instance

System

Time

Sl-Dw

Ranking

7

Gecode
SICStus
ILOG Solver
T OY(FDg)
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)
ILOG OPL
MiniZinc
SWI
T OY(FDi)

0.030
0.094
0.156
0.192
0.220
0.248
0.360
0.420
0.998
1.380

1.00
3.13
5.20
6.40
7.33
8.27
12.00
14.00
33.27
46.00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

15

Gecode
T OY(FDg)
ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL
MiniZinc
SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)
T OY(FDi)
SWI

0.56
0.90
0.96
1.00
1.30
1.88
2.36
3.22
3.28
43.46

1.00
1.61
1.71
1.78
2.32
3.36
4.21
5.75
5.86
77.61

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

21

Gecode
T OY(FDg)
MiniZinc
ILOG Solver
T OY(FDi)
ILOG OPL
SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)
SWI

49.52
50.04
75.80
93.42
109.02
124.70
190.48
199.30
338.16
-

1.00
1.01
1.53
1.89
2.20
2.52
3.85
4.02
6.83
-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 11. ETP System Comparison Results

5.4.1 Constraint Solvers Performance Order
The main conclusion inferred from Tables 10 and 11 is that there is a performance
order of the different constraint solvers, with Gecode being the fastest one, followed
by ILOG Solver, then SICStus clpfd and finally SWI clpfd:
Instances of kind (a): This performance order is obvious for Golomb-9, Golomb10, Golomb-11 and ETP-21: (i) The systems relying on the Gecode constraint solver
(the algebraic CP(FD) system MiniZinc, the C++ CP(FD) system Gecode and the
CFLP(FD) system T OY(FDg)) take the positions 1-3 in the ranking column. (ii)
The systems relying on the ILOG Solver constraint solver (the algebraic CP(FD)
system ILOG OPL, the C++ CP(FD) system ILOG Solver and the CFLP(FD)
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system T OY(FDi )) take the positions 4-6 in the ranking column. (iii) The systems
relying on the SICStus clpfd constraint solver (the CLP(FD) system SICStus and
the CFLP(FD) systems PAKCS and T OY(FDs)) take the positions 7-9 in the
ranking column. (iv) The CLP(FD) system relying on the SWI clpfd constraint
solver takes the position 10 in the ranking column. Besides taking the ranking intervals 1-3, 4-6 and 7-9, the concrete ranking of some Gecode, ILOG Solver and
SICStus related systems vary between the (a) Golomb and ETP instances. However, we do not analyze this now but in next devoted three sections, as now we
are just focused in the general performance order among Gecode, ILOG Solver,
SICStus and SWI.
Instances of kind (b): This performance order is partially broken for ETP-7
and ETP-15, where the different system overheads presented in Section 5.3 play
an important role. As we saw, those overheads are not enormous for any of the
paradigms or systems, but they can be big enough as to become remarkable for
instances solved in tenth of seconds (as ETP-7) or even noticeable for instances
solved in seconds (as ETP-15). In this context, some systems are precluded from
taking a ranking position corresponding to the performance order of their underlying constraint solver. The inherent overheads are different on each paradigm and
system. Thus, some instances see these overheads affecting their ranking just for
ETP-7 (solved in tenths of seconds), of also for ETP-15 (solved in seconds) and
ETP-21 (solved in minutes): (1) The C++ CP(FD) Gecode system takes the ranking 1 position for all the ETP instances, showing that its inherent overheads do
not preclude it from imposing the performance order of the Gecode solver even on
instances solved in tenths of second.
(2) The CFLP(FD) T OY(FDg) system can not impose the performance order
of Gecode for ETP-7, as its ranking 4 is surpassed by the SICStus and ILOG Solver
systems. However, as soon as the instances scale it takes the ranking 2 position.
(3) In the case of the algebraic CP(FD) MiniZinc system, it does not impose
the performance order of Gecode in both ETP-7 and ETP-15. Moreover, in the
former it ranks 8, behaving as one of the worst systems, just better than SWI
and T OY(FDi ). In the case of ETP-15 it gains some positions, but its rank 5 is
still surpassed by ILOG Solver and ILOG OPL. Finally, for ETP-21 it imposes the
performance order of Gecode, achieving the third position (but still far away from
the performance of the system for the Golomb problem, in which it ranks 1 for all
the instances).
(4) The C++ CP(FD) ILOG Solver system achieves a twofold rank 3 for ETP-7.
Whereas this ranking is better than the interval 4-6 expected (surpassing T OY(FDg)
and MiniZinc), it is surpassed by SICStus. In the case of ETP-15 it repeats this
nice rank 3, but in this case it is just surpassed by some of the Gecode related systems (it still surpasses MiniZinc). Same situation happens in ETP-21, where being
surpassed by all the Gecode related systems it finally rank 4.
(5) In the case of the CFLP(FD) system T OY(FDi ), the overheads presented in
Section 5.3 are big enough as to fully distort its expected ranking. In ETP-7 is ranks
10, behaving as the worst system. In ETP-15 it does not improve the situation, as
it ranks 9, just above SWI. Once the instances scale up to solving magnitudes of
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the order of minutes (as ETP-21, which is solved by all the systems in the interval
of 1-6 minutes) T OY(FDi ) finally imposes the performance order of ILOG Solver,
ranking 5, above all the SICStus related systems (and even surpassing ILOG OPL).
(6) Something similar happens with the algebraic CP(FD) system ILOG OPL.
In ETP-7 it ranks 7, just below the expected interval 4-6. However, it is surpassed
by all the SICStus clpfd related systems. On the other hand, it manages to rank
better than MiniZinc. These bad results disappear as the instance slightly scales.
In ETP-15 it ranks 4, finally imposing the performance order of ILOG Solver and
still surpassing MiniZinc. In ETP-21 it still imposes the performance order of ILOG
Solver, but it is finally surpassed by MiniZinc and also by T OY(FDi ).
(7) The CLP(FD) SICStus system ranks 2 for ETP-7, just below the C++
Gecode system and surpassing all the other Gecode and ILOG Solver related ones.
However, these results are no longer maintained as the instances slightly scale. For
ETP-15 it still ranks 6, above of its expected ranking 7-9 thanks to still surpassing
T OY(FDi ), but now below all the other Gecode and ILOG Solver related systems.
Finally, for ETP-21 it ranks 7, loosing the position with the proper T OY(FDi ).
(8) The CFLP(FD) PAKCS and T OY(FDs) systems achieve a nice rank 5 and
6 (resp.) for ETP-7. This rank is above the expected 7-9 interval, as they surpass
to ILOG OPL, MiniZinc and T OY(FDi ). For ETP-15 they rank 7 and 8, still
surpassing T OY(FDi ), with which they definitely loose their position in ETP-21,
where they rank 8 and 9.
(9) The CLP(FD) SWI system achieves a nice rank 9 for ETP-7, surpassing
T OY(FDi ). In ETP-15 and ETP-21 it ranks 10.
5.4.2 Golomb Slow-down Analysis
Besides the concrete ranking achieved, we also analyze: (i) The slow-down of each
system w.r.t. the system with best performance and (ii) The slow-down of the
constraint solver related systems w.r.t. the ones relying on the constraint solver
with best performance.
Slow-down by systems: Table 10 shows that the reference system for the
Golomb problem is the algebraic CP(FD) MiniZinc, which ranks 1 for the three
instances. These results reveal the following conclusions:
(1) The ranking is stable for the three instances.
(2) The head-to-head slow-down between any system w.r.t. MiniZinc scales as the
instances scale (e.g., the 7.01, 8.20 and 8.96 slow-down of SICStus w.r.t. MiniZinc
for Golomb-9, Golomb-10 and Golomb-11, resp). As a direct consequence of this,
the slow-down interval achieved, i.e., the interval from the system ranked 2 w.r.t.
MiniZinc and the system ranked 9 w.r.t. MiniZinc (we leave out SWI from the
analysis as there is no measure for ETP-21) also scales as the instances scale: From
the 2.15-7.72 for Golomb-9, to the 2.60-9.07 for Golomb-10 and the 2.59-9.55 for
Golomb-11.
(3) Regarding the performance order of the constraint solvers, we see that: (i) The
slow-down of the remaining Gecode related systems range in 2.15-2.29 for Golomb9, 2.60 for Golomb-10 and 2.59-2.62 for Golomb-11. (ii) The slow-down of the ILOG
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Solver related systems range in 3.86-4.59 for Golomb-9, 4.40-5.43 for Golomb-10 and
4.53-5.51 for Golomb-11. (iii) The slow-down of the SICStus related systems range
in 7.01-7.72 for Golomb-9, 8.20-9.07 for Golomb-10 and 8.96-9.55 for Golomb-11.
These results give us an overview of the performance of the Gecode, ILOG Solver
and SICStus constraint related systems w.r.t. to the reference MiniZinc one.
Slow-down by constraint solver library: Table 12 presents again the slowdowns results. But, in this case the Gecode, ILOG Solver and SICStus related
systems with best performance are isolated and compared among them (so as the
ones with middle and worse performance). Column 1 represents the concrete instance. Columns 2 and 3 represent the ranking of the systems and their names. For
example, the first row of the Table 12 represents to the best Gecode, ILOG Solver
and SICStus ranked systems for Golomb-9. These are MiniZinc, T OY(FDi ) and
SICStus, ranked 1, 4 and 7 (resp.) in Table 10. Finally, columns 4, 5 and 6 represent the slow-downs w.r.t. the Gecode system. These results reveal the following
conclusions:
(1) The ranking for Golomb is stable in the 3 instances. Thus, regarding the ILOG
Solver related systems, Table 12 compares T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. MiniZinc (ranking 1),
ILOG Solver w.r.t. Gecode (ranking 2) and ILOG OPL w.r.t. T OY(FDg) (ranking 3). Regarding the SICStus related systems, Table 12 compares SICStus w.r.t.
MiniZinc, PAKCS w.r.t. Gecode and T OY(FDs) w.r.t. T OY(FDg).
(2) In this setting, in Golomb-9 we obtained before a 3.86-4.59 slow-down interval
when comparing the ILOG Solver related systems w.r.t. MiniZinc (cf. Table 10).
Now, with the new comparison of Table 12, this slow-down interval is reduced to
2.00-3.86, as both the slow-down of ILOG Solver w.r.t. Gecode and the one of ILOG
OPL w.r.t. T OY(FDg) are 2.00. In the case of SICStus, the slow-down interval
7.01-7.72 of Table 10 is now reduced to 3.37-7.01, as the slow-down of PAKCS w.r.t.
Gecode is 3.46 and the one of T OY(FDs) w.r.t. T OY(FDg) is 3.37. Thus, we see
that, whereas there is a performance order among all the Gecode, ILOG Solver and

Instance

Rank

Systems

G

I

S

9

1
2
3

MiniZinc, T OY(FDi), SICStus
Gecode, ILOG Solver, PAKCS
T OY(FDg), ILOG OPL, T OY(FDs)

1.00
1.00
1.00

3.86
2.00
2.00

7.01
3.46
3.37

10

1
2
3

MiniZinc, T OY(FDi), SICStus
Gecode, ILOG Solver, PAKCS
T OY(FDg), ILOG OPL, T OY(FDs)

1.00
1.00
1.00

4.40
1.82
2.09

8.20
3.42
3.48

11

1
2
3

MiniZinc, T OY(FDi), SICStus
Gecode, ILOG Solver, PAKCS
T OY(FDg), ILOG OPL, T OY(FDs)

1.00
1.00
1.00

4.53
1.85
2.10

8.96
3.65
3.64

Table 12. Golomb Constraint Solver Library Slow-Down Results
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SICStus related systems, the slow-down for systems ranking 2 and 3 are around a
50% smaller than the ones of the systems ranking 1. This situation also happens
for Golomb-10 and Golomb-11, where the slow-down for systems ranking 2 and 3
are between a 50%-60% smaller than the ones of the systems ranking 1.
(3) Whereas the slow-down of each system w.r.t. MiniZinc scaled as the instances
scale, it does not happen now with the ILOG Solver and SICStus systems ranked
2 in Table 12, where the slow-down of ILOG Solver (resp. PAKCS) w.r.t. Gecode
decreases from Golomb-9 to Golomb-10, and then it increases from Golomb-10
to Golomb-11. Whereas in ILOG Solver the slow-down of Golomb-11 does not
overcome the one of Golomb-9, in PAKCS it does.
In summary, we see that Golomb is a relatively stable problem: (a) The ranking
of any system for any problem instance is fixed. (b) The slow-down of any system (w.r.t. the optimal MiniZinc) scales as the instances scale. (c) This slow-down
w.r.t. MiniZinc is around 2.0-2.5, 4.0-5.5 and 7.0-9.5 for the Gecode, ILOG Solver
and SICStus related systems, resp. (d) However, when we compare the homogeneous ranked systems, the slow-down of ILOG Solver systems w.r.t. Gecode ones
decreases to around 2.0-4.5, and the slow-down of SICStus systems w.r.t. Gecode
ones decreases to around 3.3-9.0. (e) Moreover, the slow-down of any related ILOG
Solver (resp. SICStus) system w.r.t. any Gecode system does not necessarily scale
as the instances scale.
5.4.3 ETP Slow-down Analysis
We analyze now the results for the ETP problem.
Slow-down by systems: Table 11 shows that the C++ CP(FD) Gecode is the
reference system, as it is the one with better performance for all the ETP instances.
These results reveal the following conclusions:
(1) The ETP ranking is not stable for the three instances. Thus, we need two
comparisons: (i) By ranking (i.e., Gecode vs. the system ranking 2, 3, ...) (ii) Headto-head (i.e., Gecode vs. T OY(FDg), ILOG Solver, SICStus, ...)
(2) The slow-down between the ranking systems w.r.t. Gecode (comparison (i))
decreases as the instances scale (e.g., the comparison of the systems ranked 2
w.r.t. Gecode, which respectively evolve from the SICStus 3.13 for ETP-7, to
the T OY(FDg) 1.61 for ETP-15 and the T OY(FDg) 1.01 for ETP-21). There
is an exception for this behavior in the systems ranking 9, where the slow-down
of T OY(FDi ) for ETP-15 and the one of T OY(FDs) for ETP-21 increases from
5.86 to 6.83. Besides this exception (representing the upper bound of ETP-15 and
ETP-21 intervals), the slow-down interval decreases (in their lower and upper bound
values, and in the subtraction of upper minus lower) from the 3.13-46.00 for ETP-7,
to the 1.61-5.86 for ETP-15 and the 1.01-6.86 for ETP-21.
The head-to-head slow-down between each system w.r.t. Gecode (comparison
(ii)) does not follow a clearly pattern as the instances scale. There are systems
for which the slow-down: (i) Decreases, as for MiniZinc, T OY(FDg), T OY(FDi )
and PAKCS. (ii) Increases, as for SICStus and SWI. (iii) Decreases from ETP7 to ETP-15, and then increases from ETP-15 to ETP-21, as for ILOG OPL,
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ILOG Solver and T OY(FDs). As we see, this does not follow a pattern neither
by paradigms (as whereas the algebraic CP(FD) system MiniZinc decreases the
ILOG OPL one increases) nor by constraint solving libraries (as SICStus increases,
PAKCS decreases and T OY(FDs) decreases and then increases).
(3) Regarding the performance order of constraint solvers, we see that: (i) The
slow-down of the remaining Gecode related systems ranges in 6.40-14.00 for ETP-7,
1.61-2.32 for ETP-15 and 1.01-1.53 for ETP-21. (ii) The slow-down of the ILOG
Solver related systems ranges in 5.20-46.00 for ETP-7, 1.71-5.86 for ETP-15 and
1.89-2.52 for ETP-21. (iii) The slow-down of the SICStus related systems ranges in
3.13-8.27 for ETP-7, 3.36-5.75 for ETP-15 and 3.85-6.83 for ETP-21.
Slow-down by constraint solver library: Table 13 presents the slow-down
results for the ETP problem, revealing the following conclusions:
(1) The ranking of ETP is not stable for the 3 instances (cf. Table 11), but so
it is the comparison performed in Table 13. Regarding the ILOG Solver related
systems, it compares ILOG Solver w.r.t. Gecode (ranking 1), ILOG OPL w.r.t.
T OY(FDg) (ranking 2) and T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. MiniZinc (ranking 3). There is an
exception in ETP-21, where ILOG OPL and T OY(FDi ) switch their respective 2
and 3 rankings. Regarding the SICStus related systems, Table 13 compares SICStus
w.r.t. Gecode, PAKCS w.r.t. T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDs) w.r.t. MiniZinc.
(2) In ETP-7, we see that the performance order is not (1) Gecode, (2) ILOG
Solver and (3) SICStus, but (1) Gecode, (2) SICStus and (3) ILOG Solver, with
the three SICStus related systems behaving better than the ILOG Solver ones.
Furthermore, in the case of systems ranking 3, the performance order would be (1)
SICStus, (2) Gecode and (3) ILOG Solver, with T OY(FDs) behaving even better
than MiniZinc.
(3) In this setting, in ETP-7 we obtained before a 5.20-46.00 slow-down interval
when comparing the ILOG Solver related systems w.r.t. the C++ CP(FD) Gecode
(cf. Table 11). Now, with the new comparison of Table 13, this slow-down interval
is reduced to 1.88-5.20, as the slow-down of ILOG OPL w.r.t. T OY(FDg) is 1.88
(60% smaller than 5.20) and the one of T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. MiniZinc is 3.29 (40%
smaller than 5.20). In the case of SICStus, the slow-down interval 3.13-8.27 of Table
11 is now reduced to 0.59-3.13, as the slow-down of PAKCS w.r.t. T OY(FDg) is
1.15 (60% smaller than 3.13) and the one of T OY(FDs) w.r.t. MiniZinc is 0.59
(80% smaller than 3.13). Thus, in ETP-7 besides the modified performance order,
we see that is it more strong for systems ranking 1 than for the ones ranking 2 and
3, resp.
(4) In ETP-15 and ETP-21 the performance order of (1) Gecode, (2) ILOG Solver
and (3) SICStus stands for all the systems ranking 1, 2 and 3 (besides the 60ms
negligible difference between T OY(FDi ) and T OY(FDs) in ranking 3 of ETP-15).
However, the slow-down of such this performance order varies for each instance and
constraint solver systems related being considered.
(5) In ETP-15 and ILOG Solver related systems we find that the slow-down of the
systems ranking 2 (ILOG OPL w.r.t. T OY(FDg)) is a 35% smaller than the one
of those ranking 1 (ILOG Solver w.r.t. Gecode). On the other hand, the slow-down
of systems ranking 3 (T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. MiniZinc) is a 50% bigger than the one of
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Instance

Rank

Systems

G

I

S

7

1
2
3

Gecode, ILOG Solver, SICStus
T OY(FDg), ILOG OPL, PAKCS
MiniZinc, T OY(FDi), T OY(FDs)

1.00
1.00
1.00

5.20
1.88
3.29

3.13
1.15
0.59

15

1
2
3

Gecode, ILOG Solver, SICStus
T OY(FDg), ILOG OPL, PAKCS
MiniZinc, T OY(FDi), T OY(FDs)

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.71
1.11
2.52

3.36
2.62
2.48

21

1
2
3

Gecode, ILOG Solver, SICStus
T OY(FDg), T OY(FDi), PAKCS
MiniZinc, ILOG OPL, T OY(FDs)

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.89
2.18
1.65

3.85
3.98
4.46

Table 13. ETP Constraint Solver Library Slow-Down Results

those ranking 1. However, ETP-21 the behavior is the opposite. In this case, systems
ranking 2 (T OY(FDi ) and T OY(FDg)) have a 15% bigger slow-down than the
ones ranking 1 (ILOG Solver w.r.t. Gecode), and systems ranking 3 (ILOG OPL
w.r.t. MiniZinc) have a 15% smaller slow-down than the ones ranking 1.
(6) One might think that this lack of stable slow-downs is due to the switch of
ILOG OPL and T OY(FDi ) in ranks 2 and 3 of ETP-15 and ETP-21. However, this
is not the case, as in SICStus the ranking remains stable and it happens something
similar: In ETP-15 the slow-down of systems ranking 2 (PAKCS w.r.t. T OY(FDg))
and 3 (T OY(FDs) w.r.t. MiniZinc) are a 25% smaller than the ones of systems
ranking 1 (SICStus and Gecode). However, in ETP-21 the systems ranking 2 (again
PAKCS and T OY(FDg)) and 3 (again T OY(FDs) and MiniZinc) have a 3% and
16% (resp.) bigger slow-down than the ones ranking 1.
In summary, we see that ETP is a less stable problem: (a) The ranking of a chosen
system depends on the concrete instance being run. (b) The slow-down between the
systems ranking 2 (resp. 3, 4 and so on) w.r.t. Gecode decreases as the instances
scale. However, as the ranking is not stable, a head-to-head comparison between the
slow-down of each concrete system w.r.t. Gecode reveals that there is not a general
behavior: Depending on the chosen system this slow-down can decrease, increase
or decrease and then increase as the instances scale. (c) The ranking becomes more
stable when we compare it by the performance order of the Gecode, ILOG Solver
and SICStus related systems. (d) However, the overheads of Section 5.3 play a key
role in ETP-7, modifying the performance order to (1) Gecode, (2) SICStus and (3)
ILOG Solver. Also in ETP-7, the slow-down of the systems decrease in a 40%-80%
as we compare the systems ranking 2 and 3 (resp.) (e) In ETP-15 and ETP-21, the
overheads of Section 5.3 do not modify the performance order (1) Gecode, (2) ILOG
Solver and (3) SICStus. However, in these cases there are no general patterns about
how the slow-down behaves as we compare the systems ranking 2 and 3 (resp.)
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5.5 Performance Comparison of Gecode Systems
Once the performance order among Gecode, ILOG Solver and SICStus has been justified, each set of constraint solver related systems is analyzed separately. This section focuses on the 3 Gecode related systems (MiniZinc, Gecode and T OY(FDg)),
analyzing first their ranking and slow-down results obtained. Then, it uses the concrete instances Golomb-11 and ETP-21 to discuss their search exploration, comparing their search statistics results and providing also a monitoring of the search
in Gecode and T OY(FDg) to justify their results.

5.5.1 Ranking and Slow-Down Analysis
Ideally, the performance of MiniZinc, Gecode and T OY(FDg) for solving the
Golomb and ETP instances would match, as they are running the instances in
the same machine, using the same OS and the same Gecode library version. However, as we have described in section 5.1 and 5.3: (i) Whereas for Golomb the three
systems are following the same algorithm, in ETP the MiniZinc formulation suffers
slightly deviations. (ii) Whereas the COP problem built-up by the C++ Gecode
model is explicit (as it is implemented directly against the Gecode API), the ones of
T OY(FDg) and MiniZinc are implicit. In the case of T OY(FDg), it depends on the
interface from T OY(FD) to the Gecode API. In the case of MiniZinc, it depends
on the compilation from the MiniZinc to the FlatZinc model, and in the commandline driver interpretation of that FlatZinc model (building-up the definitive Gecode
model being executed). (iii) Whereas the global constraints alldifferent, count and
distribute are available in the three systems, they are not onValue configurable in
MiniZinc. (iv) Whereas the CPU time of Gecode and T OY(FDg) are measured in
a SICStus Prolog framework, the one of MiniZinc is not. (v) Last but not least, the
overheads of Section 5.3 play a role in the performance of the (b) instances, but
fortunately they turn into nearly negligible when solving the (a) ones.
Table 14 presents the results of the 3 systems for solving the Golomb and ETP
instances. As in Tables 10 and 11, the columns represent the instance, system, CPU
time, slow-down and ranking, resp. These results reveal the following conclusions:
(1) The ranking of the Gecode related systems is quite stable, as it is the same
for resp. the three Golomb and ETP instances. Regarding the latter, we see that
the ranking remains stable independently of being running an (a) or a (b) instance,
something that was not happening when we considered before the 10 systems in
Section 5.4. However, the ranking of these Gecode related systems change from
the Golomb to the ETP instances: In the case of Golomb, MiniZinc is the fastest
system, followed by Gecode and T OY(FDg). In the case of ETP, Gecode is the
fastest one, followed by T OY(FDg) and in this case with MiniZinc in the last place.
(2) In this setting, we see that MiniZinc is much more sensible to the factors
expressed before than Gecode and T OY(FDg), as its performance dramatically
changes from one problem to the other. This idea is reaffirmed by the slow-downs
results that MiniZinc obtains, for which we do not find a clear pattern: (i) The
slow-down of Gecode (resp. T OY(FDg)) w.r.t. MiniZinc scales as the instances
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Instance

System

Time

Sl-Dw

Ranking

Golomb-9

MiniZinc
Gecode
T OY(FDg)

0.218
0.468
0.500

1.00
2.15
2.29

1
2
3

Golomb-10

MiniZinc
Gecode
T OY(FDg)

1.62
4.22
4.22

1.00
2.60
2.60

1
2
3

Golomb-11

MiniZinc
Gecode
T OY(FDg)

32.04
83.04
84.02

1.00
2.59
2.62

1
2
3

p tt-7

Gecode
T OY(FDg)
MiniZinc

0.030
0.192
0.420

1.00
6.40
14.00

1
2
3

p tt-15

Gecode
T OY(FDg)
MiniZinc

0.56
0.90
1.30

1.00
1.61
2.32

1
2
3

p tt-21

Gecode
T OY(FDg)
MiniZinc

49.52
50.04
75.80

1.00
1.01
1.53

1
2
3

Table 14. Gecode Results
scale: From the 2.15 (resp. 2.29) for Golomb-9, to the 2.60 (resp. 2.60) for Golomb10 and the 2.59 (resp. 2.62) for Golomb-11. (ii) However, in the case of ETP, the
slow-down of MiniZinc w.r.t. Gecode (resp. T OY(FDg)) nearly decreases as the
instances scale: From the 14.00 (resp. 2.18) for ETP-7, to the 2.32 (resp. 1.44) for
ETP-15 and the 1.53 (resp. 1.51) for ETP-21.
(3) However, we see that Gecode and T OY(FDg) are more stable, as their ranking and slow-down obtained practically remains for both problems. Gecode is always
behaving better than T OY(FDg). However, we see that, whereas for (b) instances
the slow-down is quite big (6.40 for ETP-7 and 1.61 for ETP-15), for the (a) instances the CPU time of T OY(FDg) nearly matches the one of Gecode, with 1.07
for Golomb-9 (where the 16ms difference is nearly negligible), 1.00 for Golomb-10,
1.01 for Golomb-11 and 1.01 for ETP-21.
(4) Thus, the main conclusion obtained is that the factors presented before are
affecting in one way to MiniZinc, and then in another way to both Gecode and
T OY(FDg). These results are extremely encouraging for the use of the CFLP(FD)
system T OY(FDg), revealing that the interface from T OY(FD) to the Gecode
API (Castiñeiras and Sáenz-Pérez 2012) is building up a Gecode model similar
enough to the C++ CP(FD) one, as to achieve the same performance results.
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System

Time

Cons

Propag.

Nodes

Fails

Copy

C.T.

Gecode
TOY(FDg)
MiniZinc

41.57
42.01
16.02

66
66
66

312,737,962
320,150,379
94,022,986

2,968,201
2,968,201
642,867

1,484,086
1,484,086
321,419

1,484,116
1,484,116
-

0.81
0.75
-

Table 15. Golomb, n = 11 Search Results

System

Time

Cons

Propag.

Nodes

Fails

Copy

C.T.

Gecode
TOY(FDg)
MiniZinc

1.00
1.01
0.39

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.02
0.30

1.00
1.00
0.22

1.00
1.00
0.22

1.00
1.00
-

1.00
0.93
-

Table 16. Golomb, n = 11 Slow-Down Results
Therefore, as both Gecode and T OY(FDg) are running (practically) the same
model, the time they devote to search exploration matches. For (b) instances the
performance of T OY(FDg) is still worse than the one of Gecode, as it is penalized
by the lazy narrowing and external solver overheads. But, for (a) instances, where
this search exploration is the only factor determining the CPU time, T OY(FDg)
directly matches the CPU time of Gecode.
In summary, the use of T OY(FDg) for tackling COP problems is highly encouraged. In terms of modelling, the user can benefit from the higher expressivity of
the CFLP(FD) paradigm. In terms of solving, the user reaches the same state-ofthe-art performance as when programming in C++ CP(FD) directly against the
Gecode API (being nearly the second fastest system for the solving of pure CP(FD)
problems as Golomb, and nearly the fastest system for the solving of real-life applications as ETP).
5.5.2 Search Exploration Analysis
In this section, we compare the search statistics of the systems for the (a) instances
Golomb-11 and ETP-21. The search statistics results for Golomb-11 are presented
in Table 15, with their respective slow-down results presented in Table 16. The
same information is presented for ETP-21 in Tables 17 and 18, representing the
search statistics (cf. Section 3.4.3, step p tt so8 ) of each of the three teams associated to the first tda being computed. On all these Tables, Column 1 represents
the system. Besides MiniZinc, Gecode and T OY(FDg), Tables 17 and 18 add a
fourth system Gecode*, representing an alternative C++ Gecode model in which
both tt and trans tt variables are represented as bi-dimensional arrays (cf. Section 4.4.2), instead of the standard one-dimensional ones. Column 2 represents the
elapsed time for performing the search exploration, and Column 3 the amount of
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System

Time

Cons

Propag.

Nodes

Fails

Copy

C.T.

Gecode
Gecode*
TOY(FDg)
MiniZinc

2.86
3.48
2.91
4.43

89
89
89
216

12,801,281
12,798,088
13,030,676
18,354,346

398,985
398,985
398,985
389,985

194,990
194,990
194,990
194,990

194,996
194,996
194,996
-

0.06
0.38
0.03
-

Gecode
Gecode*
TOY(FDg)
MiniZinc

19.25
23.59
19.30
29.40

85
85
85
221

88,453,074
88,455,074
89,411,906
130,010,012

2,836,539
2,836,539
2,836,539
2,836,539

1,418,269
1,418,269
1,418,269
1,418,269

1,418,271
1,418,271
1,418,271
-

0.54
3.66
0.22
-

Gecode
Gecode*
TOY(FDg)
MiniZinc

2.55
3.33
2.58
4.01

84
84
84
207

11,961,872
11,961,886
12,028,347
15,929,131

399,669
399,669
399,669
380,169

199,834
199,834
199,834
190,084

199,836
199,836
199,836
-

0.11
0.47
0.05
-

Table 17. p tt, nd = 21 Search Results of the Three Teams

System

Time

Cons

Propag.

Nodes

Fails

Copy

C.T.

Gecode
Gecode*
TOY(FDg)
MiniZinc

1.00
1.22
1.02
1.55

1.00
1.00
1.00
2.43

1.00
1.00
1.02
1.43

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
-

1.00
6.33
0.50
-

Gecode
Gecode*
TOY(FDg)
MiniZinc

1.00
1.23
1.00
1.53

1.00
1.00
1.00
2.60

1.00
1.02
1.01
1.47

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
-

1.00
6.78
0.41
-

Gecode
Gecode*
TOY(FDg)
MiniZinc

1.00
1.31
1.01
1.57

1.00
1.00
1.00
2.46

1.00
1.00
1.01
1.33

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.95

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.95

1.00
1.00
1.00
-

1.00
4.27
0.45
-

Table 18. p tt, nd = 21 Search Slow-Down of the Three Teams
constraints posted to the constraint store before the search exploration starts. Next
block of three columns present some search exploration statistics, as the amount
of nodes/choice points explored (Column 5), failures (Column 6) and constraint
propagations triggered (Column 4). As we are dealing with COP problems, these
numbers are the result after exploring the whole search tree. Finally, columns 7
and 8 are devoted to the Space::copy() constructor, which plays a central role
in the hybrid recomputation techniques the Gecode search is based on. Column 7
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represents the amount of times this method is being executed during the search
exploration. Column 8 represents the elapsed time spent in such these executions.
To output this information, in MiniZinc it suffices with use the option -s when
executing the FlatZinc model with the fz interpreter (cf. Section 5.1.5). Unfortunately, there is no way for computing the information regarding the copy constructor. In Gecode and T OY(FDg) the information of the columns is computed by
different ways: (1) The info of Column 3 is requested to the Space class just before
being wrapped by the search engine performing the search. (2) The info of columns
4, 5 and 6 is provided by the search engine once the search exploration has been
completed, by using the method statistics() (cf. Section 5.1.5). (3) The copy
constructor number of calls and elapsed times are computed by using two global
variables. Both the time spent in running all the copy constructor calls and the one
spent in running the whole search exploration (Column 2) are computed using the
system call clock t::clock(). By using two of these calls at the beginning/end
of the search (resp. at the beginning/end of each copy constructor execution) we
can compute the wall-time spent on that. Thus, it is important to note that the
values of Column 2 are different for Gecode and T OY(FDg) (wall-time) than for
MiniZinc (CPU time).
The results of tables 15-18 reveal the following conclusions:
(1) Column 2 of Tables 15 and 17 prove that the CPU times of MiniZinc, Gecode
and T OY(FDg) (presented in Table 14) for Golomb-11 and ETP-21 directly come
from their elapsed times devoted to tackle the search exploration.
(2) The interface from T OY(FD) to Gecode allows to formulate both the Golomb
and ETP problems with the same constraint set than the native C++ CP(FD)
Gecode models. In the case of ETP-21, interestingly, as the absences of workers
differ from one team to another, so it does the amount of constraints posted to the
solver (89, 85 and 84 for the first, second and third teams, resp).
(3) In the case of MiniZinc, the issue of achieving formulations leading to the
same constraint sets as in Gecode and T OY(FDg) is dependent on the problem
being tackled. Whereas it is achieved for the pure CP(FD) Golomb problem, the
algebraic CP(FD) modelling features (some of them already discussed in Sections
4.3, 4.4.1 and 4.6.1) lead to a constraint set 2.43-2.60 times bigger than the one of
Gecode and T OY(FDg) formulations.
(4) However, we see that there is not a direct correlation between the constraint
set used and the search exploration being performed: (i) In Golomb-11, MiniZinc
and Gecode depart from the same constraint set (cf. Table 15, Column 2), but
MiniZinc performs a search exploration containing a 0.22x of the nodes and failures
of the Gecode one (cf. Table 16, columns 5 and 6). (ii) In the three teams of ETP-21,
MiniZinc and Gecode depart from different constraint sets. Whereas for first two
teams they perform exactly the same exploration (in terms of nodes and failures)
for the third one they do not (cf. Table 18, columns 5 and 6).
(5) The key factor determining the CPU time of the search exploration is the
number of constraint propagations being triggered: The less constraint propagations
a system triggers during the search exploration, the fastest this search is performed.
(i) In this setting, MiniZinc performs a 0.30x number of propagations w.r.t. Gecode,
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and it achieves an slow-down (w.r.t. Gecode) of 0.39. On the other hand, for the
three teams of ETP, it performs a 1.33-1.47x number of propagations w.r.t. Gecode,
achieving an slow-down of 1.53-1.57. (ii) In the case of T OY(FDg) it nearly matches
the amount of propagations of Gecode (1.01-1.02x) for all the Golomb and ETP
searches, and so it matches the CPU time devoted to search exploration (with an
slow-down ranging in 1.01-1.02).
(6) Besides the amount of propagations, in Section 4.4.2 we identified the copy()
constructor as another key factor determining the CPU time devoted to search. On
it, we remarked the importance of modelling tt and trans tt as one-dimensional
variable vectors, rather than the more intuitive bi-dimensional ones. The results of
Tables 17 and 18 prove this importance, presenting a system Gecode* that uses
bi-dimensional arrays. This system has a small deviation of propagations w.r.t.
Gecode, ranging in 1.00-1.02 (similar to T OY(FDg)). However, its slow-down w.r.t.
Gecode ranges in 1.22-1.31 (far away from the 1.01-1.02 of T OY(FDg)). If we look
at the times of Columns 2 and 8, we see that the differences obtained directly come
from the amount of time devoted to execute the method copy() during the search
exploration, which in Gecode* suffers a slow-down ranging in 4.27-6.78 w.r.t the
time devoted by Gecode.
(7) In the case of T OY(FDg), its interface to the Gecode API relies in a method
copy() also based on a one-dimensional variable array. Moreover, some of the
T OY(FDg) variables are directly saved, as m0 in Golomb-11 (cf. Section 4.1.2)
or the variables of tt representing absent workers (cf. Section 4.4.3). Thus, the time
that T OY(FDg) spends is slightly smaller than the one of Gecode (with a slowdown of 0.93 for Golomb-11 and ranging in 0.41-0.50 for the teams of ETP-21). This
is encouraging for T OY(FDg), that can thus reduce a little the overhead derived
from the higher amount of triggered propagations, matching even more the CPU
time of Gecode for performing the search exploration.
5.5.3 Monitoring the Search of Gecode and T OY(FDg)
In this last section, we monitor part of the search exploration in Gecode and
T OY(FDg), proving that they lead to the same search tree exploration (in terms
of nodes and failures), but perform a different amount of propagations.
To do so we use an easier instance Golomb-5, big enough as to lead to a search
exploration (with the similarities and differences between Gecode and T OY(FDg)
that we want to prove) but small enough as to make it tractable. Its optimal solution
is: m = {0, 1, 4, 9, 11}; d = {1, 4, 9, 11, 3, 8, 10, 5, 7, 2}. We use Gist, a tool of Gecode
which allows to interact with the solver during the search exploration. It allows to
execute the search of the tree by double-clicking on their nodes, and also to execute
a method (portion of code acting as a log) when doing so. In this case, we configure
this method to display the domain of all the m and d variables of Golomb. We
execute with Gist the search tree of Golomb-5, following the same depth first search
exploration as the Gecode and T OY(FDg) models do. This exploration leads both
in Gecode and T OY(FDg) to the same search tree, which is presented in Fig. 21.
On it, the blue circles represent choice points, the green diamonds solutions that
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Fig. 21. Golomb, n = 5 Gist Tree

have been further improved, the yellow diamond the optimal solution and the red
squares the failures.
We present below the information displayed when exploring the nodes 1 (root of
the tree, and representing the initial constraint propagation of the constraint set
posted to the solver), 2 and 3 (left nodes of levels 2 and 3, placing the constraints
m1 = 1 and m2 = 3, resp.)
NODE 1.
m = {0, [1..8], [3..12], [6..13], [10..15]}
d = {[1..8], [3..12], [6..13], [10..15], [1..11],
[3..12], [6..14], [1..10], [3..12], [2..9]}
NODE 2.
m = {0, 1, [3..11], [6..13], [10..15]}
d = {1, [3..11], [6..13], [10..15], [2..10],
[5..12], [9..14], [2..10], [3..12], [2..9]}
NODE 3.
m = {0, 1, 3, [7..11], [11..15]}
d = {1, 3, [7..11], [11..15], 2,
[6..10], [10..14], [4..8], [8..12], [4..8]}
We have ensured that, both in Gecode and T OY(FDg), the domain of m and d
variables is exactly the same after exploring each node of the Gist tree. As we see,
executing node 2: (1) Binds m1 = 1, (2) Binds d0 = 1, (3) Prunes m2 from 3 . . . 12 to
3 . . . 11, (4) Prunes d1 from 3 . . . 12 to 3 . . . 11, (5) Prunes d4 from 1 . . . 11 to 2 . . . 10,
(6) Prunes d5 from 3 . . . 12 to 5 . . . 11, (7) Prunes d6 from 6 . . . 14 to 9 . . . 14 and (8)
Prunes d7 from 1 . . . 10 to 2 . . . 10. Also, executing node 3: (1) Binds m2 = 3, (2)
Binds d1 = 3, (3) Binds d4 = 2, (4) Prunes m3 from 6 . . . 13 to 7 . . . 11, (5) Prunes
m4 from 10 . . . 15 to 11 . . . 15, (6) Prunes d2 from 6 . . . 13 to 7 . . . 11, (7) Prunes
d3 from 10 . . . 15 to 11 . . . 15, (8) Prunes d5 from 5 . . . 12 to 6 . . . 10. (9) Prunes d6
from 9 . . . 14 to 10 . . . 14. (10) Prunes d7 from 2 . . . 10 to 4 . . . 8. (11) Prunes d8 from
3 . . . 12 to 8 . . . 12 and (12) Prunes d9 from 2 . . . 9 to 4 . . . 8.
Besides configuring the log method (double-click on nodes), we have implemented
a log constraint, which is associated to each m and d variable. This constraint
propagates each time the domain of its variable is modified, displaying its new
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domain. Thus, besides knowing the fixed point the execution of each node achieves,
now we also realize of how the domain of the variables evolve to achieve such this
fix point. We present this information for nodes 2 and 3 below.
Step |Gecode-NODE 2 |TOY(FDg)-NODE 2 |Gecode-NODE 3 |TOY(FDg)-NODE 3
-----|---------------|----------------|---------------|--------------(01) |m[1] = 1
|m[1] = 1
|m[1] = 1
|m[1] = 1
(02) |d[0] = 1
|d[0] = 1
|m[2] = 3
|m[2] = 3
(03) |d[5] = [5..12] |d[5] = [5..12] |d[0] = 1
|d[0] = 1
(04) |d[4] = [2..11] |d[4] = [2..11] |d[1] = 3
|d[1] = 3
(05) |d[6] = [9..14] |d[6] = [9..14] |d[5] = [5..12] |d[5] = [5..12]
(06) |d[7] = [2..10] |d[7] = [2..10] |d[4] = 2
|d[4] = 2
(07) |m[2] = [3..11] |m[2] = [3..11] |d[6] = [9..14] |d[6] = [9..14]
(08) |m[2] = [3..11] |d[4] = [2..10] |d[7] = [3..10] |d[7] = [3..10]
(09) |d[4] = [2..10] |m[2] = [3..11] |d[8] = [7..12] |d[8] = [7..12]
(10) |
|
|d[7] = [4..10] |d[7] = [4..10]
(11) |
|
|d[9] = [4..9] |d[9] = [4..9]
(12) |
|
|m[3] = [7..13] |m[3] = [7..13]
(13) |
|
|d[2] = [7..13] |d[5] = [6..12]
(14) |
|
|d[9] = [4..8] |d[2] = [7..13]
(15) |
|
|m[3] = [7..11] |m[3] = [7..11]
(16) |
|
|m[4] = [11..15]|d[9] = [4..8]
(17) |
|
|d[2] = [7..11] |m[4] = [11..15]
(18) |
|
|d[3] = [11..15]|d[5] = [6..10]
(19) |
|
|d[5] = [6..10] |d[2] = [7..11]
(20) |
|
|d[7] = [4..8] |d[7] = [4..8]
(21) |
|
|d[8] = [8..12] |d[8] = [8..12]
(22) |
|
|d[6] = [10..14]|d[6] = [10..14]
(23) |
|
|
|d[3] = [11..15]
First column represents the step identifier, to distinguish univocally each atomic
propagation pruning the domain of a variable. Columns 2 and 3 present the log
execution of node 2 in Gecode and T OY(FDg), resp. We can see that they basically
follow the same steps, although the order of execution of steps 8 and 9 (pruning the
domains of m2 and d4 ) are switched from Gecode to T OY(FDg). Finally, columns
4 and 5 present the log execution of node 3. Again, we can see that the propagation
of some variable domains are switched from Gecode to T OY(FDg): (i) The steps
15 and 16 in T OY(FDg) represent to the steps 14 and 15 in Gecode, resp. (ii) The
steps 19 and 23 in T OY(FDg) represent to the steps 17 and 18 in Gecode, resp.
But, most importantly, the step 13 of T OY(FDg) is not performed in Gecode.
That is, to achieve the propagation of d5 (which we know is pruned in node 3 from
5 . . . 12 to 6 . . . 10 in both Gecode and T OY(FDg)) Gecode performs the steps 5
and 19, but T OY(FDg) performs the steps 5, 18 and the auxiliary 13.
In summary, we see that the amount of T OY(FDg) variables varying their domain in node 3 is 23, whereas in Gecode are just 22. However, even performing
different amount of propagations, both systems achieve the same domain for m and
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d variables. This example represents (at low-scale) what is happening in Gecode
and T OY(FDg) in Tables 15 and 17, where we see that, even containing the same
constraint set and performing the same search exploration (in terms of nodes and
failures) they lead to different number of constraint propagations.
5.6 Performance Comparison of ILOG Solver Systems
This section focuses on the 3 ILOG Solver related systems (ILOG OPL, ILOG
Solver and T OY(FDi )), analyzing first their ranking and slow-down results obtained. Then, it uses the concrete instances Golomb-11 and ETP-21 to discuss their
search exploration, comparing their search statistics results. Finally, we monitor the
execution of the ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) models, justifying the different number of variables and constraints they post to the solver for formulating the problem.
5.6.1 Ranking and Slow-Down Analysis
Once again, ideally the performance of ILOG OPL, ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi )
for solving the Golomb and ETP instances would match, as they are running the
instances in the same machine and using the same OS. However, as we have described in section 5.1 and 5.3: (i) Whereas ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) use the
libraries ILOG Concert 12.2 and ILOG Solver 6.8, ILOG OPL uses just the library
ILOG Solver 6.0. (ii) Whereas for Golomb the three systems are following the same
algorithm, in ETP the formulation of ILOG OPL suffers slightly deviations. (iii)
Whereas the COP problem built-up by the C++ ILOG Solver model is explicit
(as it is implemented directly against the ILOG Concert and ILOG Solver API),
the ones of T OY(FDi ) and ILOG OPL are implicit. In the case of T OY(FDi ), it
depends on the interface from T OY(FD) to the ILOG Concert and ILOG Solver
API. In the case of ILOG OPL, it depends on the compilation from the ILOG OPL
model to ILOG Solver that the ILOG OPL Studio framework performs. (iv) The
global constraints alldifferent and distribute are available in the three systems (with
count being implemented as a sum constraint in all of them). However, whereas all
of them are onValue configurable in ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ), in ILOG OPL it
is only possible to configure alldifferent. (v) Whereas the CPU time of ILOG Solver
and T OY(FDi ) is measured in a SICStus Prolog framework, the one of ILOG OPL
is measured in the ILOG OPL Studio framework. (vi) Last but not least, the overheads of Section 5.3 play a role in the performance of the (b) instances, but turn
into nearly negligible when solving the (a) ones.
Table 19 presents the results of the 3 systems for solving the Golomb and ETP
instances. As in Table 14, the columns represent the instance, system, CPU time,
slow-down and ranking, resp. These results reveal the following conclusions:
(1) The ranking for Golomb-9, Golomb-10 and Golomb-11 has T OY(FDi ) as its
fastest system, followed by ILOG Solver and ILOG OPL. In the instances ETP-7
and ETP-15 ILOG Solver turns to be the fastest system, followed by ILOG OPL
and T OY(FDi ). Finally, for ETP-21, ILOG Solver keeps his first position, but
T OY(FDi ) ranks 2, outperforming ILOG OPL.
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Instance

System

Time

Sl-Dw

Ranking

Golomb-9

T OY(FDi)
ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL

0.421
0.468
0.500

1.00
1.11
1.19

1
2
3

Golomb-10

T OY(FDi)
ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL

3.56
3.85
4.40

1.00
1.08
1.24

1
2
3

Golomb-11

T OY(FDi)
ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL

72.65
77.08
88.28

1.00
1.06
1.22

1
2
3

p tt-7

ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL
T OY(FDi)

0.156
0.360
1.380

1.00
2.31
8.85

1
2
3

p tt-15

ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL
T OY(FDi)

0.96
1.00
3.28

1.00
1.04
3.42

1
2
3

p tt-21

ILOG Solver
T OY(FDi)
ILOG OPL

93.42
109.02
124.70

1.00
1.17
1.33

1
2
3

Table 19. ILOG Results
(2) In this context, we observe some similarities w.r.t. the Gecode related systems
ranking: (i) The ranking is stable for the Golomb instances. (ii) It varies from the
Golomb to the ETP problem. (iii) The C++ CP(FD) model ranks 2 for the Golomb
instances, and 1 for the ETP ones. (iv) Interestingly, the system ranking 1 for the
Golomb instances behaves as the worst for the ETP ones (although in ETP-21 it
achieves to rank 2).
Besides these similarities, there are two main differences (w.r.t. the Gecode ranking) that must be discussed: (I) Surprisingly, the system ranking 1 for the Golomb
instances is not the algebraic CP(FD) ILOG OPL, but the CFLP(FD) T OY(FDi )
(which is thus behaving better than the C++ CP(FD) ILOG Solver). (II) The
ranking of ETP is modified if a (b) instance is run.
(3) The slow-downs obtained for (b) instances are quite big: (i) The one of
T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. ILOG Solver (resp. ILOG OPL) is 8.85 (resp. 3.83) for ETP7 and 3.42 (resp. 3.28) for ETP-15. (ii) The slow-down of ILOG OPL w.r.t. Gecode
is 2.31 for ETP-7.
(4) Totally different are the slow-downs obtained for (a) instances, where they
range in 1.06-1.33 for all the systems and instances. Thus, we conclude that, besides
having a more chaotic ranking, the general differences among the 3 ILOG Solver
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related systems are smaller than the ones achieved among the 3 Gecode systems:
(i) The slow-down of ILOG OPL w.r.t. ILOG Solver scales as the Golomb instances
scale, from 1.07 for Golomb-9 to the 1.14 and 1.15 for Golomb-10 and Golomb-11,
resp. This slow-down reaches a maximum with the 1.33 of ETP-21. (ii) The slowdown of ILOG OPL w.r.t. T OY(FDi ) does not follow a clearly pattern for the
Golomb instances (with 1.19, 1.24 and 1.22, resp.) But, in any case this slow-down
reaches a minimum with the 1.14 for ETP-21. (iii) Finally, the slow-down of ILOG
Solver w.r.t. T OY(FDi ) for Golomb instances decreases as the instances scale,
from 1.11 for Golomb-9 to the 1.08 and 1.06 for Golomb-10 and Golomb-11. On the
other hand, the slow-down of T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. ILOG Solver for ETP-21 is 1.17.
(5) The results of (3) and (4) are twofold regarding the interface from T OY(FD)
to ILOG Solver:
On the one hand, as presented in Section 5.3, the overheads of T OY(FDi ) for
solving (b) instances are much bigger than the ones of T OY(FDg) and ILOG
Solver. This directly points at the interface from T OY(FD) to ILOG Solver, revealing that: (i) The ILOG Concert and ILOG Solver objects require less tuning
when they are handled from the C++ CP(FD) framework (programming directly
against the ILOG Concert and ILOG Solver API) than when they are handled from
the CFLP(FD) system (Castiñeiras and Sáenz-Pérez 2012). (ii) This tuning requires more CPU time than the one for interfacing the Gecode API in T OY(FDg).
Thus, based in the general ranking results of Section 5.4 (for ETP-7 and ETP-15)
and in slow-downs presented in (3) (for those same instances) we conclude that
T OY(FDi ) is not competitive for the solving of (b) instances.
On the other hand, these same results present T OY(FDi ) as a very competitive system for solving (a) instances. Moreover, differently to what happens with
Gecode and T OY(FDg) (that nearly match their CPU times for the solving of
(a) instances), these results reveal that, depending on the problem being solved,
T OY(FDi ) can behave either better or worse than ILOG Solver. This points again
at the T OY(FD) interface to ILOG Solver, revealing that there is a mismatch
between the model built up by T OY(FDi ) and the one built up by the C++
CP(FD) model. In Section 5.6.2 we will see the different management required by
ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) leads to a different amount of variables and constraints posted to the solver. In this context, as ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) are
running (partially) different constraint sets, the time they devote to search exploration differs. Finally, in Section 5.6.3 we will monitor the execution of these Golomb
and ETP problems, identifying the cases in which T OY(FDi ) saves variables and
constraints w.r.t. ILOG Solver, and viceversa.
In summary, the obtained results encourage the use of T OY(FDi ) for tackling
(a) instances of COP problems. In terms of modelling, the user can benefit from the
higher expressivity of the CFLP(FD) paradigm. In terms of solving, the user reaches
a performance ranging on a 5%-15% above/below (depending on the problem) the
CPU time obtained when programming in C++ CP(FD) directly against the ILOG
Solver API (being nearly the fourth fastest system for the solving of pure CP(FD)
problems as Golomb, and nearly the fith fastest system for the solving of real-life
applications as ETP).
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System

Time

Nodes

Fails

Vars

Cons

TOY(FDi)
ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL

72.65
77.08
88.28

1,484,102
1,484,102
1,484,102

1,484,086
1,484,086
1,484,088

55
66
76

56
67
132

Table 20. Golomb, n = 11 Search Results

System

Time

Nodes

Fails

Vars

Cons

TOY(FDi)
ILOG Solver
ILOG OPL

1.00
1.06
1.22

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.20
1.38

1.00
1.20
2.36

Table 21. Golomb, n = 11 Slow-Down Results
5.6.2 Search Exploration Analysis
In this section, we compare the search statistics of the systems for the (a) instances
Golomb-11 and ETP-21. The search statistics results for Golomb-11 are presented
in Table 20, with their respective slow-down results presented in Table 21. The same
information is presented for ETP-21 in Tables 22 and 23, representing the search
statistics (cf. Section 3.4.3, step p tt so8 ) of each of the three teams associated to the
first tda being computed. On all these tables, column 1 represents the system and
column 2 the elapsed time for performing the search exploration. Columns 5 and 6
represent the amount of variables and constraints (resp.) posted to the constraint
store before the search exploration starts. Finally, columns 3 and 4 represent the
amount of (resp.) nodes/choice points explored and failures. As we are dealing with
COP problems these numbers are the result after exploring the whole search tree.
Whereas all this information is displayed by the ILOG OPL Studio framework, in
the case of ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) we use the method IloSolver::printInformation() to compute it (cf. Section 5.1.5). Unfortunately, neither the API of
ILOG OPL nor the one of ILOG Solver provide a method to compute the amount
of constraint propagations triggered during the search exploration. As we saw in
Section 5.5.2, this was the key factor determining the elapsed time performed by
the Gecode systems, so the lack of this information supposes a drawback now for
our analysis among the ILOG Solver systems.
A possible way to overcome this would be to compute the constraint propagation
info by ourselves. Reusing the concept of the log constraint presented in Section
5.5.3, we can use an external file to print any variation in the domain of the variables,
as well as an integer global variable, to be increased with each of these variable
domain variations. However, this approach has the following drawbacks: (i) It can
not be implemented in ILOG OPL, so the propagation comparison would only be
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System

Time

Nodes

Fails

Vars

Cons

ILOG Solver
TOY(FDi)
ILOG OPL

4.93
5.91
6.30

194,992
194,992
195,013

194,990
194,990
195,011

141
186
147

99
104
183

ILOG Solver
TOY(FDi)
ILOG OPL

37.29
42.98
51.08

1,418,269
1,418,269
1,418,276

1,418,269
1,418,269
1,418,276

141
181
147

100
105
183

ILOG Solver
TOY(FDi)
ILOG OPL

4.45
4.88
4.72

190,834
190,834
190,091

190,834
190,834
190,091

141
191
147

99
104
183
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Table 22. p tt, nd = 21 Search Results of the Three Teams

System

Time

Nodes

Fails

Vars

Cons

ILOG Solver
TOY(FDi)
ILOG OPL

1.00
1.20
1.28

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.32
1.04

1.00
1.05
1.85

ILOG Solver
TOY(FDi)
ILOG OPL

1.00
1.15
1.37

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.28
1.04

1.00
1.05
1.83

ILOG Solver
TOY(FDi)
ILOG OPL

1.00
1.10
1.06

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.35
1.04

1.00
1.05
1.83

Table 23. p tt, nd = 21 Search Slow-Down of the Three Teams
applied to ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ). (ii) The obtained value of the global
variable does not strictly represent the amount of propagations, as it is possible
that the propagation of a constraint prunes the domain of several variables. (iii)
Moreover, after performing some experiments with the log constraint in the ILOG
Solver API, we realised that some propagations are redundant, displaying multiple
times fake new bindings over variables that were already bound to a singleton value
domain before. These redundant displays arise both when the search backtracks to
past nodes and when traversing new paths. In this setting, the counting of the
actual amount of variable domains variations is distorted, so we can not trust in
our log constraint method to compute it.
Focusing then in the nodes, failures, variables and constraints presented in tables
15-18 we obtain the following conclusions:
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(1) As in Gecode systems, Column 2 of tables 20 and 22 prove that the CPU
times of ILOG OPL, ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) (presented in Table 19) for
Golomb-11 and ETP-21 directly come from their elapsed time devoted to tackle
the search exploration.
(2) Interestingly, both in Golomb-11 and ETP-21 the 3 systems use the same
amount of nodes and failures (in ETP-21 the differences are nearly negligible, not
reaching even a 1%). This represents a difference w.r.t. Table 15, where the algebraic
CP(FD) system MiniZinc used less nodes and failures than Gecode and T OY(FDg)
for solving Golomb-11. The formulation of Golomb is as simple that both MiniZinc
and ILOG OPL models are exactly the same (besides the small grammar differences
between both languages). This formulation includes as its unique global constraint
the alldifferent among d variables. For it, ILOG OPL supports onValue configuration (as Gecode, ILOG Solver, T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi )), but MiniZinc does
not. This questions the fairness of the best performance achieved by MiniZinc for
solving the Golomb instances (cf. sections 5.4 and 5.5.1), as the results reveal that
the lack of onValue configuration can be the factor determining its smaller search
exploration (in terms of nodes, failures and constraint propagations).
(3) Besides exploring the same search tree, columns 5 and 6 of tables 20 and 22
reveal that the 3 ILOG Solver related systems use a different amount of variables
and constraints. These represents a difference w.r.t. Gecode, where only MiniZinc
used a higher amount of constraints for ETP-21 (in all cases with no available info
about the amount of variables used).
In this case, ILOG OPL uses more variables and constraints than ILOG Solver
for ETP-21, but also for Golomb-11. But, interestingly, the difference of variables
and constraints between ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) depends on the problem:
Whereas for Golomb-11 T OY(FDi ) uses less variables and constraints than ILOG
Solver, for ETP-21 it uses more. This amount of variables and constraints turn
to be the key factor determining the elapsed time obtained, as they represent the
constraint network the solver has to deal with. As we see, the smaller this network
is the faster the solver performs the search.
(4) In the case of Golomb-11 we see that, even with such an easy formulation,
ILOG Solver uses a 20% more variables and constraints than T OY(FDi ), leading
to a slow-down of 1.06 w.r.t. it. In the case of ILOG OPL, its formulation leads to
a 38% more variables and a huge 136% more constraints than T OY(FDi ), raising
the slow-down to 1.22.
(5) In ETP-21 we see that ILOG Solver is the system with less variables and
constraints for the 3 team subproblems, and thus it is the fastest one for solving all
of them. However, we do not find a clear pattern between the constraint network and
the slow-down obtained: (i) In the case of T OY(FDi ), the slow-down of constraints
is stable (1.32, 1.28 and 1.35, resp.) However, the slow-down achieved decreases
(1.20, 1.15 and 1.10, resp.), not following a relation w.r.t. the variables evolution.
(ii) In the case of ILOG OPL, both the slow-downs of variables and constraints
are stable (at 1.04 and 1.83, resp.), but the slow-downs obtained are quite different
(1.28, 1.37 and 1.06, resp.)
Finally, a similar situation happens if we compare T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. ILOG OPL.
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For the 3 teams, ILOG OPL uses around 20% less variables than T OY(FDi ),
but around 75% more constraints. However, the slow-down of ILOG OPL w.r.t.
T OY(FDi ) does not follow a clear pattern (1.07, 1.19 and 0.97, resp.), being even
faster for the third team.
5.6.3 Monitoring the Executions of the ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) Models
The formulations of Golomb and ETP followed by Gecode, ILOG Solver, T OY(FDg)
and T OY(FDi ) are equal. However, whereas Gecode and T OY(FDg) used the
same amount of constraints for Golomb-11 (cf. Table 15) and for ETP-21 (cf. Table
17), ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) use a different amount of variables and constraints for Golomb-11 (cf. Table 21) and ETP-21 (cf. Table 23).
The interfaces from T OY(FD) to Gecode and from T OY(FD) to ILOG only
differ on their C++ code, i.e., in the management of the C++ API objects of
the concrete library being used. In this setting, the results show that, whereas
T OY(FDg) is building up the same Gecode model as the one built up when programming directly in the C++ framework, T OY(FDi ) is not doing so. That is,
even following the same problem formulation, T OY(FDi ) and ILOG Solver are
leading to different constraint networks to represent it.
Interestingly, whereas for Golomb-11 T OY(FDi ) builds up a model with less
variables and constraints than the one built up by ILOG Solver, for ETP-21 the
situation is the opposite. This shows that there are cases in which the interface from T OY(FD) to ILOG Concert and ILOG Solver allows to save variables and constraints w.r.t. the direct modelling in C++, and viceversa. By using
printInformation(), we measure the amount of variables and constraints that
T OY(FDi ) and ILOG Solver give rise on each execution step of their programs. In
this section we present such these differences, analyzing where do they come from.
Golomb-11. Table 20 shows that, whereas ILOG Solver requires 66 variables and
67 constraints, T OY(FDi ) requires 55 and 66, resp. This difference of 11 variables
and constraints come from 2 situations:
(1) In T OY(FDi ) the specification of m is done by M == [0 | take (N-1)
gen v list] (where the definitions of take and gen v list are presented in Fig.
16). In this setting, M0 is unified to 0 by pattern matching. As the variable was not
previously identified as an FD one, the unification is in charge of the H solver (cf.
Section 4.4.3). This makes T OY(FDi ) to save both the variable and the constraint.
However, in the ILOG Solver model m is initialized as an IloIntVarArray, with
an initial domain. Thus, the constraint solver considers m[0] as a variable and m[0]
== 0 as a constraint.
(2) The first 10 variables of d : d0 , . . . , d9 represent the subtractions of m1 , . . . , m10
and m0 . In T OY(FDi ) these constraints are managed by the lazy narrowing as D1
== M1 #- M0, . . ., D10 == M10 #- M0, where D1. . .D10 appear for first time in the
program. The management of each of them is performed in two steps: (i) Mi #- 0
= Aux and (ii) Di == Aux. In the case of (i), the interface of ILOG Concert and
ILOG Solver treats the constraint as a basic one, where the new IloIntVar aux is
set to be equal to the subtraction of the already existing IloIntVar (m[i]) and the
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constant 0. As the subtraction is a dummy one, ILOG Concert makes aux and mi to
be two different modelling representations of the same implementation variable (cf.
Section 4.4.2). In this context, the constraint solver saves the variable (aux) and the
constraint (aux = mi - 0). In the case of (ii), as Di was not previously identified
as an FD variable, the unification with Aux is in charge of the H solver. For the
rest of the program, each appearance of Di (as in the alldifferent constraint) will be
identified with Aux in T OY(FDi ) and with aux in the C++ code of the interface.
However, in the ILOG Solver model d is initialized as an IloIntVarArray with
an initial domain. Thus, the constraint solver considers d[0]. . .d[9] as variables
and each d[i] == m[i] - m[0] as a constraint.
ETP-21. Table 22 shows that, whereas for the first team ILOG Solver requires
141 variables and 99 constraints, T OY(FDi ) requires 186 and 104, resp. This difference comes from quite a few situations:
(1) In p tt ta5 the implication constraints C1 => C2 are managed as IloIfThen
by the ILOG Concert API. Its posting in the ILOG Solver model leads to two
constraints in all the cases of the instance.
In T OY(FDi ), the managing of the interface can save some constraints: (i) In
D1 (#=) 2 #=> A1 (#=) 3, as the domain of A1 is 0..2, the solver only posts
one constraint, i.e., D1 /= 2, making the domain of D1 to be 1 \/ 3. (ii) In
D1 (#=) 3 #=> A1 (#=) 3, as the domain of A1 is 0..2, the solver only posts
one constraint, i.e., D1 /= 3. This bounds the domain of D1 to 1, and its propagation bounds D4, D7, . . ., D19 to 1 and prunes the value 1 from the domain of D2, D3,
. . ., D20 and D21. (iii) In D2 (#=) 1 #=> A2 (#=) 0, as the domain of D2 is 2..3,
the expression is trivially entailed and no constraints are posted to the solver.
(2) Let us consider the following T OY(FDi ) goal: domain [X,Y] 1 2, X #> 1,
sum [X,Y] (#=) Z. By using incremental propagation, when the goal reaches the
last constraint the variable X is bound to 2, so the system evaluates sum [2,Y]
(#=) Z. Then, the interface of T OY(FDi ) uses Y to find out the mate IloIntVar
in the C++ code. Unfortunately, for X it only knows that there must be a decision
variable bound to 2, but it does not know which one is it. The API of ILOG Concert
does not allow to use an integer IloInt as an argument of a sum constraint, but
only IloIntVars. In that context, we must create an extra dummy IloIntVar,
whose domain is initially bound to 2. The solver considers this variable as part of
the constraint network, but at least it does not consider its domain initialization as
an additional constraint. This situation is produced in T OY(FDi ) with any bound
variable involved on a sum, distribute, count and alldifferent constraint.
In the ILOG Solver model, the sum constraint can be easily modelled over x
(even if it is bound at that moment) and y, so no additional variable is necessary.
(3) More specifically, for managing of a sum List Op R, T OY(FDi ) creates: (i)
One variable per integer of List, (ii) One variable for Val, (iii) One constraint for
sum List #= Val and (iv) One constraint for Val Op R.
In the case of ILOG Solver all these variables and constraints are skipped.
(4) For managing of a distribute, T OY(FDi ) creates: (i) One variable per
integer of cards and (ii) One variable per integer of vars.
In the case of ILOG Solver it skips the variables of (ii).
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(5) For managing of a count L List Op R, T OY(FDi ) creates: (i) One variable
for L, (ii) One variable per integer of List, (iii) One variable for Val, (iv) One
constraint for card(L) in List #= Val and (v) One constraint for Val Op R.
In the case of ILOG Solver it skips the variables of (i) and (ii).
(6) The use of complex expressions is not supported in T OY(FDi ), and thus
extra variables and constraints are required to represent them. For example, the
expression X #+ 2 #* Y requests first to evaluate 2 #* Y, generating an extra variable Z. Then, the sum X #+ Z is applied.
In the case of ILOG Solver we skip the additional variables and represent the
whole expression as a single constraint.
In summary, as we see, the cases (1) and (2) of Golomb-11 and the case (1) of
ETP-21 allows T OY(FDi ) to save variables and constraints w.r.t. ILOG Solver.
On the other hand, the cases (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) of ETP-21 allow ILOG Solver
to save variables and constraints w.r.t. T OY(FDi ). In this setting, depending on
the formulation of the problem, either T OY(FDi ) or ILOG Solver will lead to an
smaller constraint network, obtaining thus a better performance.

5.7 Performance Comparison of SICStus Systems
This section focuses on the 3 SICStus related systems (SICStus, PAKCS and
T OY(FDs)), analyzing first their ranking and slow-down results obtained. Then,
it uses the concrete instances Golomb-11 and ETP-21 to discuss their search exploration, comparing their search statistics results. Finally, we monitor the execution
of the SICStus and T OY(FDs) models, justifying the different constraint network
they post to the solver for formulating the problem.

5.7.1 Ranking and Slow-Down Analysis
Once again, ideally the performance of SICStus, PAKCS and T OY(FDs) for solving the Golomb and ETP instances would match, as they are running the instances
in the same machine, using the same OS, the same SICStus clpfd library version,
and the same algorithm for formulating it. They are also measuring the CPU time
in the SICStus framework. However, as we have described in section 5.1 and 5.3:
(i) Whereas the COP problem built-up by the SICStus model is explicit (as it is
implemented natively in SICStus Prolog), the ones of PAKCS and T OY(FDs) are
dependent from their interfaces to the SICStus clpfd API. (ii) The global constraints alldifferent and count are available in the 3 systems, but PACKS does not
support onValue configuration for none of them, and SICStus and T OY(FDs) only
for alldifferent. Also, distribute is supported in SICStus and T OY(FDs) (implemented as global cardinality), but not in PAKCS (implemented as a set of count).
In none of the cases the constraint is onValue configurable. (iii) Last but not least,
the overheads of Section 5.3 play a role in the performance of the (b) instances, but
turn into nearly negligible when solving the (a) ones.
Table 24 presents the results of the 3 systems for solving the Golomb and ETP
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Instance

System

Time

Sl-Dw

Ranking

Golomb-9

SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)

0.764
0.810
0.842

1.00
1.06
1.10

1
2
3

Golomb-10

SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)

6.65
7.12
7.35

1.00
1.07
1.11

1
2
3

Golomb-11

SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)

143.60
151.60
153.05

1.00
1.06
1.07

1
2
3

p tt-7

SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)

0.094
0.220
0.248

1.00
2.34
2.64

1
2
3

p tt-15

SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)

1.88
2.36
3.22

1.00
1.26
1.71

1
2
3

p tt-21

SICStus
PAKCS
T OY(FDs)

190.48
199.30
338.16

1.00
1.05
1.78

1
2
3

Table 24. SICStus Results
instances. As in Table 14, the columns represent the instance, system, CPU time,
slow-down and ranking, resp. These results reveal the following conclusions:
(1) The ranking of the SICStus clpfd related systems is totally stable. For all
the Golomb and ETP instances SICStus is the fastest system, followed by PAKCS
and T OY(FDs). Whereas for the Golomb instances this stability on the ranking
is not surprising, for the ETP ones it is, supposing a difference w.r.t. Gecode and
ILOG Solver (cf. tables 14 and 19). This reveals that the overheads of (resp.)
SLD resolution and lazy narrowing presented in Section 5.3 do not distort the
performance order of the systems for the solving of (b) instances.
(2) However, the relation between the overheads of lazy narrowing and SLD resolution distort the slow-downs results obtained for (b) instances. For (a) instances,
the slow-down of PAKCS and T OY(FDs) w.r.t. SICStus ranges in 1.05-1.11 (with
an 1.78 exception for T OY(FDs) in ETP-21, which we will discuss later). For (b)
instances, this slow-down ranges in 1.26-2.64, representing a much worse performance of the CFLP(FD) systems.
(3) In general terms, we see that, for (a) instances, the slow-down of PAKCS w.r.t.
SICStus is quite stable, ranging in 1.05-1.07. It represents an intermediate state
between the behavior of T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. ILOG Solver and the one of T OY(FDg)
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w.r.t. Gecode. On the one hand, it does not achieve to match the CPU time of its
native solver, spending a 5%-7% more CPU time than it in performing the search
exploration. As in T OY(FDi ) and ILOG Solver, this reveals that the constraint
network that SICStus clpfd is tacking is different in the CFLP(FD) execution
than in the CLP(FD) one. That is, pointing again at the CFLP(FD) interface to
the solver library API, it reveals that there is a mismatch between the SICStus
clpfd model built up by PAKCS and the one built up by the native SICStus
implementation. On the other hand, this additional overhead is stable, and so it is
the ranking. That is, independently of the problem being solved, SICStus is always
faster than PAKCS (as a difference from T OY(FDi ) and ILOG Solver). Moreover,
the slow-down always range in 5%-7%, in a similar situation as T OY(FDg) and
Gecode (although for them the slow-down ranged in 1%-2%).
(4) Similarly, the slow-down of T OY(FDs) w.r.t. SICStus for solving the Golomb
instances ranges in 1.07-1.11, reproducing the intermediate state between the behavior of T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. ILOG Solver and the one of T OY(FDg) w.r.t. Gecode.
Once again, this reveals a mismatch between the SICStus clpfd model (constraint
network) built up by T OY(FDs) and the one built up by the native SICStus implementation. But, moreover, the slow-down range of T OY(FDs) (1.07-1.11) is
also different (wider) than the 1.05-1.07 of PAKCS, revealing that also the SICStus clpfd models (constraint networks) built up by T OY(FDs) and PAKCS are
different.
This notion of building up a different constraint network is even more clear for the
solving of ETP-21, where the slow-down of T OY(FDs) w.r.t. SICStus dramatically
increases until 1.78 (in comparison with the 1.05 of PAKCS). This result is quite
bleak for the use of T OY(FDs), as it is even higher than the one achieved for the
(b) instance ETP-15 (1.71), and not much smaller than the one for ETP-7 (2.64),
where the impact of the additional lazy narrowing overhead is most important. In
this setting, in T OY(FDs) we see that, more than a different behavior between (a)
and (b) instances, there is a different behavior between Golomb and ETP instances.
(5) This different behavior of T OY(FDs) between the Golomb and ETP instances can be seen when comparing its slow-down w.r.t. PAKCS. In all the instances PAKCS is faster but, whereas for Golomb instances the slow-down decreases as the instances scale (1.04 for Golomb-9, 1.03 for Golomb-10 and 1.01 for
Golomb-11), for ETP instances the slow-down increases as the instances scale (1.13
for ETP-7, 1.36 for ETP-15 and 1.70 for ETP-21).
In summary, the obtained results encourage the use of T OY(FDs) for tackling
pure CP(FD) problems, but discourage its use for tackling real-life application
problems. In terms of modelling, the user can benefit from the higher expressivity of the CFLP(FD) paradigm. In terms of solving pure CP(FD) problems,
the user reaches an intermediate state between the behavior of T OY(FDi ) w.r.t.
ILOG Solver and the one of T OY(FDg) w.r.t. Gecode. That is, the performance
of T OY(FDs) ranges on a 7%-10% below the CPU time obtained when programming directly in SICStus against the clpfd API. Besides this reasonable overhead
w.r.t. its native implementation, T OY(FDs) reaches nearly the same performance
as when programming in the mate CFLP(FD) system PAKCS. However, when
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solving real-life applications, the performance of T OY(FDs) is a 70%-80% worse
than the CPU time obtained when programming in SICStus against the clpfd
API, being absolutely not competitive w.r.t. it. Moreover, the performance is neither competitive w.r.t. PAKCS, which maintains the intermediate state between
the behavior of T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. ILOG Solver and the one of T OY(FDg) w.r.t.
Gecode, achieving a performance of around a 5% below the CPU time obtained in
the native SICStus implementation.
5.7.2 Search Exploration Analysis
In this section, we compare the search statistics of SICStus and T OY(FDs) (PAKCS
provides no option/command to obtain any information regarding the constraint
solver statistics) for solving the (a) instances Golomb-11 and ETP-21. Our analysis includes the CPU time for performing the search exploration (computed with
the predicate statistics(runtime, [X, |_])), and the results displayed by the
predicate fd statistics, which include the amount of: (i) Constraints posted to
the constraint store before the search exploration starts. Each of these primitive
constraints is tuned by SICStus clpfd into a mate indexical, which is the one being definitely posted to the solver. (ii) Resumptions performed during the search
exploration. Each resumption represents a sort of constraint propagation, i.e., the
triggering of the filtering algorithm of an indexical, evaluating the domain of its
variables involved and pruning them if necessary. (iii) Entailments performed during the search exploration, i.e., the amount of times an indexical is entailed (the
domain of its variables turn the indexical into trivially hold). (iv) Prunings, i.e., the
amount of times the domain of a variable is pruned during the search exploration.
(v) Backtrackings, i.e., the failures nodes reached during the search exploration (as
in the search analysis of Gecode and ILOG Solver).
Before presenting and discussing the results of SICStus and T OY(FDs), we
present an example illustrating the behavior of SICStus clpfd w.r.t. the indexical
generated from a constraint primitive, as well as the constraint solver statistics
obtained from propagating it:
| ?- domain([X],20,22), X #\= 21, X - 10 #= Y, fd_statistics, fd_size(Y,SY).
Resumptions: 2; Entailments: 0; Prunings: 3; Backtracks: 0; Constraints created: 1
SY = 2,
X in{20}\/{22},
Y in{10}\/{12} ? ;
no
| ?- domain([X],20,22), X #\= 21, sub(X,10,Y), fd_statistics, fd_size(Y,SY).
Resumptions: 4; Entailments: 0; Prunings: 3; Backtracks: 0; Constraints created: 1
SY = 3,
X in{20}\/{22},
Y in 10..12 ? ;
no
The predicate sub(A,B,C):- A - B #= C., has a single clause, posting a subtrac-
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tion constraint to clpfd. Next SICStus session solves two goals, which: (i) Create
an FD variable X, with domain values 20 and 22. (ii) Post Y to be equal to the subtraction of X and 10. (iii) Requests SICStus clpfd to display the constraint solver
statistics after propagating the constraint. (iv) Requests also the domain size of Y.
Both goals just differ in (ii). Whereas the first one posts the subtraction constraint
directly, the second one posts it by using the predicate sub/3. However, there are
some differences in both goals:
First, the domain of Y in the first goal is Y in{10}\/{12} (with size SY =
2), but in the second goal is Y in 10..12 (with size SY = 3). This reveals that,
whereas the indexical generated by clpfd from the constraint X - 10 #= Y maintains domain-consistency, the indexical generated from sub(X,10,Y) maintains
bound-consistency. Unfortunately, the propagation level of the indexical a primitive constraint generates is not configurable in SICStus clpfd. This example is
interesting in the context of our comparison between SICStus and T OY(FDs),
as whereas the SICStus model posts the constraints as the first goal proposed,
T OY(FDs) does it as the second one. Thus, both the propagation they achieve,
and the time they spent in running this propagation algorithm is different.
Second, these differences in the propagation algorithms being executed can be not
reflected in the constraint solver statistics displayed: (i) As we see, even following the
same formulation of the problem, the two goals lead to different constraint networks
(consisting in just one indexical, but which differs on its consistency algorithm).
However, this constraint network difference between the goals is not reflected in
the statistics, as only the amount of indexicals is displayed. (ii) The first goal
prunes one variable domain value more than the second goal (the value 11 of Y).
However, the statistics says that both goals execute 3 prunings. This reflects that
fd statistics just counts the prunings in the lower and upper bound values of
the variables (and thus the value 11 of Y is not count for the statistics). (iii) As
the goals just contains one indexical, we can ensure that the resumption statistics
represent the amount of times the propagation algorithm of this indexical is being
executed. Whereas the first goal executes twice the domain-consistency algorithm of
its indexical, the second goal executes four times the bound-consistency algorithm of
it. However, for a same indexical, executing a domain-consistency filtering algorithm
takes longer than executing a bound-consistency one. In this context, we can not
find a direct correlation between the amount of resumptions performed and the
CPU time obtained for executing these resumption filtering algorithms.
With the perspective in mind of the last example, the first two rows of Table 25
present the search statistics results of SICStus and T OY(FDs) for solving Golomb11. The third row represents the slow-down of T OY(FDs) w.r.t. SICStus. The same
information is presented for ETP-21 in Table 26, representing the search statistics
(cf. Section 3.4.3, step p tt so8 ) of each of the three teams associated to the first tda
being computed. On both tables, Column 1 represents the system and Column 2
the CPU time for performing the search exploration. Then, columns 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7
represent (resp.) the amount of indexicals, resumptions, entailments, prunings and
backtrackings displayed by the clpfd solver.
The results of tables 25 and 26 reveal the following conclusions:
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System

Time

Cons

Resump.

Entail.

Prun.

Backt.

SICStus
TOY(FDs)

143.60
153.05

56
56

645,967,067
593,495,878

26,192,797
26,385,042

207,110,715
207,068,902

1,484,088
1,484,088

Sl-Dw T/S

1.07

1.00

0.92

1.01

1.00

1.00

Table 25. Golomb, n = 11 Search Results

System

Time

Cons

Resump.

Entail.

Prun.

Backt.

SICStus
TOY(FDs)
Sl-Dw T/S

9.33
18.61
1.99

231
231
1.00

18,663,982
18,953,619
1.02

8,381,326
8,381,326
1.00

11,619,779
11,619,779
1.00

194,990
194,990
1.00

SICStus
TOY(FDs)
Sl-Dw T/S

78.27
136.11
1.74

224
224
1.00

110,665,909
113,707,230
1.03

62,977,336
62,977,336
1.00

76,755,493
76,755,493
1.00

1,418,269
1,418,269
1.00

SICStus
TOY(FDs)
Sl-Dw T/S

7.61
14.14
1.86

225
225
1.00

16,281,460
16,617,391
1.02

7,688,457
7,688,457
1.00

10,326,448
10,326,448
1.00

199,834
199,834
1.00

Table 26. ETP, nd = 21 Search Results of the Three Teams
(1) Column 2 of both of them prove that the CPU times of SICStus and T OY(FDs)
(presented in Table 24) for Golomb-11 and ETP-21 directly come from their CPU
times devoted to tackle the search exploration.
(2) T OY(FDs) generates the same amount of indexicals that SICStus for Golomb11 and each of the 3 teams of ETP-21. Moreover, by using fd statistics we have
ensured that, for each execution step of the SICStus and T OY(FDs) programs,
they match the amount of indexicals posted to the solver.
These results are very interesting from the point of view of the T OY(FD) interface to SICStus clpfd. In Section 5.7.1 we saw that the performance of SICStus
and T OY(FDs) differ for (a) instances, and we blamed the interface of T OY(FD)
to be the one generating a different set of constraint primitives (constraint network)
than the one generated by the SICStus native implementation. Now, with the results presented in tables 25 and 26, as well as with the former example (presented at
the beginning of the section), we know that the constraint primitives set generated
by T OY(FD) is the same as the SICStus one. However, it is the internal primitive
constraint to indexical translation performed by clpfd the one that differs in both
executions, giving rise to different sets of indexicals (different constraint networks),
i.e., indexicals relying on different constraint filtering algorithms.
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(3) The amount of backtracks of T OY(FDs) and SICStus also match, but
this is not noticeable, as it also happened for T OY(FDg) and Gecode (resp. for
T OY(FDi ) and ILOG Solver).
(4) The amount of prunings and entailments of Golomb-11 lead to confusion,
as we see that T OY(FDs) needs less variable domains prunings to entail more
constraints. It seems not to be intuitive, but, as we saw in the former example (at
the beginning of the section), we can not rely that much in the pruning results, as
they only take into account the lower and upper bound prunings. In the case of
ETP-21, the amount of entailments and prunings directly match.
(5) Finally, the amount of resumptions could be the key factor determining the
CPU time, as it indicates the amount of filtering algorithms being executed during
the search exploration. However, these results are not relevant on their own, but
only jointly with: (i) The CPU time required by the filtering algorithm of each
indexical and (ii) The amount of times each indexical is executed.
For example, the execution of Golomb-11 lead to the posting of 56 indexicals in
both SICStus and T OY(FDs), but we have seen that some of them are posted
to the solver with different filtering algorithms. Whereas in T OY(FDs) the search
exploration lead to the execution of more than 593 millions of filtering algorithms, in
SICStus it lead to more than 645 millions. However, T OY(FDs) spends 10 seconds
more (which supposes a slow-down of 1.07 w.r.t SICStus) in performing these 52
millions of executions less, so the ratio of time per filtering algorithm execution must
be higher. On the other hand, on the 3 teams of ETP-21, T OY(FDs) executes more
filtering algorithms than SICStus, spending again more time to do so.

5.7.3 Constraint Network Generated by the SICStus and T OY(FDs) Models
We conclude our comparison between SICStus and T OY(FDs) presenting the set
of indexicals (constraint network) they generate for the instance Golomb-5 (cf. Section 5.5.3), proving that this set is different in SICStus and T OY(FDs). We use the
predicate call residue, which prints the set of variables (with their current domain) and each indexical posted to the constraint store. We have used call residue
just before triggering the search exploration, obtaining thus the content of the store
once the whole problem formulation has been posted.
Just as a quick remind, the instance contains the variables (i) m ≡ {m0 , m1 ,
m2 , m3 , m4 } and (ii) d ≡ {d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d6 , d7 , d8 , d9 }, as well as the
constraints: (iii) m0 = 0; (iv) m0 < m1 ; m1 < m2 ; m2 < m3 ; m3 < m4 ; (v)
d0 = m1 − m0 ; d1 = m2 − m0 ; d2 = m3 − m0 ; d3 = m4 − m0 ; d4 = m2 − m1 ;
d5 = m3 − m1 ; d6 = m4 − m1 ; d7 = m3 − m2 ; d8 = m4 − m2 ; d9 = m4 − m3 ; (vi)
d0 ≥ 1; d1 ≥ 3; d2 ≥ 6; d3 ≥ 10; d4 ≥ 1; d5 ≥ 3; d6 ≥ 6; d7 ≥ 1; d8 ≥ 3; d9 ≥ 1;
(vii) alldifferent[d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d6 , d7 , d8 , d9 ] and (viii) d0 < d9 .
Below we present the results obtained for call residue in SICStus. For each
variable and indexical, the format used by call residue presents first the set of
variables involved and then the info. Each element is univocally identified:
| ?- call_residue((golomb(5,true,M)),Res), write(Res).
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-------------------------------------------------------------------(01) [[_8074,_8075,_8076,_8077,_8071,_8072,_8073,_8069,_8070,_8068](textttclpfd:all_different([_8074,_8075,_8076,_8077,_8071,_8072,
_8073,_8069,_8070,_8068],[on(val)])),
(02) [_8074,_8075]-(textttclpfd:t=<u+c(_8074,_8075,-1)),
(03) [_8075,_8076]-(textttclpfd:t=<u+c(_8075,_8076,-1)),
(04) [_8076,_8077]-(textttclpfd:t=<u+c(_8076,_8077,-1)),
(05) [_8074,_8068]-(textttclpfd:t>=u+c(_8068,_8074,1)),
(06) [_8074,_8075,_8071]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_8071,_8074,_8075)),
(07) [_8074,_8076,_8072]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_8072,_8074,_8076)),
(08) [_8074,_8077,_8073]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_8073,_8074,_8077)),
(09) [_8075,_8076,_8069]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_8069,_8075,_8076)),
(10) [_8075,_8077,_8070]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_8070,_8075,_8077)),
(11) [_8076,_8077,_8068]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_8068,_8076,_8077)),
(12) [_8074]-(_8074 in 1..8),
(13) [_8075]-(_8075 in 3..12),
(14) [_8076]-(_8076 in 6..13),
(15) [_8077]-(_8077 in 10..15),
(16) [_8071]-(_8071 in 1..11),
(17) [_8072]-(_8072 in 3..12),
(18) [_8073]-(_8073 in 6..14),
(19) [_8069]-(_8069 in 1..10),
(20) [_8070]-(_8070 in 3..12),
(21) [_8068]-(_8068 in 2..9)]

(I) The m and d variables are represented in lines 12..21. As we presented in
Section 5.6.3, m0 is unified to 0 by the H solver, and thus the constraints d0 = m1 −0,
. . ., d3 = m4 − 0 turn to be trivially solved by the H unifications of d0 with m1 , . . .,
d3 with m4 . In this context: (i) The variable m0 does not belong to the constraint
store. (ii) The variable 8074 of line (12) represents to d0 and m1 . (iii) The variable
8075 of line (13) represents to d1 and m2 . (iv) The variable 8076 of line (14)
represents to d2 and m3 . (v) The variable of 8077 of line (15) represents to d3
and m4 . (vi) The variables 8071, 8072, 8073, 8069, 8070 and 8068 of lines
(16). . .(21) represent to d4 . . . d9 , resp.
(II) The constraint m0 < m1 is in fact 0 < m1 , which is understood as a trivial
constraint by clpfd (pruning the lower bound of m1 ). Thus, it is not included in
the constraint store. The lines (02), (03) and (04) represent the constraints m1 <
m2 , m2 < m3 and m3 < m4 , resp. Interestingly, these constraints are translated
to indexicals following the pattern t=<u+c. In this context, the constraints are
represented as m1 ≤ m2 − 1, m2 ≤ m3 − 1 and m3 ≤ m4 − 1 (resp.)
(III) Once again, the constraints setting d0 , . . ., d3 to the subtraction of m1 , . . .,
m4 and m0 (i.e., the constant 0) are managed by the H solver. The lines (06)..(11) set
d4 , . . ., d9 . For example, line (06) sets d4 = m2 −m1 and line (11) sets d9 = m4 −m3 .
On each case, the constraints are translated to indexicals following the pattern
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x+y=t. In this context, the constraints of lines (06) and (11) are represented as
d4 + m1 = m2 and d9 + m3 = m4 (resp.)
(IV) The line (05) represents the symmetry breaking constraint d0 < d9 , which
is translated to an indexical following the pattern t>=u+c. In this context, the
constraint is represented as d9 ≥ d0 + 1.
(V) Finally, the line (01) represents the alldifferent constraint.
Now we present the results obtained for call residue in T OY(FDs), discussing
just the differences arising w.r.t. SICStus:
TOY(FDs)> golomb 5 true == M
-------------------------------------------------------------------(01) [[_30421,_30422,_30423,_30424,_30425,_30426,_30427,_30428,
_30429,_30430]-(textttclpfd:all_different([_30421,_30422,_30423,
_30424,_30425,_30426,_30427,_30428,_30429,_30430],[on(val)])),
(02) [_30421,_30422]-(textttclpfd:t>=u+c(_30422,_30421,1)),
(03) [_30422,_30423]-(textttclpfd:t>=u+c(_30423,_30422,1)),
(04) [_30423,_30424]-(textttclpfd:t>=u+c(_30424,_30423,1)),
(05) [_30421,_30430]-(textttclpfd:t>=u+c(_30430,_30421,1)),
(06) [_30421,_30422,_30425]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_30421,_30425,_30422)),
(07) [_30421,_30423,_30426]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_30421,_30426,_30423)),
(08) [_30421,_30424,_30427]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_30421,_30427,_30424)),
(09) [_30422,_30423,_30428]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_30422,_30428,_30423)),
(10) [_30422,_30424,_30429]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_30422,_30429,_30424)),
(11) [_30423,_30424,_30430]-(textttclpfd:x+y=t(_30423,_30430,_30424)),
(12) [_30421]-(_30421 in 1..8),
(13) [_30422]-(_30422 in 3..12),
(14) [_30423]-(_30423 in 6..13),
(15) [_30424]-(_30424 in 10..15),
(16) [_30425]-(_30425 in 1..11),
(17) [_30426]-(_30426 in 3..12),
(18) [_30427]-(_30427 in 6..14),
(19) [_30428]-(_30428 in 1..10),
(20) [_30429]-(_30429 in 3..12),
(21) [_30430]-(_30430 in 2..9)]
(I) The indexes of the T OY(FDs) variables are: (i) Much higher than the ones
for SICStus (with indexes over 30,000 in contrast to the 8,000 of SICStus). (ii)
With a continue increasing order from 30421 to 30430, in contrast with the intermittent increasing order of SICStus: 8074,. . ., 8077, then 8071,. . ., 8073, then
8069,. . ., 8070 and finally 8068. This reveals that the load of the T OY(FD) libraries on top of SICStus (to launch a T OY(FDs) session) leaves a smaller amount
of free memory to further tackling the labeling execution.
(II) The lines (02), (03) and (04) represent the constraints m1 < m2 , m2 < m3
and m3 < m4 , resp. Interestingly, these constraints are translated to indexicals
following the pattern t>=u+c. In this context, the constraints are represented as
m2 ≥ m1 + 1, m3 ≥ m2 + 1 and m4 ≥ m3 + 1 (resp.)
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(III) The lines (06)..(11) setting d4 ,. . .,d9 are also translated to indexicals following the pattern x+y=t, but the arguments x and y are inverted. Thus, the constraints
of lines (06) and (11) are represented as m1 + d4 = m2 and m3 + d9 = m4 (resp.)
6 Conclusions
The main goal of this paper has been to position the system T OY(FD) w.r.t.
the state-of-the-art CP(FD) systems. More specifically, we have performed an indepth modelling and solving comparison (tackling two relevant COP’s) among the
algebraic CP(FD) systems MiniZinc and ILOG OPL, the C++ CP(FD) systems
Gecode and ILOG Solver, the CLP(FD) systems SICStus and SWI-Prolog and the
CFLP(FD) systems PAKCS and T OY(FD) (last one with its three different versions T OY(FDg), T OY(FDi ) and T OY(FDs), relying on the constraint solvers
of Gecode, ILOG Solver and SICStus, resp.) In the next sections we summarize
the obtained conclusions of the systems and problems being selected and of the
modelling and solving comparisons being performed.
6.1 Systems Overview
We have devoted Section 2 to discuss the systems being selected for the case study:
For algebraic CP(FD) we have selected MiniZinc as it might be seen as the standard algebraic CP(FD) modelling language (with most state-of-the-art constraint
solver libraries including an interface to FlatZinc, and the MiniZinc challenge organized every year to compare various constraint solvers on the same problems sets).
We have also selected ILOG OPL because it is an industrial market leader, being
the modelling language selected by most of the companies for COP solving during
the last decade.
For C++ CP(FD) we have selected Gecode because it is a free software CP(FD)
library with state-of-the-art performance (awarded with the best results in the last
five editions of the MiniZinc Challenge). Besides that, Gecode interfaces FlatZinc,
as it is thus possible to make a modelling and solving comparison between programming in MiniZinc (interfaced to Gecode) and directly in Gecode. Following
this same idea we have selected ILOG Solver because it is the constraint solver
targeted by OPL when solving generic FD problems. It implies using the ILOG
Concert library for modelling (which also requires a further translation to ILOG
Solver). Thus, a modelling and solving comparison between programming in ILOG
OPL and ILOG Concert and their translations to ILOG Solver turns to be quite
interesting, as well as to compare this gap with the one produced between MiniZinc
(against Gecode) and Gecode.
For CLP(FD) we have selected SICStus Prolog because it is an ISO standard
compliant, Prolog development system with state-of-the-art performance. Also, it
is the host language of the CFLP(FD) systems PAKCS and T OY(FD), and thus
a comparison with them turns to be quite interesting. Moreover, SICStus provides
a Prolog-C++ communication framework, allowing to execute the C++ CP(FD),
CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) models within a Prolog framework. We have also se-
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lected SWI-Prolog as it is an efficient free software CLP(FD) system that has been
driven by the needs for real-world applications. Thus, the modelling and solving
comparison between SICStus and SWI-Prolog turns to be quite interesting.
For CFP(FD) we have selected no systems, as the only one providing a generalpurpose functional programming language is the FD-MCP framework, and unfortunately is seems to be at a beta version.
For CFLP(FD) we have selected the systems PAKCS and T OY(FD) as they
provide pure FLP languages and, instead of using an abstract machine for running
byte-code or intermediate code from compiled programs, they use SICStus Prolog
as an object language.
6.2 Problems Overview
We have devoted Section 3 to discuss the two COP’s being selected. For each one
we have described it, presenting the algorithm followed to its solving (first giving
an informal sketch, and then describing it step by step). Also, concrete instances
of both problems have been used to guide the explanations.
First, we have selected Golomb as it is a classical benchmark present in the CSPlib
list of problems. On the one hand, its modelling is easy enough as to be considered
one of the introductory examples for understanding the basics of CP(FD). On
the other hand, its solving is quite hard, and only small instances of it has been
successfully solved. In summary, the Golomb problem allows us to get some insights
of how the different systems already presented behave when tackling a rather simple
but pure CP(FD) problem.
Second, we have selected an ETP coming from a technical department of the
Spanish public television. It is a real-life COP application, fully parametric on
the specification of the different input aspects of the problem, non-monolithic and
including CP(FD) independent components. We have presented a four stage approach to tackle the problem, justifying the amount of variables and constraints
being saved w.r.t. a monolithic approach. In summary, the ETP allows us to exploits the different COP modelling and solving features provided by the systems.
6.3 Modelling Conclusions
In Section 4 we have used the Golomb and ETP formulations of Section 3 to deeply
analyze their modelling in the 8 systems being proposed in Section 2 (all the models are available at http://gpd.sip.ucm.es/ncasti/models.zip). The modelling
comparison has been quite precise, discussing in detail how each paradigm and system tackles the modelling of a CP(FD) problem. To do so we have first devoted
Section 4.1 to the pure basic CP(FD) Golomb problem. On it we have given a first
approach to modelling on each system, including general insights about very basic
concepts as the abstraction of the constraint solver, the specification of the FD
variables, FD constraints and search strategies, as well as the outputting of the obtained solutions. With this first overview, we have devoted the rest of the sections to
the ETP problem. As it is a real-life application, fully parametric, non-monolithic
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and including CP(FD) independent components, we have used it to fully exploit
the capabilities that each paradigm and system provides, analyzing the strengths
and drawbacks of each of them. Each of the sections has been devoted to deeply
analyze a concrete modelling issue, presenting the way each paradigm tackles it
separately. Thus, Section 4.2 has analyzed the implementation of the p tt architecture. Then, Section 4.3 has focused on the data structures, Section 4.4 on the
variables, Section 4.5 on the independent CP(FD) components and, finally, Section
4.6 on the constraints. We present next the conclusions obtained on each of these
sections.
6.3.1 General Modelling Comparison Overview
In Section 4.1, we have used Golomb to identify the following as the very basic concepts any CP(FD) problem must contain: (i) Constraint solver, (ii) FD variables,
(iii) FD constraints, (iv) Search strategy and (v) Displaying the obtained solution.
Regarding the constraint solver, it is transparent to the user in algebraic CP(FD),
CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems, and so it is its management. In the case of the
C++ CP(FD) systems, they develop solver-targeted models, managing the control
of its decision variables, constraints, objective function, constraint store, constraint
propagation, search engine and search control (as well as the garbage collection of all
these elements). More specifically, in Gecode the constraint solver is represented by
an Space object, and the modelling is done by inheritance, using tuned subclasses
whose class constructor contains the formulation of the problem. In ILOG Solver the
constraint solver is represented by an IloSolver, but the problem is formulated on
the generic modelling layer ILOG Concert, which includes a constraint store and a
translation process between the generic variables and constraints to the IloSolver
targeted ones.
Regarding the variables, whereas algebraic CP(FD) systems explicitly distinguish
between parameter and FD variables, CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems implicitly
distinguish between logical and FD ones (which are implicitly attributed by the
system). By relying on these non FD variables we leverage the constraint network
posted to the solver. In CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems the H solver manages
any non FD variable of the model. Moreover, the use of pattern matching allows the
H solver to unify (to an integer atom) some FD variables for which no other FD
constraints were already being posted. On the other hand, in algebraic CP(FD) no
single FD variable can be saved. Furthermore, the requirement of displaying some
parameter variables in the solution turn them (as well as other parameter variables
related to them) into decision (FD) ones.
Regarding the constraint posting, the use of aggregate expressions allow algebraic CP(FD) systems to declare blocks of constraints in just one line of code,
in a much more elegant way than the C++ CP(FD) imperative loops and the
CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) recursive processes. In terms of constraint propagation,
algebraic CP(FD) just supports batch mode, and the CFLP(FD) system PAKCS
just incremental mode. C++ CP(FD) inherently support batch mode, but their
models can be tuned to support incremental by using additional variables control-
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ling the feasibility of the solver after posting each constraint. Similarly, CLP(FD)
inherently supports incremental mode, but their models can support incremental
one by using additional variables freezing the posting of the constraints. Finally, in
T OY(FD) the use of devoted primitives set the propagation mode, easily supporting the application of different propagation modes to different parts of the model.
Besides the search control, a search declaration must specify the variable set, the
variable order, the value order and the cost function. Algebraic CP(FD), CLP(FD)
and CFLP(FD) systems provide expressive primitives allowing to fully specify them
in one line of code. In Gecode, the specification is more low level, attached to the
tree exploration being performed. Tree nodes are Spaces. A search engine wraps
the Space to control the search exploration. The copy method of the Space must
be explicitly programmed (the engine uses it to clone Spaces for performing the
hybrid recomputation techniques), as well as the cost function (dynamically adding
new bound constraints to the tree exploration). Finally, the engine must be forced
to look for all the solutions, remaining the last (optimal) one. ILOG Solver requests
several primitives to specify the search, to be composed in a final daemon applied
(to be executed) to the IloSolver. However, neither search control nor specific
programming methods are required.
Regarding displaying the solution, C++ CP(FD) systems require specific Space
and IloSolver methods to access to the values of their attached variables. In the
algebraic CP(FD), CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD), as variables are freely declared, they
can be used straight to display their obtained values.
6.3.2 Fitting the Architecture of the Formulation
In Section 4.2 we have used the ETP problem to analyze how the different paradigms
suit the architecture of the p tt algorithm.
In the algebraic CP(FD) systems a different model (file) is used to implement
each stage of the algorithm. This separation is mandatory as stages team assign and
tt solve must be isolated. The former because the d must be decision variables (FD)
in team assign and parameter variables in tt split and tt map. The latter (tt solve)
must be isolated to exploit the independence of each tti team. An external script
coordinates the execution of the models, generating the input arguments for each
of them. The programming of the script represents a difficulty on its own (besides
being a task totally independent from modelling a CP(FD) problem). Moreover, the
use of the script precludes from following the steps p tt a1 , p tt a7 , p tt sp3 and
p tt sp4 of the p tt algorithm, and the alternative to overcome these difficulties
requests using more variables and constraints than the original p tt formulation.
In C++ CP(FD) systems the model is contained in just one file, where the main
function plays the role of the script in the algebraic CP(FD) systems, coordinating the execution of the different stages. Whereas an outermost loop is used to
implement the architecture of the stages, an innermost one ensures the sequential
solving of the different teams. The stages tt split and tt map are easily implemented
by using the C++ abstractions. However, the stages team assign and each team
of tt solve require a different constraint solver. This is mandatory, as the C++
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CP(FD) solvers are not prepared to receive the new constraints of tt solve when
they are already in search mode (set in p tt ta7 ). Whereas in Gecode the solver abstractions of team assign and tt solve lead to different Space subclasses, in ILOG
Solver all of them are implemented with IloSolver objects.
In CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems, the support of model reasoning allows
them to fully match the p tt formulation. The model is contained in one file and,
moreover, the code of the main p tt program predicate/function is much simpler
and neater than the one for algebraic CP(FD) and C++ CP(FD) systems. It
coordinates the different stages by simply placing them in order. A labeling primitive
in p tt ta7 and p tt so8 ensure the correct implementation of the architecture of
p tt. Interestingly, both CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems will internally need to
use different solvers for team assign and each team of tt solve. However, as these
systems abstract the notion of constraint solver, their management and how the
system places the constraints on each of them is transparent to the user.
6.3.3 Impact of the Data Structures
In Section 4.3 we have analyzed the data structures used by the different paradigms.
Whereas C++ CP(FD), CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems use dynamic data
structures as vectors and lists, algebraic CP(FD) systems rely in static arrays,
which imply additional modelling difficulties. First, extra input parameters are
needed to set in advance the concrete amount of elements each array must contain.
Bi-dimensional and three-dimensional arrays are used in tt split to configure the
input parameters and structure of the different teams to be solved with tt solve.
As these arrays have fixed length, extra FD variables and constraints are needed
to represent fake days in those teams having less days (e.g., tt2 and tt3 in ETP-7).
Regarding the access to the elements and their indexing, algebraic CP(FD) systems provide free access to bi-dimensional arrays, and free array indexing by using
parameter variables. C++ CP(FD) systems provide free indexing with vector elements, but they do not provide free access to bi-dimensional vectors, requiring
the use of auxiliary variables for that. The same situation happens with CLP(FD)
systems, which need an auxiliary logic variable and a primitive nth1 predicate to
access to one-dimensional lists, as well as to index with list elements (n variables
and primitives are needed for accessing and indexing n-dimensional lists). Finally,
CFLP(FD) systems need to implement this nth1 mate function, and also need of
these auxiliary variables for accessing and indexing elements. However, in their case
the use of higher order features make these variables implicit.
6.3.4 Amount of FD Variables to Formulate the Problem
In Section 4.4 we have used the ETP problem to analyze the amount of FD variables
the different paradigms need to suit the p tt algorithm.
In algebraic CP(FD) systems the mate variables tt and trans tt of each team
are declared by using two independent bi-dimensional arrays, which are linked via
explicit constraints.
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In C++ CP(FD) systems tt and trans tt are represented by two dependent variable arrays. That is, two different variable arrays are used, but the trans tt one
is built up by directly using the elements of tt. Thus, whereas we manage two
modelling variable representations, both of them rely on a single variable implementation representation (the one posted to the constraint store for constraint
propagation). In particular, Gecode sets tt and trans tt are represented as onedimensional variable arrays attributes of the class StageIII (and not as the more
naturally bi-dimensional ones used by ILOG Solver). These one-dimensional approach implies a harder modelling, recomputing all the indexes of the variables
involved on each of the constraints being posted. However, it allows both tt and
trans tt to be immediately cloned by the copy constructor, whereas the use of bidimensional arrays would have required an additional management, penalizing the
performance of the copy method, and thus of the CPU time spent on solving the
problem. Interestingly, this represents a low-level issue, showing that the lack of
abstraction in C++ CP(FD) can result in breaking the so-called isolation between
the modelling and solving of a problem.
In CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems, the unification of two logic variables is
done by the H solver, but the equality of two FD variables posts an FD constraint
to the store. In this setting, tt and trans tt are represented by two dependent
variable lists. Whereas tt is built up by generating new fresh logic variables, trans tt
is constructed from tt by using pattern matching unification. This allows to reduce
the constraint network posted to the solver, as it happens in stage team assign,
where all but nt of the d variables are managed by the H solver. However, to
save these FD variables and constraints, their unifications must be done before the
variables are FD attributed (which is implicitly done as soon as an FD constraint
involves them). This clearly breaks the pure declarative view of modelling that
CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems claim to provide (as the order in which the
problem formulation is declared becomes relevant for the solving efficiency).
6.3.5 Management of the CP(FD) Independent Components
In Section 4.5 we have analyzed the computation of the CP(FD) independent data
structures of the ETP problem, which exploit most of the expressivity features each
paradigm provides.
In algebraic CP(FD) systems these features include: (i) The use of sets as a
basic data structure. (ii) The use of integer range expressions, considering all the
elements or just the ones holding a property (condition). (iii) The management of
sets of Boolean conditions with bool2int (just in MiniZinc). (iv) The use of sum to
count the amount of elements of a data structure holding a condition. (v) The use
of the card(set) primitive (just in ILOG Solver). (vi) In MiniZinc, any parameter
variable to be displayed in the output block must be turned into FD (decision)
variable. This is the case of oabs, and collaterally of atd and etd (which depend on
oabs). (vii) The use of forall to elegantly declare blocks of constraints. (viii) The
use of local variables (just in MiniZinc).
In the case of C++ CP(FD) systems these features include: (i) The use of the
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imperative programming style, to fully control the execution of the model. (ii) The
use of methods to provide a better modularity of the code. (iii) The use of both
value and reference parameters, making a more efficient use of the memory. (iv)
The use of the standard library, which abstracts the management of the vectors.
In the case of the CFLP(FD) systems these features include: (i) The declarative
programming style, isolating the modelling from the execution of the model. (ii)
The use of functions, providing a better modularity of the code. These functions
can be non-deterministic, with (possibly conditional) overlapping rules. (iii) The
use of higher order, allowing to develop an elegant, simple and neat formulation for
each of the functions. (iv) The use of lazy evaluation, with an inherent call-time
choice semantics for an efficient computation of the shared arguments. (v) The use
of type declarations, allowing to develop more robust and secure programs. (vi)
The use of pattern matching and partial application.
Finally, in the case of CLP(FD) systems we explore their modelling features by
comparing them with the ones of the CFLP(FD) systems: On the one hand, the
lack of higher order features lead to a less compact definition of each predicate, a
higher amount of explicit variable declarations and a higher amount of predicates
(as the lack of polymorphic arguments implies creating an specific predicate for each
different application of a higher order CFLP(FD) function). On the other hand,
CLP(FD) supports the use of input/output arguments, applying pattern matching
also to the result of a computation and the use of the ! operator (last two leading
to a better efficiency in the execution of predicates by directly saving the evaluation
of some clauses not leading to a solution).
6.3.6 Posting FD Constraints
In Section 4.6 we have used the ETP problem to analyze interesting features on the
posting of the constraint on each paradigm.
In algebraic CP(FD) systems, the mismatch produced by the fixed length of some
arrays lead to extra fake FD variables, which obviously need extra constraints to
set their dummy values. Once again, the use of forall blocks allow to declare sets
of constraints in an elegant and neat way. However, as neither MiniZinc nor ILOG
Solver include the notion of a counter for these blocks, the declaration of some
constraints turns to be much more difficult (when they imply a complex relation
among the indexes of the variables involved). Finally, the domain of each variable
must be initialized when the variable is declared.
In C++ CP(FD) systems, due to the use of vectors, neither extra fake FD
variables nor constraints are required. Also, the domain of most of the variables is
set on the variable declaration. However, this is not mandatory, as we have seen
in Gecode, where the domain of tt and trans tt is not performed by the StageIII
class constructor. Finally, in both Gecode and ILOG Solver, the use of counters and
loop constructions ease the declaration of the constraints (although this declaration
is not as neat as in algebraic CP(FD) systems).
In CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) systems, due to the use of lists, neither extra fake
FD variables nor constraints are required. Whereas in SICStus and PAKCS the
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initialization of variables to a set of (discontinuous) values require so much tuning,
in SWI and T OY(FD) this is not the case (with the latter directly supporting it
as a primitive). By declaring auxiliary variables on the fly we ease even more the
posting of some constraints. Moreover, in CFLP(FD) the use of higher order and
functional notation avoid the explicit declaration of such these auxiliary variables.
6.3.7 T OY(FD) Main Conclusion
Once we have precisely evaluated (from different perspectives) the modelling advantages and drawbacks each paradigm and system provides, we conclude that:
The use of T OY(FD) is highly encouraged for the modelling of a COP problem,
as it represents the most complete approach of all the systems being evaluated.
In concrete: (i) It abstracts the notion of the constraint solver, isolating the use
of several solvers and the distribution of the constraints on them. It also supports
freely access to the variable computed values. (ii) It models the problems in just
one file, matching the multiple-stage architecture of the p tt algorithm by simply
placing the stages in order. (iii) It uses dynamic data structures, and makes handy
the access and index of them. (iv) It allows to save several FD variables by altering
the modelling process, placing first the variable unifications and then the rest of the
FD constraints. (v) It provides batch and incremental primitives for easily applying
different propagation modes to different parts of the program. (vi) It is a declarative
general-purpose programming language, including expressive modelling features as
non-deterministic functions, types, higher-order, lazy evaluation, pattern matching
and partial application. However, its lazy narrowing operational semantics implies
an slightly additional overhead w.r.t. the SLD resolution, due to the unavoidable
evaluation of all the rules of the functions. (vii) Its expressiveness is also handy for
the posting of the FD constraints and specifying the search strategy to be applied.
6.4 Solving Conclusions
In Section 5 we have used the models of Section 4 to analyze the performance of
the 10 systems being proposed (including the three versions of T OY(FD) available
at http://gpd.sip.ucm.es/ncasti/TOY(FD).zip). By using the mate instances
Golomb-9 & ETP-7, Golomb-10 & ETP-15 and Golomb-11 & ETP-21 (which are
solved in the orders of magnitude of tenths of seconds, seconds and minutes, resp.)
we have analyzed the performance of each system, discussing any noticeable difference between the solving of each of the two problems.
The solving comparison is quite precise, and is divided in three blocks. The first
block have set the experiments. Section 5.1 have analyzed the standard context
for the models, and any deviation of each system. Section 5.2 have discussed the
best constraint solver configuration. Section 5.3 have analyzed the different factors
or overheads composing the requested CPU time of each system, and how these
factors evolve for the different instances. The second block have compared the
solving performance of the 10 systems, analyzing their ranking and slow-downs,
and discussing the underlying performance order existing among the Gecode, ILOG
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Solver, SICStus and SWI related systems. Finally, the third block have specialized
the comparison, focusing just in the systems related by their underlying constraint
solver: Whereas Section 5.5 have considered the Gecode related systems, Section
5.6 have considered the ILOG Solver systems and Section 5.7 the SICStus ones. For
each of these sections, the ranking and slow-down results have been analyzed, and
Golomb-11 and ETP-21 have been used to discuss the search statistics obtained
by each of the systems. This discussion have included a low-level monitoring of the
concrete T OY(FD) version and the constraint solver native models, to analyze the
reasons of their similar or different performance achieved. We summarize below the
conclusions obtained on each of these sections.
6.4.1 Setting the Experiments
In Section 5.1 we have set a common framework for the experiments, considering
the machine and system versions used, the algorithm followed to solve the problems,
the set of variables and constraints, the global constraints and the measurement of
the CPU time and other search statistics. We summarize now the slight deviations
of the systems w.r.t. this common configuration: (i) A common machine is used.
However, regarding the system versions, there is a mismatch between the ILOG
Concert 12.2 + ILOG Solver 6.8 versions used by ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ),
and the ILOG Solver 6.0 (and no ILOG Concert version) used by ILOG OPL.
(ii) All the systems follow the golomb and p tt formulations presented in sections
3.2 and 3.4. However, in algebraic CP(FD) systems, the use of the external script
implies a few deviations in the modelling of ETP. Also, the concrete modelling
features of each paradigm and system provides imply a few deviations in the number
of variables and constraints they use. (iii) Only MiniZinc, ILOG OPL, Gecode,
ILOG Solver, SICStus and T OY(FD) support the global constraints alldifferent
and distribute. Moreover, only Gecode, ILOG Solver, T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi )
support onValue configuration for both of them. (iv) MiniZinc and ILOG OPL
rely (resp.) in the FlatZinc command-line interpreter and in the ILOG OPL Studio
framework for computing their solving CPU time. The rest of the systems run their
instances within a Prolog framework, and the measurement of their CPU times relies
on the Prolog predicate statistics. In CLP(FD) and CFLP(FD) this execution
is trivial, as all these systems are implemented in Prolog. However, the execution in
Prolog of the C++ CP(FD) models requires using the interface between C++ and
Prolog provided by SICStus. (v) Finally, Gecode, ILOG Solver and SICStus provide
their own methods for displaying search statistics, and all the related systems but
PAKCS rely on them.
6.4.2 Setting the Constraint Solver Configuration
In Section 5.2 we have compared the CPU times achieved by labeling (both by first
unbound FU and first fail FF) the m variables of Golomb, and the tt (W) and
trans tt (D) variables of ETP: (i) In the Golomb instances FU has been between 2
and 4 times faster than FF. (ii) In ETP-15 and ETP-21 FU&W has been 1.16-2.02,
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1.34-2.96, and 1.41-3.11 times faster than FF&D, FF&W and FF&D, resp. However,
in ETP-7, FU&W is not the fastest strategy neither for algebraic CP(FD) nor for
CFLP(FD) systems, but the achieved overhead of 2-30ms is nearly negligible. (iii)
In both problems we have used an instance (Golomb-9 and the first team of the
first tda of ETP-15, resp.) to analyze the search space remaining at the beginning
of the search, showing the selected strategy leads to a more efficient search tree
exploration than the others.
Once fixed the search strategy, we have evaluated the application of batch and
incremental propagation modes to it. The results have revealed that, in most cases,
batch mode is faster than incremental, but with not big enough differences. In fact,
as the size of the Golomb and ETP instances scale, the slow-down of incremental
w.r.t. batch tend to converge to 1.00, making the propagation mode selected irrelevant. However, there have been three cases in which the batch mode has been clearly
much better than the incremental one: (i) Golomb-11 for SICStus and T OY(FDs).
The differences can be directly assigned to clpfd (as PAKCS does not support
batch mode we have not been able to check if it also happens on it). In any case,
the difference has been bigger in T OY(FDs) than in SICStus. (ii) ETP-21 for
T OY(FDi ). However, as the different batch/incremental behavior has not been
reproduced in ILOG Solver, we can directly assign the T OY(FDi ) difference to
the way the system interfaces the constraint solver. (iii) ETP-21 for SICStus and
T OY(FDs). In this case it happens the same effect than in (i), but now the differences between batch and incremental have been enormous, turning the propagation
mode into a key concept for the solving of the instance. Moreover, as PAKCS only
supports incremental, these results have forced us to select it as the propagation
mode being applied in the rest of experiments (besides in MiniZinc and ILOG OPL,
that only support batch mode), for the sake of a fair comparison among SICStus,
T OY(FDs) and PAKCS.
6.4.3 Factors Composing the Solving Time
We have devoted Section 5.3 to analyze the different factors composing the requested CPU time of each system, and how these factors evolve for the different
instances. We have observed that, as long as the instances scale enough, the search
exploration becomes the key factor in the CPU time achieved. In this context, if
the percentage of CPU time devoted to search exploration has been above 98% we
classify the instance as (a), and as (b) otherwise. On the one hand, (a) instances
are purely CP(FD) dependent, as their CPU time directly come from the time the
solver spends in performing a search exploration. On the other hand, (b) instances
are both CP(FD) and paradigm dependent, as their CPU time also comes from
the different paradigm inherent overheads.
Regarding the Golomb instances, all of them are (a) classified, and thus the remaining time they devote to other tasks is nearly negligible. These results encourage
the selection of Golomb as a paradigmatic representation of a pure CP(FD) optimization problem. On the one hand, its basic formulation precluded us of taking
advantage of the higher modelling capabilities of the different paradigms. On the
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other hand, the inherent overheads these paradigms provide become nearly negligent when solving any problem instance, turning the performance comparison
among the different systems into purely CP(FD) dependent.
Regarding the ETP instances, ETP-7 and ETP-15 are (b) classified. Depending
on the system, their search exploration percentage ranges from 0% to 100% of the
total CPU time. On the other hand, ETP-21 is (a) classified. These results encourage the selection of ETP as a paradigmatic representation of a real-life application.
On the one hand, its complex formulation lead us to fully take advantage of the
higher modelling capabilities of the algebraic CP(FD), C++ CP(FD), CLP(FD)
and CFLP(FD) paradigms. On the other hand, we see that, by slightly scaling
the problem we quickly find (a) instances. But, for small instances the paradigm
related overheads have a real impact in the CPU time. More specifically, in ETP-7
the range of percentages devoted to search exploration is very wide, ranging from
0%, 15%, 35%, 65%, 80% and 100%. In ETP-15 the range turns narrower, with
most of the systems over the 90% of their time.
Focusing on the algebraic CP(FD) systems, whereas MiniZinc requires a fixed
amount of time for parsing the FlatZinc model to an executable Gecode Space, the
time ILOG OPL Studio requires for parsing the ILOG OPL model to a suitable
ILOG Solver input is dependent on the size of the ILOG OPL model.
Regarding the C++ CP(FD) systems, the access time from C++ to the Gecode
API scales as the instances scale, but the access time from C++ to the ILOG
Concert + ILOG Solver API remains stable. This behavior of Gecode (resp. of
ILOG Solver) is opposite to the one of MiniZinc (resp. of ILOG OPL). Moreover,
whereas the overhead of MiniZinc for parsing the FlatZinc file is bigger than the one
of executing the Gecode C++ model, the overhead of ILOG OPL is smaller than
the one of the ILOG Solver C++ model. Furthermore, the overhead of executing
the Gecode C++ model is also smaller than the one of the ILOG Solver C++
model, revealing once again the drawback of managing the ILOG Concert objects.
Regarding the CLP(FD) systems, the SLD resolution of SICStus is more efficient
than the one of SWI. But, in any case, the time SICStus and SWI spend in SLD
resolution is encouraging, as it is comparable to the one of running the algebraic
CP(FD) and C++ CP(FD) models.
Finally, for CFLP(FD) systems we have compared the results of T OY(FDs)
and PAKCS, revealing that they spend the same percentage of time to lazy narrowing. This makes sense, as both systems are implemented in SICStus Prolog and
running equivalent models. Whereas the SLD resolution overhead remained stable
as the instances scale, the lazy narrowing overhead scales. This is interesting for
the CLP(FD) vs. CFLP(FD) comparison, as we can see that the use of the functional higher modelling features can imply an additional overhead when processing
the model. In any case, the lazy narrowing results obtained are absolutely encouraging, as they are perfectly competitive w.r.t. the inherent overheads of algebraic
CP(FD), C++ CP(FD) and CLP(FD) systems for processing their models. Then,
knowing that the lazy narrowing overhead is exactly the same in any T OY(FD)
version, we have used T OY(FDg) and T OY(FDi ) to measure the overhead of interfacing their external solvers. In particular, whereas the overhead of T OY(FDg)
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for accessing to the Gecode API is competitive w.r.t. the one of the Gecode C++
model, the overhead of T OY(FDi ) is much bigger than the one of the ILOG Solver
C++ model. This reveals that the way T OY(FD) interfaces the ILOG Concert and
ILOG Solver objects requires more time than doing it straight from C++.
6.4.4 General Perfomance Comparison
We have devoted Section 5.4 to analyze the performance comparison when solving
the Golomb and ETP instances, considering both the 10 systems on their own and
gathering them by their underlying constraint solver.
For (a) instances (Golomb ones and ETP-21) there is a clear performance order
among the constraint solvers, with the ranking performance positions 1-3, 4-6, 7-9
and 10 resp. clinched by the Gecode, ILOG Solver, SICStus related systems and
SWI. For (b) instances the paradigms related overheads broke this performance
order among the solvers, as for some systems these paradigm overheads become
remarkable for ETP-7 and still noticeable for ETP-15. On the one hand, SICStus
and ILOG Solver obtain a better ranking for ETP-7 and ETP-15, and PAKCS,
T OY(FDs) and SWI do it as well, but just for ETP-7. On the other hand, both
T OY(FDg) and ILOG OPL obtain a worse ranking for ETP-7, and both MiniZinc
and T OY(FDi ) obtain a worse ranking for both ETP-7 and ETP-15.
In Golomb, the complete ranking for the 3 instances is: (1) MiniZinc, (2) Gecode,
(3) T OY(FDg), (4) T OY(FDi ), (5) ILOG Solver, (6) ILOG OPL, (7) SICStus,
(8) PAKCS, (9) T OY(FDs) and (10) SWI. Thus, we claim Golomb to be a stable
problem, as the ranking for the 3 instances is fixed. Moreover, the slow-down of
any system (w.r.t. the optimal MiniZinc) scales as the instances scale. This slowdown w.r.t. MiniZinc is around 2.0-2.5, 4.0-5.5 and 7.0-9.5 for the Gecode, ILOG
Solver and SICStus related systems, resp. However, if we compare the homogeneous
ranked systems (resp. 1, 2 and 3 ILOG Solver and SICStus related systems w.r.t.
1, 2 and 3 Gecode ones), then the slow-down of ILOG Solver systems w.r.t. Gecode
ones decreases in about a 50%-60%.
In ETP-21 (the only one being (a) instance), the complete ranking for the
3 instances is: (1) Gecode, (2) T OY(FDg), (3) MiniZinc, (4) ILOG Solver, (5)
T OY(FDi ), (6) ILOG OPL, (7) SICStus, (8) PAKCS, (9) T OY(FDs) and (10)
SWI. The slow-downs w.r.t. Gecode are 1.01-1.53, 1.89-2.52 and 3.85-6.83 for the
Gecode, ILOG Solver and SICStus related systems, resp. In this case, if we compare the homogeneous ranked systems, the slow-down results are modified in a 15%
below-above (depending on system and the 2 or 3 position). Focusing on the 3 ETP
instances, we claim ETP to be a less stable problem, as the ranking of a chosen
system depends on the concrete instance being run. The slow-down between the
systems ranking 2 (resp. 3, 4 and so on) w.r.t. Gecode decreases as the instances
scale. However, as the ranking is not stable, a head-to-head comparison between
the slow-down of each concrete system w.r.t. Gecode reveals that there is not a general behavior: Depending on the chosen system this slow-down can either decrease,
increase or decrease and then increase as the instances scale. The ranking becomes
nearly stable when we compare it to the performance order of the Gecode, ILOG
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Solver and SICStus related systems. However, the overheads of Section 5.3 play a
key role in ETP-7, modifying the performance order to (1) Gecode, (2) SICStus
and (3) ILOG Solver. Also in ETP-7, the slow-down of the systems decreases in a
40%-80% as we compare the systems ranking 2 and 3 (resp.) In ETP-15, the overheads of Section 5.3 do not modify the performance order (1) Gecode, (2) ILOG
Solver and (3) SICStus. However, in these cases there are no general patterns about
how the slow-down behaves as we compare the systems ranking 2 and 3 (resp.)
6.4.5 Perfomance Comparison of the Gecode Related Systems
We have devoted Section 5.5 to analyze the performance of MiniZinc, Gecode and
T OY(FDg), discussing their search statistics and also monitoring the search in
Gecode and T OY(FDg) to justify their results. The initial hypothesis of the analysis is that, whereas the COP problem built-up by the C++ Gecode model is explicit
(as it is implemented directly against the Gecode API), the ones of T OY(FDg)
and MiniZinc are implicit. In T OY(FDg), it depends on the compilation from
T OY(FD) to the Gecode API. In MiniZinc, it depends on the compilation to the
FlatZinc model, and on its further command-line driver interpretation (building-up
the difinitive Gecode model being executed).
In this context, the ranking for the Golomb instances is: (1) MiniZinc, (2) Gecode
and (3) T OY(FDg). However, for the ETP instances it is: (1) Gecode, (2) T OY(FDg)
and (3) MiniZinc. Thus, the performance of MiniZinc dramatically changes from
one problem to the other, and the reason for its good performance in Golomb seems
to be lack of onValue configuration for the alldifferent constraint. Interestingly, the
slow-down of Gecode w.r.t. MiniZinc for Golomb scales as the instances scale. However, the slow-down of MiniZinc w.r.t. Gecode for ETP decreases as the instances
scale. When comparing Gecode and T OY(FDg), the former is always faster than
the latter. However, whereas for (b) instances the slow-down is quite big, for (a)
ones the CPU of T OY(FDg) nearly matches the ones of Gecode.
Regarding the search statistics (analyzed for Golomb-11 and ETP-21), we have
proven that the CPU times of MiniZinc, Gecode and T OY(FDg) directly come
from their elapsed times devoted to tackle the search exploration. The interface
from T OY(FD) to Gecode allows to formulate both Golomb and ETP with the
same constraint set than the native Gecode C++ models. MiniZinc also does it
for Golomb, but its constraint set for ETP is 2.5 bigger than the ones of Gecode
and ETP. However, there is no correlation between the constraint set and search
exploration being performed. What is determining the CPU time of the search exploration is: (i) The amount of constraint propagations being triggered and (2) The
copy() constructor of the Space class. Regarding (i), we have seen that T OY(FDg)
nearly matches the propagations of Gecode (1.01-1.02), but MiniZinc performs a
0.30 for Golomb (reaching a slow-down of 0.39) and a 1.33-1.47 for ETP (reaching a
slow-down of 1.53-1.57). Regarding (ii) we have seen that the Gecode model using
bi-dimensional variable arrays has a slow-down of 1.22-1.31 w.r.t. the one using
one-dimensional arrays, and that this slow-down directly comes from the elapsed
time devoted in executing the copy() method during the search exploration. In
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the case of T OY(FDg), it also nearly matches the Gecode time for executing this
copy() method (even improving it a little bit by having less variables to clone).
Finally, regarding monitoring the Gecode and T OY(FDg) search we have used
Gist and the instance Golomb-5, proving that both lead to exploration of the same
search tree. Moreover, we have proved that the propagation is the same on each node
of the tree. However, we have used a log constraint to prove that, even pruning the
same m and d variables, the order and amount of constraints triggered by Gecode
and T OY(FDg) differ.
6.4.6 Perfomance Comparison of the ILOG Solver Related Systems
We have devoted Section 5.6 to analyze the performance of ILOG OPL, ILOG Solver
and T OY(FDi ), discussing their search statistics and also monitoring the execution
of the ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) models, justifying the different number of
variables and constraints they post to the solver for formulating the problem. Once
again, the initial hypothesis of the analysis is that, whereas the COP problem builtup by the C++ ILOG Solver model is explicit (as it is implemented directly against
the ILOG Concert and ILOG Solver API), the ones of T OY(FDi ) and ILOG OPL
are implicit. In T OY(FDi ), it depends on the compilation from T OY(FD) to the
ILOG Concert and ILOG Solver API. In ILOG OPL, it depends on the compilation
to ILOG Solver performed by the ILOG OPL Studio framework.
In this context, the ranking for the Golomb instances is: (1) T OY(FDi ), (2)
ILOG Solver and (3) ILOG OPL. In ETP, whereas the ranking for the (b) instances
is (1) ILOG Solver, (2) ILOG OPL and (3) T OY(FDi ), the ranking for the (a)
instance ETP-21 is (1) ILOG Solver, (2) T OY(FDi ) and (3) ILOG OPL. This
reveals a twofold behavior of T OY(FDi ): On the one hand, it becomes even faster
than ILOG Solver for the Golomb instances (although the slow-down decreases
as the instances scale). On the other hand, its performance is severally penalized
for the (b) instances, modifying the ranking from ETP-7 and ETP-15 to ETP-21.
Interestingly, whereas the general slow-downs achieved for (b) instances are quite
big, for (a) ones they all range in 1.06-1.33.
Regarding the search statistics (analyzed for Golomb-11 and ETP-21), we have
proved that the CPU times of ILOG OPL, ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) directly
come from their elapsed times devoted to tackle the search exploration. However,
neither the API of ILOG OPL nor the one of ILOG Solver provide a method to compute the amount of constraint propagations triggered during the search exploration
(and we have justified that we can not compute this information by ourselves).
This represents a drawback for our search analysis, as the propagations turned to
be the key factor determining the CPU time in the Gecode related systems. In this
context, we observe that the 3 systems post a different amount of variables and
constraints to the solver (representing a difference w.r.t. the Gecode systems), and
that the smaller this constraint network the faster the solver performs the search.
Interestingly, the difference of variables and constraints between ILOG Solver and
T OY(FDi ) depends on the problem: Whereas T OY(FDi ) uses less variables and
constraints for Golomb-11 than ILOG Solver, for ETP-21 it uses more. We have
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monitored both the ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) executions, identifying each of the
situations in which the T OY(FDi ) interface saves variables and constraints w.r.t.
the ILOG Solver C++ model, and also each on the situations in which T OY(FDi )
needs more variables and constraints.
6.4.7 Perfomance Comparison of the SICStus Solver Related Systems
We have devoted Section 5.7 to analyze the performance of SICStus, PAKCS and
T OY(FDs), discussing their search statistics and also monitoring the execution of
the SICStus and T OY(FDs) models, justifying the different constraint networks
they post to the solver for formulating the problem. Once again, the initial hypothesis of the analysis is that, whereas the COP problem built-up by the SICStus
model is explicit (as it is implemented directly against the clpfd API), the ones of
PAKCS and T OY(FDs) are implicit, as they are dependent from their interfaces
to clpfd.
In this context, the ranking is totally stable, being (1) SICStus, (2) PAKCS and
(3) T OY(FDs) for the Golomb instances, but also for the ETP ones (which represents a difference w.r.t. Gecode and ILOG Solver). However, the relation between
the overheads of lazy narrowing and SLD resolution make the slow-downs of PAKCS
and T OY(FDs) w.r.t. SICStus wider for the (b) instances. In (a) instances we see
that neither the CPU times of SICStus, PAKCS and T OY(FDs) match, revealing
that there is a mismatch among the clpfd models they three build up. In this
setting, independently of the problem, the slow-down of PAKCS range in 1.05-1.07
(similar to the 1.01-1.02 of T OY(FDg) w.r.t. Gecode). However, the slow-down
of T OY(FDs) depends on the problem. Whereas for Golomb it is a stable 1.071.11, for ETP-21 it dramatically increases until 1.78. Moreover, the T OY(FDs)
different behavior between Golomb and ETP is even more clear when comparing it
to PAKCS. Whereas the slow-down of T OY(FDs) w.r.t. PAKCS decreases as the
Golomb instances scale, it increases as the ETP instances increase.
Regarding the search statistics, we have compared the results of SICStus and
T OY(FDs) (as PAKCS does not provide them). But, first we have presented an
example in which two goals post a same FD constraint primitive. However, the
translation that clpfd performs of this constraint primitive to the mate indexical posted to the constraint store differs in both executions: Whereas one of them
uses a bound-consistency propagation level, the other uses a domain-consistency
one. We have checked that this propagation level is not configurable in SICStus.
Moreover, the differences between the two scenarios is not reflected in the search
statistics, as both display to have performed the same prunings. The only thing
which is different is the amount of constraint filtering algorithms executed. Obviously, it represents a key factor determining the different CPU time spent by both
executions. However, these results are not relevant on their own, but only jointly
with the CPU time required by the filtering algorithm of each indexical and the
amount of times each indexical algorithm is executed. Unfortunately, SICStus does
not provide this information.
Finally, we have used the predicate call residue to print the constraint store of
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SICStus and T OY(FDs) before starting the search exploration of Golomb-5. We
have seen that the set of indexicals in both model executions are slightly different,
leading thus to different consistency-level propagation algorithms.
Regarding the search statistics (analyzed for Golomb-11 and ETP-21), we have
proven that the CPU times of ILOG OPL, ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) directly
come from their elapsed times devoted to tackle the search exploration. However,
neither the API of ILOG OPL nor the one of ILOG Solver provide a method to compute the amount of constraint propagations triggered during the search exploration
(and we have justified that we can not compute this information by ourselves).
This represents a drawback for our search analysis, as the propagations turned to
be the key factor determining the CPU time in the Gecode related systems. In this
context, we observe that the 3 systems post a different amount of variables and
constraints to the solver (representing a difference w.r.t. the Gecode systems), and
that the smaller this constraint network is the faster the solver performs the search.
Interestingly, the difference of variables and constraints between ILOG Solver
and T OY(FDi ) depends on the problem: Whereas for Golomb-11 T OY(FDi ) uses
less variables and constraints than ILOG Solver, for ETP-21 it uses more. We have
monitored both the ILOG Solver and T OY(FDi ) executions, identifying each of the
situations in which the T OY(FDi ) interface saves variables and constraints w.r.t.
the ILOG Solver C++ model, and also each on the situations in which T OY(FDi )
needs more variables and constraints.
6.4.8 T OY(FDg) Main Conclusion
The obtained results are extremely encouraging for the use of the CFLP(FD) system T OY(FDg) to tackle COP problems. We have proved that the interface from
T OY(FD) to the Gecode API builds up a Gecode model similar enough to the
C++ CP(FD) one, as to achieve the same performance as when programming
in C++ CP(FD) directly against the Gecode API. In this setting, both Gecode
and T OY(FDg) are running (practically) the same model, and thus the time
they devote to search exploration matches. For (b) instances the performance of
T OY(FDg) is still worse than the one of Gecode, as it is penalized by the lazy narrowing and external solver overheads. But, for (a) instances, where this search exploration is the only factor determining the CPU time, T OY(FDg) directly matches
the CPU time of Gecode (becoming nearly the second fastest system for the solving
of pure CP(FD) problems as Golomb, and nearly the fastest system for the solving
of real-life applications as ETP).
6.4.9 T OY(FDi ) Main Conclusion
The obtained results are twofold for the use of the CFLP(FD) system T OY(FDi )
to tackle COP problems. The interface from T OY(FD) requires extra tuning to
manage the ILOG Concert and ILOG Solver objects, which implies a relevant additional overhead. Whereas this additional overhead is crucial for (b) instances
(making T OY(FDi ) not competitive for solving them) it becomes nearly negli-
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gible for (a) ones. Moreover, this extra tuning produces a mismatch between the
model built up by T OY(FDi ) and the one built up by the C++ CP(FD) model
(in terms of the amount of variables and constraints being used). We have proven
that, whereas there are some situations in which T OY(FDi ) is the one saving variables and constraints w.r.t. ILOG Solver, in other situations it is the other way
round. Thus, the final constraint network applied in T OY(FDi ) and ILOG Solver
is totally dependent on the formulation of the problem (more specifically, in the
amount of these mismatch situations this formulation leads to). In this setting,
T OY(FDi ) performs a 6%-11% better than ILOG Solver for the Golomb instances
(being nearly the fourth fastest system for the solving of pure CP(FD) problems),
and a 33% worse for ETP-21 (being nearly the fifth fastest system for the solving
of real-life applications).
6.4.10 T OY(FDs) Main Conclusion
The obtained results encourage the use of T OY(FDs) for tackling pure CP(FD)
problems, but discourage its use for tackling real-life application problems. Regarding the formers, the user reaches an intermediate state between the behavior of
T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. ILOG Solver and the one of T OY(FDg) w.r.t. Gecode. That is,
the performance of T OY(FDs) ranges on a 7%-10% below the CPU time obtained
when programming directly in SICStus against the clpfd API. Besides this reasonable overhead w.r.t. its native implementation, T OY(FDs) reaches nearly the same
performance as when programming in the mate CFLP(FD) system PAKCS. However, when solving real-life applications, the performance of T OY(FDs) is a 70%80% worse than the CPU time obtained when programming in SICStus against the
clpfd API, being absolutely not competitive w.r.t. it. Moreover, the performance is
neither competitive w.r.t. PAKCS, which maintains the intermediate state between
the behavior of T OY(FDi ) w.r.t. ILOG Solver and the one of T OY(FDg) w.r.t.
Gecode, achieving a performance of around a 5% below the CPU time obtained in
the native SICStus implementation.
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